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ABSTRACT 
The debate is still ongoing regarding the link between verbal short-term memory 
and long-term memory. This debate is built on a long history of research that has 
examined only a limited number of linguistic features, mainly phonological elements.  It 
is suggested that phonological encoding in STM can be extended to phonological 
representations in the mental lexicon. However, semantic information can also influence 
STM performance.  Thus, the link between verbal short-term memory and long-term 
memory cannot be ignored. These long-term memory effects in STM have mostly been 
shown in serial recall performance; the typical measure that has been used to examine 
short-term memory because it requires immediate recall of information in serial order. 
Variables that reflect long-term memory factors have been manipulated in this task in a 
few different ways, but can be categorised into two approaches. The first approach is to 
compare performance on lists that differ on corpus-based variables such as word 
frequency or semantic factors such as concreteness, which reflect an involvement of 
long-term representations in the task. The second approach is to manipulate the 
relatedness of words within the list, with those relationships reflecting long-term 
factors, such as categorical membership. In the current project a series of experiments 
testing auditory-verbal serial recall, using both of these approaches, but in the context of 
Arabic linguistic materials, is presented. The primary motivation of this work is to 
contribute to the research outlining effects of long-term memory (by the means of 
linguistic features) on short-term memory performance by examining the influence of 
the Semitic language features of root and pattern on serial recall. The results showed the 
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root and pattern corpus information was a strong contributor in recall of nonwords. 
There was an effect of authentic root over non-authentic roots and a high prevalence in 
the errors to preserve the presented pattern of the item. The root feature can provide 
access to semantic information, and the pattern feature can provide cues to phonological 
word forms. The study provides evidence for a role of LTM effects at the morphological 
level of root and pattern elements in supporting STM. 
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 Chapter 1: Introduction 1 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 The theoretical context 
In the theoretical space of verbal short-term memory (STM), issues such as the 
role of long-term memory (LTM) influences in the serial recall task (SRT), as the 
definitive STM task, have continued to be debated in recent years. For example, Thorn 
and Page (2009) in their edited book, highlighted the increasing popularity of activated 
LTM concepts in explanations of verbal serial recall behaviour. On the other hand, 
Norris (2017) stated in his recent review that cognitive psychology would witness a 
critical transformation if STM-based phenomena are demonstrated as being no more 
than “LTM-based activations”; and he also argued that such an idea is still lacking 
behavioural evidence.  
The fact is that the notion of “STM being distinct from LTM” is the core focus of 
debate from early research until now (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Baddeley & Hitch, 
1974; Burgess & Hitch, 2005; Cowan, 1994; Nairne, 1990; Page & Norris, 1998; Page 
& Norris, 2009; Repovš & Baddeley, 2006; Waugh & Norman, 1965). Although the 
separate stores view has been dominant, there is also increased support for the 
suggestion that STM is more usefully construed as activated LTM (Ruchkin, Grafman, 
Cameron, & Berndt, 2003), as research has revealed serious contributions of language-
based representations to ISR (Acheson, Postle, & Macdonald, 2010; Berent, Bat-El, & 
Vaknin- Nusbaum, 2017; Damian & Martin, 1999; Hoffman, Jefferies, Ehsan, Jones, & 
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Lambon Ralph, 2009; Jefferies, Frankish, & Lambon Ralph, 2006; Kalinyak-Fliszar, 
Kohen, & Martin, 2011; Miller & Roodenrys, 2009; N. Martin & Gupta, 2004; Poirier, 
Saint-Aubin, Mair, Tehan, & Tolan, 2015; R. Martin, Lesch, & Bartha, 1999; Romani, 
McAlpine, & Martin, 2008; Roodenrys, 2009). 
While both views are current in the literature, the debate has continued to open 
fruitful frameworks for research. Language representations from LTM, by the means of 
linguistic features, have become more interesting to STM researchers. However, the 
drawback in this field is that relatively few languages (and so contexts) have been 
studied (see Share, 2008 for a relevant review in relation to written language; and see 
Chapter 4 for a pertinent argument). 
1.2 The empirical context 
In early research on STM, language materials were obviously involved but there 
was a strong focus on the phonological context within the list of to-be-remembered 
items (Baddeley, Conrad, & Hull, 1965; Conrad, 1963) as early researchers suggested 
semantic information played no meaningful role (e.g. Baddeley, 1966; but see Baddeley 
& Ecob, 1970).  The focus was on temporary representations of phonology however 
evidence bgan to accumulate for an influence of long-term memory representations in 
short-term memory tasks. For example, lists of words are recalled better than lists of 
nonwords, which lack a long-term representation (e.g. Hulme, Maughan & Brown, 
1991)  Afterwards, some of the research focus moved to the nature of the phonological 
representations in the mental lexicon (e.g., Roodenrys, Hulme, Lethbridge, Hinton, & 
Nimmo, 2002; Nimmo & Roodenrys, 2004), drawing attention towards the content of 
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the LTM (lexical features) in STM manipulations. Furthermore, concerns have also 
been raised about the intense focus on phonological manipulations in STM, as later 
research has shown semantic influences may be greater than initially thought (Patterson, 
Graham, & Hodges, 1994; Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1974; Wetherick, 1975); especially 
as semantic schema can be a valuable resource in LTM and its connections with 
phonological codes that might form the link between the two memory systems. Hence, 
an increasing number of studies have emerged to examine the influence of such LTM-
based factors on serial recall behaviour (Poirier & Saint-Aubin, 1995; Poirier, Saint-
Aubin, Mair, Tehan, & Tolan, 2014; Saint-Aubin, Guerard, Chamberland, & Malenfant, 
2014; Saint-Aubin, Ouellette, & Poirier, 2005; Saint-Aubin & Poirier, 1999; Shivde & 
Anderson, 2011; Stuart & Hulme, 2009). Even so, the role of semantic codes, compared 
to phonological information, is still seriously questioned (e.g., Benetello, Cecchetto, & 
Papagno, 2015; Papagno, Vernice, & Cecchetto, 2013; Savill et al., 2017; Savill, 
Metcalfe, Ellis, & Jefferies, 2015).  
Robust evidence for both phonological and semantic influences has been obtained 
in two main ways, which are well represented within the English research literature. The 
first method is to manipulate the average value of lists of items on some lexical 
characteristics. This approach is exemplified in English by studies that manipulate 
lexical variables such as the phonological neighbourhood in the language corpus 
(Clarkson, Roodenrys, Miller, & Hulme, 2017; Roodenrys, 2009; Roodenrys, Hulme, 
Lethbridge, Hinton, & Nimmo, 2002), and semantic factors such as imageability, 
between conditions (Westbury & Moroschan, 2009). The second method is to vary the 
relatedness of items within the list and, in English, this is typified by the phonological 
similarity effect, where the recall of lists of phonologically similar lists is poorer than 
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recall of lists of dissimilar sounding items (Conrad, 1964).  An essential feature of these 
tasks is that items are recalled in order of presentation, and this is referred to as serial 
recall.  If the task seeks to measure the maximum length of a list that can be recalled 
correctly it is referred to as assessing memory span. 
However, since the earliest efforts to distinguish STM from LTM via these 
different approaches, language materials have largely been restricted to English and a 
small number of other, mostly Indo-European languages.  These languages are mostly 
comparable in structure, and do not have a systematic mapping between phonology and 
semantics, unlike Arabic, as will be explained below. While researchers are still looking 
for more behavioural data and varied experimental contexts, different linguistic features, 
may provide new contributions to the recent research interest in language 
representations and STM. 
1.3 The Present study 
The current PhD research includes a series of empirical studies, in which the 
influences of Arabic linguistic features on short-term memory are examined in a series 
of experiments. Arabic is a morphologically rich language (detailed more in chapter 4), 
where the semantic and phonological information can be consistently derived from two 
main morphemes that are called the root and pattern principles. On the basis of what has 
been done in studies examining English linguistic features, an investigation of STM in 
the Arabic linguistic context may add new insights to our understanding of STM and 
LTM effects. In addition, it is a worthwhile endeavour to compare data from different 
languages in order to investigate the universal applicability of the principles resulting 
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mainly from research with English language materials. More specifically, using the 
Arabic language offers a means of investigating whether STM operates by universal 
principles that are independent of LTM and language, or whether specific language 
features influence memory, which might suggest that verbal STM is better seen as a 
language process than a memory process.  
The current research project is an attempt to shed new light on the relationship 
between language and STM. In particular, it addresses the following questions: 
Do Arabic linguistic features, namely the root and pattern principles, produce the 
same kind of memory phenomena that are obtained in English? 
How does the Arabic lexical scheme that includes root and pattern frequencies, 
especially the root because of its rich semantic connections, influence SRT 
performance?  
Relative to the phonological and semantic relatedness studies in English, how 
does the manipulation of similarity between words within a list afforded by Arabic, 
influence recall? 
Finally, can the LTM knowledge and STM models based on English language 
research accommodate data from the Arabic language experiments?  
1.4 The outline of the thesis 
The thesis adopts an experimental approach and is presented in nine chapters. This 
first chapter describes the context of the research and includes research questions, the 
aims and the outline of the thesis. In Chapter 2, a review of the background literature on 
STM is presented. In addition, the third chapter extends on the previous chapter by 
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reviewing the relationship between STM and LTM; with a focus on the phonological 
and semantic encoding debate. The final chapter of the theoretical introduction 
concludes in Chapter 4, in which Arabic linguistic features are introduced to the field of 
STM research. 
The empirical section includes a series of experiments involving an auditory-
verbal SRT. These are presented in four chapters. Chapter 5 includes corpus-based 
experiments of three factorial studies, in which Arabic corpus frequencies are 
manipulated at the word level and root level. Chapter 6 contains two follow-up 
experiments related to the previous experimental manipulations that utilise a simpler 
design and new word selection from the corpus. Further, the effect of corpus-based 
variables relating to morphology is studied in experiments with nonword stimuli in 
Chapter 7. Chapter 8 moves to the second methodological approach by manipulating the 
similarity between words within a list. One experiment manipulates root similarity, and 
another experiment manipulates pattern similarity, with and without meaning. 
Finally, Chapter 9 contains the general discussion and the conclusion from all the 
empirical chapters, outlining the significance, and attempts to interpret the data in the 
context of language activation models in STM.  
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Chapter 2: On a special store for verbal 
short-term memory  
2.1 Introduction  
Since early philosophies of the human mind, the possible existence of two 
components of human memory has been appraised. The first is understood to be 
momentary; whereas the second seems to be infinite. In the history of psychology, this 
sort of division can be attributed to William James (1890) in what he termed “primary 
memory”, referring to the short-lived awareness of what just occurred and would 
survive for a limited period of time, and “secondary memory”, that includes the 
ingredients of learnt knowledge, which is already stored, and so it must have longer life 
than primary memory. Later, those terminologies of James’, primary memory and 
secondary memory were replaced by alternatives, STM and LTM (Miller, 1956) 
respectively. Yet, the original terms are still used in the literature (e.g., Nairne, 1990), 
referring to the same approach of dividing memory into two structures.  
Ascertaining the separation between those two structures has surely been a 
concern among researchers. Burgess and Hitch (2005) expressed that both STM and 
LTM and the relationship between them have “intrigued” psychologists. Beforehand, 
Broadbent (1958) stated that “properties of the immediate memory system need to be 
excluded before we can say what the long-term system is like, and they have not been” 
(p. 240). Hence, effort was devoted to understanding what properties STM might have 
to make it a unique “memory entity”.  
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2.2 Short-term memory as a salient entity 
During 1960s and 1970s, a special STM was emphasized by conceptual models 
(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974) that established critical 
foundations by attributing distinct properties to STM in a holistic memory system, 
named “working memory”. Since that era, a number of specific characteristics have 
been identified to characterise STM.  
Initially, the working memory model was used to emphasise the importance of 
STM in the cognitive system proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968, 1971) who 
divided memory into three stores. This model has been printed in the first pages of 
textbook chapters on memory for decades and became known as the modal model. It 
proposes three storage devices and a narrowing in the flow of information processing 
between the different stores, mostly in one direction (Figure 1). Initially, the input 
information arrived in the sensory store, then passed to the STM store and then to the 
LTM store. Hypothetically, STM is located at the middle of the memory hierarchy; 
attention goes to select information from the sensory store (SS) and pass it on to the 
short-term store. The information may then be recorded in the long-term store by a 
rehearsal mechanism which transfers it from STM to LTM, although information can 
also be lost due to decay and interference characteristics. In addition, Atkinson and 
 
 
Figure 1 The multiple-store model of memory.  
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Shiffrin argued that STM can only hold the information for a limited period of time; 
longer than the SS but no more than half a minute.  
A common question about this account is in regard to the link between STM and 
LTM, as all information must pass through STM, and thus each memory action has to 
be STM-based. This belief was accepted by some and rejected by others (Basso et al., 
1982; Thorn & Page, 2009; Shallice & Warrington, 1970), as LTM learning effects 
were detected in STM performance  In response to the early expression of such 
concerns, Atkinson and Shiffrin admitted that their model yielded more questions than 
answers. Later, Baddeley and Hitch (1974) developed a new view of the short-term 
store as part of a conceptual model of working memory. 
2.3 The phonological nature of verbal short-term memory 
Baddeley and Hitch (1974) proposed a model of working memory that includes 
three distinct entities. These include a central executive component aided by two storage 
components, one for speech and another for visuo-spatial information.  
 Most relevant to our focus (verbal STM), is the phonological loop component of 
this model, which has generated much research that has established some basic 
characteristics of STM processing. Firstly, it is a phonologically based system, and 
hence it handles only phonologically encoded information (Baddeley, 1966). Secondly, 
it conforms to evidence regarding the “capacity limitations” of STM (Baddeley, 1986).  
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2.3.1 Store component of the phonological loop 
According to Baddeley and Hitch, the phonological loop is characterised by 
encoding that is both phonological and of a limited duration, the latter due to decay of 
information (e.g., Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984). Initially 
it was argued that it was like a loop of audio tape and could hold a fixed duration of 
recorded speech. 
Baddeley, Thomson, and Buchanan, (1975) generated an experimental 
comparison between lists of short words and long words by manipulating the number of 
phonemes and syllables. Overall, the results showed that lists of short words were 
recalled better than lists of long words. Their interpretation was that long words 
occupied more space per word in the phonological loop than the short words.  
 
In addition, evidence came from a technique called “articulatory suppression” that 
requires the participant to recite an irrelevant phrase, for instance, the subject is 
instructed to repeat a word (e.g., the the the) during presentation of the memory list to 
load the rehearsal system so that it cannot be used to support the maintenance of 
information (Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984; Murray, 1968). Articulatory suppression 
 
Figure 2  The tri-component model of working memory (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974).  
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drastically reduces the capacity of short-term memory but does not eliminate it. This led 
to the suggestion that of the phonological loop system is composed of two components: 
a phonological-based store and an articulatory rehearsal mechanism of the phonological 
codes. More broadly, this helped to motivate the assumption that WM consists of more 
components than one, and that loading up the phonological component leaves storage 
capacity in other components.  Items in the phonological store decay over time and must 
be refreshed by the rehearsal mechanism to survive longer than a few seconds 
(Baddeley, 2000; Baddeley, 1968). According to this hypothesis, the LTM system is 
distinct from the STM stores and mechanisms. 
2.3.2 Encoding processes in the phonological loop 
Verbal STM has been argued to require auditory-verbal rehearsal since the earliest 
attempts to describe the properties of an STM (Atkinson &Shiffrin, 1968). Later, the 
notion that the “verbal STM trace is built on a phonological code” became a 
fundamental assumption of the working memory model (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). 
According to that, without phonological rehearsal, the memory of a word will 
immediately begin to degrade and be decayed beyond use after approximately 2 
seconds. 
Besides the support for the time-limited nature of the store, phonological encoding 
was strongly evidenced by studies that used speech-based manipulations. For example, 
the phonological similarity effect is the finding that serial recall performance is reduced 
for lists that include items with similar phonological patterns [e.g., mat, map, man] than 
those that have dissimilar items [e.g., nut, saw, bar] (Conrad & Hull, 1964; Baddeley, 
1966).  
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 Further support for a phonological code as the basis for STM came from the 
interaction of presentation modality (visual vs. auditory) and articulatory suppression. 
The recall of auditorially presented lists of words was not impacted by articulatory 
suppression as much as when the words were visually presented. The interpretation is 
that information from the ear passes directly to the phonological store; whereas visually 
presented words need to be articulated, albeit subvocally, to re-encode them into verbal 
form to enter the phonological store, which is prevented by articulatory suppression 
(Murray, 1968).  
2.4 Some criticisms of the phonological loop 
Although the phonological loop model explained a number of key effects in STM, 
it has been challenged by further findings. Burgess and Hitch (1996) commented that 
the phonological loop account lacks explanations about the critical link between STM 
and LTM. Two main concerns are relevant to this statement. The first is related to the 
definition of what is regarded as being “phonological”. For example, a number of 
studies found phonological information in serial recall is critically sensitive to the 
factors related to their representations in the LTM lexicon. Such evidence is reviewed in 
the next chapter. For instance, lists of words that have been encountered more often in 
the past are recalled better than those encountered less often (Hulme et al., 1997).  Such 
effects in the literature can only be attributed to the representation of the items in a long-
term system, rather than the phonological store. The aspects of phonology that relate to 
LTM-linguistic knowledge are therefore problematic for the “articulatory” loop account 
(Burgess & Hitch, 1992).  In addition, it has been argued that the word length effect is 
due to differences in the complexity of segmental planning for long and short words 
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rather than the assumed time-based decay mechanism (Service, 1998).  Consequently, 
new models have emerged addressing this gap, which will be described in the next 
chapter. 
The second main concern regarding pure phonological STM has come from the 
evidence of non-phonological effects in the SRT. For example, semantic variables were 
found to be critically influential in serial recall (Jefferies, Acheson, MacDonald & 
Postle, 2011; Jefferies et al., 2009; Nishiyama, 2014; Poirier & Saint-Aubin, 1995). 
This point is demonstrated in the next chapter. 
Further, a key aspect of STM performance is recalling the items in order. Notably 
the phonological loop does not really have a mechanism to explain how memoranda are 
kept in order. The performance of STM is most often empirically examined using the 
serial recall task. In this task, and others, STM can be understood to involve both “order 
information” and “item information” (Murdock, 1976) although it is still unclear 
how/what mechanisms influence memory for order (for a review see Majerus, 2009).  
Although order information is expected to be independent of the item activation of 
semantic information, Acheson, MacDonald, and Postle (2011) showed that order 
information is affected by semantic information. Such data is consistent with a number 
of other studies that have revealed that semantic knowledge can affect serial recall 
(Acheson, Postle, & Macdonald, 2010; Baddeley, 1966; Jefferies et al., 2006; Murdock 
& Vom Saal, 1967; Romani, McAlpine, & Martin, 2008).  This evidence requires an 
alternative account because semantic information can be encoded beside phonological 
information. Against this position however, researchers are still seeking more evidence 
regarding the role of semantic information because some studies have observed that 
semantic information produces only a small effect on order information compared to 
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phonological information (Benetello et al., 2015; Poirier & Saint-Aubin, 1995; Saint-
Aubin, Ouellette, & Poirier, 2005; Tse, 2009).  Generally, an LTM contribution to order 
information and item information has been shown to occur via semantic representations 
as well as phonological knowledge, yet more research is required on this issue.      
The phonological, semantic, and order information debate have shaped the recent 
research issues about what STM is. This also raises the question of what LTM might 
be?  In the next chapter, LTM effects from linguistic features, and the issue of memory 
for order are reviewed in terms of data, method, and theory. 
2.5 Summary  
The questions about verbal STM have always involved a link with LTM 
knowledge, even if only in denying a link. The distinction between STM as a separate 
store from LTM has been a main concern since the beginning of psychology as a 
discipline of study. The last century witnessed a number of thoughtful attempts to 
distinguish between the two memory entities. The nature of verbal STM was made 
distinct from LTM in terms of the emphasis on a phonological code, and in particular 
the phonological loop model underlying performance in the SRT. Support for the idea 
of phonological encoding in STM came from sophisticated laboratory work. Though, 
the debate continues about what STM can be, and new data from LTM considerations 
(presented in the next chapter) have challenged the predictions of theory based on 
phonological variables alone. Current research continues to focus on what factors, if 
any, might distinguish the two types of memory.
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Chapter 3: Verbal short-term memory: 
Current empirical and theoretical 
perspectives 
3.1 Evidence from lexical content 
The mental lexicon is already understood to involve multiple levels or types of 
information, including the word base and features such as phonemic and semantic 
schemas (Levelt, 2001; Pufahl & Samuel, 2014). The variety of language 
representations inside the mental lexicon may all be thought of as residing in LTM. 
Variables tapping these different types of information have been widely utilized to 
investigate the effects of LTM knowledge of language on STM performance. 
A lexical corpus is a collection of words found in a (usually large) sample of 
language usage.  A corpus is usually compiled to represent typical exposure to 
language, so that it can provide estimates of various characteristics of word usage. The 
frequency count of words derived from a language corpus is used as an estimate of the 
typical usage of, or individuals' exposure to, lexical items in actual life. The word 
“dog”, for instance, is used more frequently than the word “dingo” in everyday 
language, and a good corpus will accurately reflect that.  
3.1.1 The word frequency effect 
Hulme, Maughan, and Brown (1991) provided evidence of a lexicality effect in 
STM, as they found that memory span is higher for lists of words than nonwords (see 
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Stuart & Hulme, 2009, for review). Hulme et al. (1997) expected that the same effect 
would be obtained for word frequency in the context of the SRT based on previous 
studies (e.g. Gregg, Freedman & Smith, 1989). They found memory span was higher for 
lists of high-frequency words than lists of low-frequency words, drawn from Kucera-
Francis corpus for English words. This effect has been replicated by a number of studies 
using similar manipulations of separate sets of stimuli in serial recall experiments (e.g., 
Allen & Hulme, 2006; Hulme et al., 1997; Hulme, Stuart, Brown, & Morin, 2003; 
Poirier & Saint- Aubin, 1996; Woodward, Macken, & Jones, 2008; Allen & Hulme, 
2006; Gregg, Freedman, & Smith, 1989; Hulme & al., 1997; Hulme, Stuart, Brown, & 
Morin, 2003; Poirier & Saint- Aubin, 1996; Watkins & Watkins, 1977; Woodward, 
Macken, & Jones, 2008 ). 
 Such results were (mostly) interpreted as being robust evidence for an influence 
of LTM in STM. The word frequency effect persists under articulatory suppression 
(e.g., Gregg, Freedman, & Smith, 1989) where an irrelevant phrase is repeated during 
the recall task. It was reasoned that if word frequency effects persist under articulatory 
suppression, which prevents rehearsal of the items, then the effect cannot be due to 
articulatory factors.  
However, additional research has challenged a simple interpretation of the 
frequency effect in STM. Hulme et al. (1997) suggested that the recall of each item in 
the SRT was a function of the frequency of the item itself, and so was an item-specific 
effect. In other words, high frequency words are easier to recall regardless of the 
relationship between items within the list. However, Hulme, Stuart, Brown and Morin 
(2003) presented lists that alternated between high and low frequency words within a 
list, arguing that if the frequency effect is item-specific, then recall for individual items 
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in the mixed lists should be equal to the recall of those same items in lists purely of the 
same frequency. They found that high- and low-frequency words in lists with items 
alternating in frequency were recalled at the same level as each other, i.e. there was no 
item-specific frequency effect and recall was at a level between lists of purely low- and 
high-frequency words. This implies that the frequency effect reflects the associations 
between items rather than an item-specific property. 
Miller and Roodenrys (2012) also used lists that mixed the frequency of the words 
within a list but also manipulated the arrangement of the items within the list. Their 
results showed that the effect does not seem to be simply reliant on association between 
consecutive items, as recall of items at the end of the list was dependent on the 
frequency of the items in the first half of the list. Thus, the frequency effect, as an 
influence of LTM on the SRT is not as simple as initially thought and may reflect 
multiple mechanisms affected by frequency. 
Although the word frequency effect clearly reflects the influence of LTM contents 
(as does the lexicality effect), there is still debate between researchers about the way it 
should be interpreted. It is already established that multiple features, such as 
phonological and semantic elements, can be involved in word frequency effects (Arnon 
& Snider, 2010). Some studies have tended to support a role for the lexical-
phonological content of the word (e.g., Papagno, Vernice, & Cecchetto, 2013); whereas 
other studies seem to emphasize the role of lexical-semantic information in aiding 
recall, coming from word occurrence (Knott, Patterson, & Hodges, 1997; Miller & 
Roodenrys, 2012).  
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3.1.2 Feature frequency effects 
The frequency of sublexical units has also been demonstrated to have an effect in 
STM. Biphone frequency refers to the frequency of occurrence of pairs of phonemes in 
sequence.  For example, the phonemes /kæ/ occur together in many words in the English 
dictionary while the biphone /gi/occurs in fewer instances.  The biphones  would be said 
to differ in their type frequency.  This is distinct from the token frequency, which refers 
to the number of times the biphone might be encountered in normal language taking into 
account that some words are more frequent than others. 
Gathercole, Frankish, Pickering and Peaker (1999) compared serial recall 
performance on different sets of nonwords that varied in biphone token frequency (high, 
low and very low) such as /rin, kæg, bez/. Their findings showed better serial recall 
performance for the nonwords that included higher frequency biphones, although 
Roodenrys and Hinton (2002) argued that this effect was actually driven by the number 
of lexical neighbours of the nonwords (words that differed from it by a single 
phoneme), Thorn and Frankish (2005) showed that both biphone frequency and the 
number of lexical neighbours independently influence nonword recall in STM. 
These effects are further examples of the influences associated with long-term 
phonological representations on STM. However, the influence of semantic information 
in LTM has not been studied in the same way, because the semantic system is not as 
easily analysed in terms of corpus variables and “sublexical” elements, as is phonology. 
Hence, some attempts are ongoing to fill this gap by creating different means to 
examine the influence of semantic representations.   
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3.1.3 The effects at the level of semantic representations  
The influence of semantic representations on short-term recall has been studied by 
comparing sets of words that differ on semantic variables that can be described as 
providing stronger representations of some words than others. For example, concrete 
and abstract words are assumed to differ in how accessible they are during the recall 
process. Abstract words are less well recalled in the SRT when they are compared with 
concrete words (Jones, 1985; Plaut & Shallice, 1993; Hoffman et al., 2009). In a similar 
manner, studies have provided evidence for a different LTM-semantic effect by using 
emotional words in the SRT (Majerus & D’Argembeau, 2011; Monnier & Syssau, 
2008). Monnier and Syssau (2008) assumed that pleasant words contain stronger 
semantic representations than neutral words. The result of their study clearly showed 
that in the SRT, the pleasant words are advantaged, and this advantage is explained by 
the assumed superiority of their semantic representations in LTM. 
3.2 Evidence from manipulating the relationship of list items  
Another source of evidence for an influence of semantic information in SRT has 
been provided by studies taking the approach of manipulating relatedness of the words 
within the lists, in particular, by comparing lists of semantically related vs. unrelated 
words (Wethrick, 1975). In the context of the SRT, semantic similarity of the words 
within the list affects memory performance. With respect to item memory, a few recent 
studies have replicated a positive effect of semantic relatedness on recall (Jefferies, 
Acheson, MacDonald, & Postle, 2011; Jefferies et al., 2009; Nishiyama, 2014; Perham, 
et al., 2008; Poirier, & Saint-Aubin, 1995; Tse, 2009; Wethrick, 1975). Thus, these 
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findings are labeled as a semantic similarity effect, and reflect a benefit as opposed to 
the negative impact of phonological similarity on performance in the SRT.  
However, it should be mentioned that there may be different ways in which the 
mental lexicon may represent semantic information; hence the definition of what is 
similar or related can be complicated. For example, a categorical definition of semantic 
similarity assumes that words are structured or at least related in the mental lexicon 
under a semantic category, e.g. colors:  yellow, blue, black, purple, etc. A second 
definition contains more than the dictionary categorization, and can include complex 
associations between words according to the conceptual language. For instance, the idea 
of “transport” can be used in grouping a family of words such as car, bridge, water, roll, 
etc., which do not share a simple categorical relationship. Research has shown that 
performance in the SRT for associative similarity is better than categorical similarity 
(Tse, 2009). Further, semantic information can also occur at other levels of language 
than the lexical one. For example, the presence of syntax relates the words occurring 
inside a meaningful sentence context [the boy hit the ball]. Perham et al. (2008) used a 
syntactic manipulation to confirm the positive effect on recall performance. Finally, in 
regard to “phonological-semantic similarity”, words such as “carriage” and “carry” can 
have double relatedness because of the phonological feature /kær/ and the meaning they 
share. Yet, the context of double relatedness has not been examined much in the SRT, 
as semantics and phonology is typically isolated in the context of the predominant 
languages in the STM research.  
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3.3 Semantic-phonological interaction studies  
Both lexical-phonological and lexical-semantic features have been confirmed to 
be influential in ISR performance, but a remaining challenge is to understand the 
interaction between them. A number of different methods however have provided some 
evidence regarding the relationship between phonological and semantic effects in serial 
recall.  
3.3.1 Language impairments  
One method of examining the interaction between phonological and semantic 
features of words in serial recall is to study cases of language impairment. For example, 
semantic dementia is characterized by loss of semantic memory especially in the verbal 
domain when phonology may be intact. In semantic dementia patients it is possible to 
observe verbal STM performance for words that have lost their meanings but have 
intact phonology against words which are still understood. A semantic dementia patient 
reported by Patterson, Graham, and Hodges’ (1994) recalled of lists of words for which 
they knew the meanings better than when lists of words that had lost their meaning. This 
finding has been replicated a number of times (Knott, Patterson, & Hodges, 2000; R. C. 
Martin, Lesch, & Bartha, 1999; Caza, Belleville, & Gilbert, 2002; Jefferies et al., 2006). 
However, in a study by Papagno, Vernice and Cecchetto (2013), the Italian semantic 
dementia patient MC, recalled known words and solely phonologically familiar words 
(ones that she could not access the meaning of) at the same performance level. These 
observations suggest that semantic information is not essential for phonological 
encoding in STM, or for a benefit of phonological LTM information to be realised.  
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3.3.2 Evidence from newly trained content   
A source of relevant evidence has come from a technique of teaching participants 
new “words”, where semantic information is absent in one set and present in a 
comparable set. The comparison of semantic absence/presence with equivalent 
phonological information allows researchers to examine the behaviour and the 
contribution of both phonological and semantic information in the serial recall task.  
Hulme, Roodenrys, Brown, and Mercer (1995) tested the increase in memory span as a 
function of familiarisation with two sets of items. They trained participants on the 
pronunciation of sets of English nonwords of different lengths [e.g., dof, crepog, 
monoisip] and equivalent sets of words. Their results showed a significant increase in 
performance on serial recall tasks with these nonword sets after training but no effect on 
the word sets. Hence, they highlighted the importance of phonological representations 
rather than lexical-semantic representations in the SRT.  In addition, Benetello 
Benetello et al. (2015) recently used a similar technique to train Italian participants on 
Croatian words because they have no semantic connections with Italian but are 
phonologically adaptable to Italian speakers. They trained their adult participants on 
small sets of words in phonologically matched conditions, but in one condition no 
semantic information was provided. Their results showed that the lack of meaning did 
not reduce performance in serial recall suggesting a dominance of the phonological code 
for STM.   
In contrast, Savill et al. (2017) more recently tested the hypothesis that semantic 
representations can enhance the recall of phonological information. Using a similar 
method of “newly acquired words”, they found that adding semantic information to the 
context can improve recall. Savill et al. (2017) argued that semantic information was 
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weakened by the study design of Benetello et al. (2015) for two reasons. First, Benetello 
et al. used a small set of items; as a consequence, the phonological familiarity 
overwhelmed the semantic effect (e.g., Roodenrys & Quinlan, 2000). The second reason 
is related to the time of consolidation for the word learning relative to consolidation of 
semantic representations inside the lexicon (e.g., Davis & Gaskell, 2009). Unlike 
Benetello et al, Savill and colleagues have considered this factor in their study design. 
Their approach was to extend the training time overnight and run the test on a different 
day. They argue that processes during sleep help the stability of the new lexical 
information for their participants. In contrast, Benetello et al’s participants were trained 
and tested on the same day.  
3.4 STM-based effects with semantic factors 
Another approach that researchers have taken to investigate the interaction 
between semantic and phonological information in STM tasks is to manipulate the 
phonological effects by adding semantic factors to the design. For example, Acheson, 
Postle and Macdonald (2010) manipulated the phonological similarity of items and 
concurrent articulation while also varying the contribution of the semantic 
representations by using concrete and abstract words. Their results showed that the 
phonological similarity effect was larger for the concrete words than abstract words. 
Although they suggest alterantive accounts that might explain this interaction (described 
below), this evidence indicates that the phonologically-based recall can at least be 
influenced by the semantic representations of words.  
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In addition, when participants are asked about strategies used during recall a 
greater proportion report favouring phonological more than semantic strategies (Hulme, 
Roodenrys, Brown, & Mercer, 1995). Though, for example, Campoy and Baddeley’s 
(2008) study examined the impact on the standard STM-based effects (phonological 
similarity and word length effects) of an encoding strategy manipulation (semantics and 
phonology). The strategy factor was defined by the training instruction for participants, 
as they were asked to focus on the meaning of words for the semantic strategy, or the 
sounds of word for the phonological strategy. They observed that the phonological 
similarity effect and word-length effects characteristic of STM were reduced in the 
semantic strategy condition. This suggests that phonological representations play a 
smaller role when the semantic encoding is available.  
In summary, verbal working memory models propose that the recall of linguistic 
items is highly, if not solely, dependent on the capacities of a phonological STM storage 
device, such as the phonological loop. However, critical data have shown that STM 
performance can be affected by the characteristics of the phonological representations 
of presented items in the language system in addition to the transient speech codes of 
the suggested phonological store. Moreover, semantic information (whenever 
accessible) can also be important in recall. Next, interpretations from various 
approaches are reviewed, related to investigating lexical, phonological and semantic 
influences on STM for verbal material. 
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3.5 The theoretical accounts of long-term memory in verbal serial recall  
Although the concept of the phonological loop is inadequate to explain LTM 
effects on the SRT, the field of short- and long-term memory includes a wide collection 
of models where many can be seen as amendments of Baddeley and Hitch’s work. 
Recently, Baddeley and Hitch (2019) declared that according to the phonological loop 
framework, “simply conceiving working memory as activated LTM is an 
oversimplification that may be useful as a place holder but not as an explanation” 
(p.13). The effects of LTM in this chapter have provided rich data regarding the 
underlying mechanisms of STM performance, but arguments about the interpretation of 
these data, and the nature of the processes, continue.  
3.6 Trace redintegration 
An important account regarding the link between STM and LTM of language in 
the phonological loop is expressed by a broad hypothesis that “information in long-term 
memory can be used to reconstruct degraded traces retrieved from a short-term store” 
(Roodenrys, 2009, p. 178). Originally, Hulme et al. (1991) estimated the LTM influence 
in the SRT by examining the benefits to the capacity of STM when LTM information is 
accessible. For example, LTM accessibility was measured by comparing memory span 
for words and nonwords, which reflects the availability of LTM representations of 
language items. This revealed a considerable influence on memory span, as span was 
much greater for words than nonwords. Therefore, they suggested that a link between 
LTM and STM is possible, as degraded item codes in STM can benefit from LTM, 
potentially allowing a degraded STM trace to be identified and recalled. In the case of 
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nonwords, this process is not possible as they lack an LTM representation. Later, 
Schweickert (1993) suggested the term “redintegration” to refer to this process of 
reconstructing degraded STM traces by using representations in LTM. This was 
suggested as part of a dual mechanism proposal, assuming a degradation of the short-
term trace and a proposed mechanism of recovery from it that was assumed to happen in 
the output phase of the SRT task.  
The redintegration process offers a possible explanation for a number of LTM 
effects, but most often it has been used to explain the word frequency, after Hulme et al. 
(1997), and lexicality effects (Hulme e al., 1991), on memory capacity. The effect of 
word frequency (Hume et al., 1997) was argued to reflect the sensitivity of the 
redintegration process to the relative accessibility of LTM representations of individual 
words, and later feature frequencies (Roodenrys et al., 2002). Furthermore, Walker and 
Hulme (1999) suggested there may be a semantic-based redintegration at late-stage 
retrieval to explain the concreteness effect in the SRT as they found it did not interact 
with frequency, which was taken to reflect a phonological process.  However, Miller 
and Roodenrys (2009) later reported an interaction between concreteness and word 
frequency and suggested a single redintegration process might still account for both 
effects.  
Currently, the STM research literature is rich with conceptual models trying to 
explain how LTM representations, lexical-semantic features, interact with STM.  A 
number of models have a common mechanism that can be seen as analogous to the 
assumptions of redintegration. Psycholinguistic models are described in the following 
section, which involve a broader challenge to the simple the adjustment of the 
phonological loop hypothesis to account for LTM influences.  
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3.7 Language activation models 
The field of language processing research has much in common with the field of 
research on memory processes. In the field of language processing, the mental lexicon, 
its features and words, is often suggested to rely upon memory nodes, where every node 
corresponds with an item in the language, at some level (Levelt, 1992). Such a view 
about “linguistic memory” was established in the field of language processing in the 
1980s.  Along with the concept of “interactive activation”, it forms the basis of a  
number of models of language processing. Interactive activation refers to the spreading 
of activation throughout different levels of linguistic features, including phonological 
and semantic elements during the cognitive tasks that involve linguistic materials 
(Stemberger, 1985).   
Dell and O’Seaghdha (1991, 1992) proposed an interactive activation model for 
speech processing in which the activation between three sets of nodes: lexical, 
phonological and semantic can reach an acme of coherence during word processing. 
The simplified Figure 3 is adapted from the work of Dell and O’Seaghdha and 
illustrates that the central node for the word “cat” gains stronger activation during 
verbal activity through the spread of activation at lexical, semantic and phonological 
levels. Such activated representations of language schemas underlie the planning and 
construction of verbal responses during word processing. A second major feature of this 
model, as a model of speech production, is that the processing follows a “Top-down 
processing” path, where LTM-semantic processing is a vital component of the entire 
production or response.  
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  A number of researchers have adapted this model to the verbal processing 
demands within STM, by taking advantage of the concept of activation in LTM 
representations, to explain LTM effects of language materials used in verbal STM 
contexts.   
3.7.1 The Martin & Saffran (1997) model  
The language account of N. Martin & Saffran (1997) suggested that verbal STM 
is a natural product of language activations, and similar to that proposed in the Dell and 
O’Seaghdha model. They modified an interactive activation model to fit the context of 
verbal STM. Therefore, memory for verbal material is introduced as purely language 
 
Figure 3     Dell and O’Seaghdha’s model (N. Martin, Minkina, Kohen, & Kalinyak-Fliszar, 2018). 
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processes that configure and maintain linguistic representations of lexical, semantic, 
phonological information in STM performance (N. Martin & Saffran, 1997). 
This model provides a direct explanation for the role of phonological and 
semantic effects in the context of memory. Remarkably, N. Martin and Saffran (1997) 
proposed that semantic information is a crucial component of verbal STM. Thus, they 
made a controversial proposal in the STM field by suggesting that phonological STM is 
interacting with the language system that involves “semantic-lexical-phonological 
unity” (Martin, Dell, Saffran, & Schwartz, 1994; N. Martin & Saffran, 1997).  However, 
the representation of order information was not well clarified in this approach because 
the basic model is about single word processing, while SRT is fundamentally about 
maintaining order and influences between the items in STM. To address this 
shortcoming, N. Martin and Saffran explained that order memory in the context of 
language processing can be represented by the variation in activation level of language 
representations. Specifically, that words presented first would, relative to words 
presented later, be activated in the system for “a longer time” and would therefore be 
given more opportunity to achieve greater activation levels. This was proposed to 
explain the variation in recall level through the language activations in memory for 
order; yet it is still inadequate. How the language representations and the positional 
codes of the SRT-items were combined in serial recall was not explained by this aspect 
of the model. In this regard, N. Martin and Saffran (1997) advocated that language and 
memory are reconciled via links between the language representations and what is 
named “a sequence place-holder” that was also implemented in Romani et al.’s (2008) 
model, shown in the next pages.  
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3.7.2 The Martin, Lesch and Bartha model 
 R. Martin and colleagues proposed a similar modification from Dell and 
O’Seaghdha’s model, but commented that the language-based models require 
clarification regarding the multiple processing levels (R. C. Martin, & Lesch, 1996). 
The notion of multiple levels of information in STM is presented by R. Martin, Lesch, 
and Bartha (1999), who drew a clear distinction between different features, compared to 
the previous model by N. Martin and Saffran (1997), by sketching singular temporary 
stores for lexical-semantics, and two buffers for phonological input and output (see 
Monsell, 1987, for a review of input and output pathways).  
The model of R. C. Martin et al. (1999) shows that language representations are 
located in multiple “ready to be activated” layers; though the spreading activation can 
make them behave like a holistic system. This model contrasts with the model by N. 
Martin and Saffran (1997) which constrains the activation in a simple way without 
featuring multiple stores.  
Romani et al. (2008), proposed a hybrid model to modify the ideas of R. C. 
Martin et al. (1999) and N. Martin and Saffran (1997). According to Romani et al. 
(2008), in their hybrid model, semantic representations can extend their influence to the 
phonological representations level. They suggested that those words with richer 
semantic representations will more strongly activate the corresponding phonological-
lexical representations, which will feed activation to the buffered phonological 
representations. Hence, they assume that activated lexical-semantic representations will 
rely on buffered phonological representations for encoding order. 
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3.7.3 The semantic binding hypothesis  
Patterson et al., (1994) proposed the semantic binding hypothesis, arguing that the 
processing of language information occurs via two associative-linguistic mechanisms. 
The first mechanism is binding at the phonological level, and the second is related to 
activation at the semantic level. The link between the two activations is essential to the 
processing of the temporary information at both item-level production and serial recall. 
Such a suggestion is consistent with Thorn, Frankish, and Gathercole’s (2009) statement 
that “long-term knowledge contributes to short-term memory at more than one point in 
the memory process, and in more than one way” (p.198).  The most supportive evidence 
for the semantic binding hypothesis comes from studies showing that the absence of 
meaning from the phonological form of the word can impact recall. The 
neuropsychological studies described in this chapter showed that semantic dementia 
patients struggled to recall words without meanings (Knott et al., 2000; R. C. Martin, 
Lesch, & Bartha, 1999; Caza, Belleville, & Gilbert, 2002; Jefferies et al., 2006). In 
addition, the supportive interaction between phonological and semantic information in 
STM is also suggested in models founded on the research involving newly acquired 
words mentioned earlier in this chapter.   Recently, Savill et al. (2015) posited that the 
strength of semantic information influences how long phonological encoding lasts in 
memory. The newly acquired words without meaning are disadvantaged in recall 
compared to the condition with meaning (Savill et al., 2017).  
In summary, language based models assume that LTM knowledge, in 
phonological, lexical, and semantic layers mutually interact with each other, and further, 
that they interact with STM storage devices that support order memory. Linguistic 
models emphasize that representations are maintained in STM via the activation of 
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language content at different levels. As a result, memory for either the short-term or 
long-term is understood as being an activated array of linguistic features, forming a rich 
network of activation.  In contrast to Hulme et al. (1991), language processing models 
assume that the influence of LTM can happen throughout different levels of 
representations from the input to output phases of the task. N. Martin and Saffran 
argued that verbal STM is achieved by temporary linguistic activation processes related 
to language production. This differs from the phonological loop model because memory 
is assumed to rely on the language system and lexical-semantic information as a part of 
this system can also be activated in STM tasks. However, there are several notable 
accounts of STM in the serial recall literature that do not relate specifically to the 
linguistic features of the stimuli such as the “quantity/ quality” of word representations 
that drives the recall process. Instead, they deal with specific features, which are 
memory-based, and not specifically language-based in nature. Those features are 
responsible for LTM and STM activation and action. Unlike the language processing 
accounts, non-linguistic accounts view language properties of items as being an 
outcome of encoding processes rather than leading contributors to performance. 
3.8 Non-linguistic accounts 
Unlike the previous accounts, other non-linguistic models represent information 
as vectors of features and deal with language content as a passive factor rather than 
main contributor, or do not view STM as a function of the language system. These 
models vary considerably in the types of processes they propose to explain STM 
performance (see Page, 2004, for a review). Although a number of non-linguistic 
models involve similar connectionist principles to the previously described linguistic 
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models, they do not focus specifically on language mechanisms. In their place, special 
memory-based features are proposed.  For the purposes of this thesis, brief illustrations 
of those models are presented in what follows. 
3.8.1 Burgess & Hitch (1999) model of the phonological loop 
Burgess and Hitch’s (1999) model attempts to explain SRT within a phonological 
loop framework, and is the closest of these models to the linguistic approaches, as the 
item can have activation from multiple localist points. The Burgess and Hitch model 
uses localist representations of list items and of their constituent phonemes, but a 
distributed representation of episodic context is also adopted in this model. The model 
proposes separate sets of input and output phonemes that are connected to item nodes 
corresponding to words.  When an item is presented the input phonemes and the item 
node are activated.  The item node is associated with a context layer, which uses a 
distributed representation that changes over time as a way of encoding the order of the 
items.  The item and phoneme nodes are then suppressed to prevent them from 
interfering with the next item, and the next item in the list is encoded with a different 
item node.  
Burgess and Hitch proposes the original pattern of activation on the context nodes 
is reinstated and changes as it did during presentation.  The context layer activates the 
associated item node which then activates the associated phonemes in the output layer.  
This activation feeds back into the item nodes via the input phonemes and the most 
activated node is selected for output by a competitive queueing mechanism.  Once 
output, the node is suppressed.  
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The Burgess and Hitch model does not suggest a clear account of how long-term 
linguistic variables might influence recall.  One possibility is that item nodes differ in 
their activation level, based on frequency of past activation.  The strength of 
connections changes according to two processes.  One produces a large but fast 
decaying change to the connection and the other a smaller but slow decaying change. 
Frequency effects might be captured by the slow decaying change on connections 
between phonemes and item nodes but the model cannot account for semantic or other 
linguistic effects. 
3.8.2 Feature model  
Nairne (1990, 2002) described the Feature model of memory. According to the 
Feature model, each item is encoded as a set of features into both STM and LTM stores 
at the same time (labelled primary and secondary memory in this model). The core point 
of the Feature model is that temporary representations utilised in the SRT are composed 
of two distinct types of features. Importantly, these features are abstract entities and 
never clearly defined, thus do not directly reflect the item’s language properties unless 
they are specifically encoded at presentation. Those two types of features are:  
Modality-dependent features - these encode attributes associated with the physical 
content of the stimulus. In verbal serial recall, each item has physical characteristics 
appropriate for its modality, such as pitch of the voice for spoken presentation; Modality 
independent features - these features encode more abstract information or the 
information that would be remain constant regardless of how an item was presented. 
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 If a word is the item, then information about the meaning of the word, and the 
phonemes of the word can be encoded as modality independent features but no claims 
have been made about what must be encoded about an item.   
The same representation is encoded into short- and long-term memory when an 
item is presented. The short-term store is assumed to maintain a perfect record of the 
order of the encoded representations, but those representations are subject to similarity-
based interference from newly presented items (i.e. when a subsequent item contains 
common features).  The long-term store is assumed to maintain the representation of the 
items but not the order in which they occurred.  Recall is therefore an interaction 
between short- and long-term stores with degraded representations being retrieved in 
order from the short-term store and representations in the long-term store used to 
identify the item.   
 The LTM representations utilized in the Feature model are encoded at the time of 
presentation, meaning they are episodic representations of events, and thus they do not 
correspond to the abstract long-term language representations usually ascribed to the 
lexicon. This makes it difficult for the model to explain LTM effects such as word 
frequency and the lexicality effect in the SRT. Yet, the feature model is considered to be 
an important contribution to STM theory, by providing a framework to explain the 
multiple resources involved in recall.  
3.8.3 Primacy model of immediate serial recall 
The Primacy model of Page and Norris (1998) describes STM effects according to 
the way in which item and serial order are encoded and stored. Primacy model is a 
localist model, using nodes in the model to correspond to specific items.  The Primacy 
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model is similar to the Feature model in proposing two-stage processing during retrieval 
in STM tasks, with the first stage being responsible for remembering the order of the 
items and the second for identity of the items. The name of the model comes from the 
use of a “primacy gradient” in the order mechanism. This was adopted from the work on 
long-term potentiation in responses to sequences as a possible mechanism for serial 
order encoding (Page & Norris, 1998).  The primacy gradient refers to the principle of 
the activation level of list items corresponding to list position such that earlier items are 
more activated. 
 In the context of the SRT, the localist representations of items in the list are 
activated according to “a primacy gradient” during presentation, with each item being 
activated to a lower level than the previous item. More specifically, Page and Norris 
treat the presented list “1234” as a pattern of activation such that [X1 > X2 > X3 > X4 > 
0], where X refers to the activation. The primacy gradient mechanism uses a constant 
decline in activation level [(X1 –X2) = (X2–X3) = (X3–X4)]. According to the Primacy 
model, recall of an item involves two stages. First, the item to be recalled is selected by 
choosing the item with the greatest activation, although this is a noisy process that 
generates errors in the order of recall.  Following this the item is subjected to an output 
stage in which the selected node is used to activate localist representations of words 
based on the degree of similarity to the selected node.  There is noise added to the 
activations and the most activated item is selected and compared to a threshold for 
output.  Once this is complete, activation of the selected node is suppressed so it is 
unlikely to be recalled again.  
The Primacy model could potentially explain the effects of long-term linguistic 
variables like frequency if they are assumed to influence the activation level of the items 
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in the second stage of recall. This could make it more likely that they are activated 
above the threshold for output.  
3.8.4 Scale-independent memory, perception, and learning (SIMPLE) model of 
memory 
Brown et al. (2007) proposed the model SIMPLE (for scale-independent memory, 
perception, and learning) as a single store model of memory. The model is based on 
four assumptions:  
 Memory traces are episodically signified in time-based distance from the 
present moment. The time line is logarithmically compressed so that items 
become harder to distinguish from each other as they move further into the 
past; 
 Memory retrieval is viewed as a discrimination problem, thus STM and LTM 
are not different memory stores, they just reflect different distances into the 
past. Hence retrieval relies on the same mechanisms (in a single memory 
system). Items are retrievable to the extent that they are easily discriminated 
from their near neighbours; 
 Discriminability of memory items from each other depends on the ratio of the 
temporal distance from the time of retrieval;  
 Recall is a function of how confusable the item is with all other items in 
memory, in particular, the inverse of the summed confusability with other 
items.   Thus, forgetting is not based on trace decay but entirely based on 
interference and failure to localise the item information.  
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SIMPLE illustrates how a few broad concepts can be applied to account for a 
wide body of empirical data in the context of a single-memory system. Brown et al. 
(2007) acknowledged that “Bayesian redintegration processes along with richer 
multidimensional semantic representations would need to be combined with the 
temporal dimension” in SIMPLE in order for it to explain linguistic LTM effects such 
as lexicality and frequency (p. 569).  These other dimensions would presumably need to 
be relevant at encoding in order for the items to be encoded on those dimensions. 
More recently, Siew and Vitevitch (2015) utilized the SIMPLE model to explain 
their corpus-based data in word processing and serial recall.  However, Norris (2017) 
argued that SIMPLE is unable to explain the evidence of disssociations between STM 
and LTM memory systems provided by brain damaged patients who appear to have 
damage to one system when the other is intact.  
3.9 The activated long-term memory view  
An additional theoretical framework that also does not propose a separate short-
term store is provided by the view that activated LTM representations underlie STM 
performance. They are based on the ideas of information-processing systems and the 
role of focused attention within a holistic LTM system. The Embedded-Processes model 
of Cowan (1988, 1995, and 1999) is a well-developed model of this type and in it the 
term ‘working memory’ refers to the focus of attention and recently activated 
representations that were recently attended to in order to be processed. According to 
Cowan (1998), STM consists of items that have recently been in the focus of attention. 
In the input phase of a memory task attending to the stimuli activates the representations 
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in LTM.  This activation can be maintained by keeping those items in the focus of 
attention or moving them back into the focus of attention while they are still activated. 
Oberauer (2002, 2009) also suggested STM can be seen as the activated representations 
in the focus of attention.  Both models assume that multiple resources and a coherent 
episodic system maintain the information in an activated state which makes it highly 
accessible.  Such an approach can account for linguistic effects if it assumes that 
representations differ in how long they remain activated once they have been activated 
by attention, or because they recruit additional elements in memory.  For example 
nonwords will activate sub-lexical phonological representations while words will 
additionally activate lexical and semantic representations. 
3.10 The revised version of Baddeley’s model 
Baddeley (2001) revised the working memory model (Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley 
& Hitch, 1974) in order to explain an increasing body of new evidence about short-term 
memory.  This included evidence about the impact of LTM representations on the SRT. 
In the initial version, verbal STM involved a distinct mechanism in the articulatory 
loop, which was subsequently relabelled the phonological loop emphasising the nature 
of the code underlying performance. The influence of semantic information could not be 
accounted for, or the influence of variables relating to lexical properties of the words 
such as word frequency and neighbourhood size. The model proposed in Baddeley 
(2001) added an episodic buffer that offers a potential explanation of semantic 
involvement. This buffer is a temporary bridge between LTM semantic information and 
the central executive.  In other words, the episodic buffer is proposed as being a newly 
identified mechanism that serves as a crossing point between LTM from one side and 
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central executive from the other side. In addition, the new model was to allow a direct 
link between the phonological loop and long-term language systems.  This seems to 
offer a place for a redintegration-type process or an ongoing interaction between items 
in the phonological store and long-term representations. No details were provided by 
Baddeley (2001) so further specification regarding the relationship between 
phonological and semantic influences is required.  However interactions between 
phonological and semantic information in the serial recall task will be difficult to 
explain in this model as they appear to be attributed to different components, even 
though both may be interactons with forms of long-term memory. 
3.11 Conclusion  
Although there is well-documented evidence for LTM-based phenomena in STM 
performance, some of the models described above seem to be able to explain long-term 
linguistic effects while other models cannot. Acceptance of a redintegration process is 
common, and its presence argues that STM is reliant on LTM language representations. 
Language processing models offer a new account of the link between the LTM and 
STM. According to these accounts, linguistic representations play an essential role in 
serial recall processing. Some researchers argue that language models and 
redintegration share the same theoretical concepts (Roodenrys et al, 2002), and 
empirical data (Jefferies et al., 2006). Roodenrys (2009) argued that words in serial 
recall benefit from the representations of neighbouring words in the lexicon, assuming 
that redintegration relies on accessible content from the language system and more 
widely such contribution of language activation in STM performance is gaining respect 
in the recent research literature.  
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 In summary, there is a growing body of evidence and theoretical accounts that 
support the relevance of language processing and lexical-phonological-semantic 
information to STM. Such accounts offer a rationale to link LTM and STM. More 
behavioural data from different languages can potentially enrich this growing theoretical 
approach. The empirical review showed that explanations involving linguistic 
representations stored in the mental lexicon seems to be viable despite some 
inconsistency in the research data, especially around the role of semantic information 
(e.g. Benetello et al., 2015; Savill et al., 2017). Further evidence on the influence of 
semantic information is required. In addition, the research data is heavily reliant on 
English linguistic stimuli. Other languages offer different linguistic factors to 
investigate, especially in regard to the relationship between lexical-phonological and 
semantic knowledge and corpus knowledge. 
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Chapter 4: Arabic linguistic features 
principles 
4.1 Introduction  
Arabic language belongs to the group of Semitic languages such as Aramaic, 
Assyrian, Hebrew, Tigrinya and Maltese (Hetzron, 2013). Interestingly, this group of 
languages is ancient, but still spoken in our modern world (Holes & Allen, 2004; 
Versteegh, 2014). Arabic is spoken by the largest population in this language family, 
and it is recognized to be a spoken language of around 300 million people, and is the 
official language of 27 countries in the world (Saiegh-Haddad & Henkin-Roitfarb, 
2014). Although versions of Arabic can vary depending on the cultural-geographic area, 
one form is relatively consistent across different countries and is titled modern standard 
Arabic (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2010). This form is active in written and auditory 
media, and especially official usages, besides being the main language used in the 
education sectors. 
For the purpose of the present studies examining verbal SRT, the spoken content 
of modern standard Arabic is of most interest. This form is generally regarded as 
containing 28 distinctive consonantal phonemes and their 28 parallel letters that are 
always written in Arabic scripts. These are displayed in the table below. A few Arabic 
consonants have a similar pronunciations to English and other European languages, 
such as [/t/, /d/, /b/, /r/, /f /, /s/, /k/,  /m/, /n/, /z/]. Other Arabic consonants do not have 
analogous phonemes in other languages, and so require effortful pronunciation by non-
native speakers. Arabic also contains only three vowels, each with a long and short 
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version [/u/ (as in do), /æ/ (as in hat), /i/ (as in in)]. These vowels are not always shown 
in Arabic scripts, but they have consistent contextual occurrence, which makes it easier 
to predict their occurrence, especially by adult/ skilled readers (for reviews of Arabic 
linguistics, see Holes & Allen, 2004; Saiegh-Haddad & Henkin-Roitfarb, 2014; Watson 
2002). All Arabic words contain a combination of consonants and vowels, due to a 
unique structure of sequential but non-consecutive elements, and they play an important 
role at both phonological and semantic levels that is more systematic than in other 
languages. 
 
Table 1  The place and manner of articulation of Arabic consonants (Holes & Allen, 2004; Saiegh-
Haddad & Henkin-Roitfarb, 2014) 
Place of articulation 
Manner of Articulation 
Plosive Fricative Affricate Liquid Nasal 
labial b w   m 
labiodental  f    
dental 
plain t      d s      z  l  
emphatic ṭ      ḍ ṣ      
interdental 
plain  Ɵ   ð    
emphatic  đ    
alveolar  ŝ j r n 
palatal  y    
velar k X     ġ    
uvular q     
pharyngeal  ḥ     ‘       
glottal ʔ h    
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4.2 Psycholinguistic properties of Arabic linguistic structure  
Arabic is a Semitic language, includes a unique structure in comparison to other 
languages, and hence has a few psycholinguistic properties that make it a noteworthy 
context in which to investigate language processing and also verbal STM. In this 
chapter, the three properties, non-linearity, productivity, and morphemic-semantic-
phonological systemization are explained, as they are delineated by Semitic linguistic 
studies, and recent models of non-concatenated morphology processing, based largely 
on Hebrew and Arabic. 
4.2.1 Non-linearity  
Arabic is a language with a systematic and rich morphology that has a distinct 
structure compared to Indo-European languages, as derivational morphemes are built 
discontinuously, that is nonconsecutively (e.g. Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2004; 
McCarthy, 1982, 1985, 2004; Shimron, 2003). In English, as an Indo-European 
language, the most identifiable linguistic features consist of sequences of phonemes for 
instance in syllables or morphemes. One point of significance regarding the phonemes 
and morphemes lies in the fact that these linguistic features are sequential by nature 
(concatenated structure).  In contrast, in the case of Semitic languages, the most 
identifiable features are named the root and pattern, and these occur in sequences of 
non-adjacent phonemes; for instance, the root /ksb/ occurs in a wide range of words in 
the corpus [/kæsæbæ/, /kAseb/, /mæksæb/ ]producing a family of up to 20 words, 
separated by phonemes of the pattern that break the linearity. Simultaneously, the 
pattern made up of vowels /CæCæCæ/ in the word /kasaba/ can occur within a variety 
of consonant contexts (i.e. roots) [/ræHælæ/, /kætæbæ/, /mæsækæ/], and can occur in 
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thousands of words in the language. The root generally contains three consonantal 
phonemes, but a small number of roots can have two, four or five phonemes, and may 
include some vowels. A pattern is mainly composed of vowels but can include three 
particular consonants /m/, /t/, /s/. This root-pattern structure exists in every word. In 
addition, complex Arabic words can have an inflectional pattern when the additional 
grammatical features [(e.g., her, him, their] join the pattern form. Those additions 
happen in a linear way, which is the same as English prefixes and suffixes. But these 
additions do not change the non-concatenated positional root-pattern structure. In the 
current experiments such complex words are omitted.  
4.2.2 Productivity  
The second characteristic of Arabic is related to the previous one, and defined as 
the ability of the template to produce a group of words sharing lexical, phonological, 
and semantic information. This phenomenon is known as productivity
1 
in 
psycholinguistic theory and is not restricted to Semitic languages. The gradient structure 
model of Jarmulowicz and Taran (2013) illustrates the productive associations between 
the feature and words in English. For example, the phonemic form [akt] can produce a 
variety of words that include that set of phonemes and are related at lexical, 
phonological and semantic levels [act, active, activity, action]. According to 
Jarmulowicz and Taran this linguistic phenomenon varies as some features produce 
more than other features; besides being interlinked with other factors such as frequency, 
consistency, and transparency. For example, the feature [apt] can produce a number of 
words [apt, aptitude, aptly, aptness] that differ in terms of size and frequency compared 
                                                 
 
1
 It can be closer to corpus terms such as the feature’s family inside the lexicon such as the phonological 
neighbourhood principle.  
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to the family of [akt]. In addition, this linguistic context can link the meaning with 
sounds in a single form.  
Another issue is related to the nature of English in comparison to Arabic. In 
written form, English is well-known as a highly inconsistent language, or as less 
transparent, or as including a lot of irregularity. For instance, the feature [ear] in 
English, is included in many words such as [ear, hear, rehearsal] but the sounds of the 
group of letters [ear] varies in each case [/ɪər/, /ɪr/, /ɜː/]. This is part of the nature of the 
English linguistic system where the letter can have a variety of pronunciations (letter-
sound correspondence), and the same at the abstract feature level (feature, letter, 
semantic correspondence). Unlike this, Arabic (and Hebrew), is recognized as having a 
highly systematic relationship between semantics and phonology, making it highly 
productive, and a highly regular relationship between the written and spoken form, in 
the vowelised form of writing.  
4.2.3 Phonological and semantic connections in the root and pattern principles  
Related to the previously described properties of nonlinearity and productivity, 
phonological and semantic information is carried in a highly systemized context. At the 
phonological level, both the root and pattern are responsible for similarity between 
words in terms of a set of phonemes. The root feature is primarily linked with 
consonantal phonemes, while vowels are primarily linked to the pattern feature. 
However, some patterns can include a limited number of consonants [/m/,/ t/,/ s/] but 
usually keep their own steady positions and pronunciation. At the semantic level, both 
morphemes can produce meaningful networks of words in the lexicon. The root is 
usually related with associative semantics. The majority of roots produce a group or 
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family, and the degree of the relatedness varies from a highly transparent association to 
a very opaque relatedness. A single root family can contain words varying in 
relatedness. Roots also vary in the number of families they produce, as some roots can 
have one single semantic family, whereas other roots can branch within multiple 
semantic families. This helps to create a condition of semantic ambiguity when words 
are selected from the same phonological-root family but different semantic bands within 
it.  This situation of multiple semantics for the same unit is much more common for the 
pattern feature than the root (Shimron, 2003). The pattern carries a different semantics, 
and usually tends to identify a categorical type and syntactic meaning. In addition, the 
pattern is described as being richer at the phonological information level than the 
consonantal root (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2015; Deutsch, & Malinovitch, 2016).  
For example, the surface form [/kAteb/ = writer] has root phonemes /ktb/which express 
the general semantic content related with “writing”, and the nominal word pattern 
/CACeC/ holds the word structure vowels and the position of the root within. 
4.3 Root and pattern effects 
The psychological influence of the above mentioned lexico-morphological 
structure has been established in a variety of research paradigms. These studies have 
provided much behavioural data about the influence of root and pattern features in word 
reading, priming experiments and speech errors in word production tasks.  
4.3.1 Reading studies 
Reading difficulties research provides a rich body of evidence about the 
importance of root and pattern principles in language processing. The contributions of 
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Arabic morphology are marked in reading tasks such as word recognition, spelling and 
comprehension.  In several studies, the root was reported to be an important factor in 
word reading and comprehension (Abu–Rabia, 2002, 2007; Saiegh-Haddad & Geva, 
2008; Abu-Rabia & Abu-Rahmoun, 2012; Abu-Rabia, Share, & Mansour, 2003). For 
example, Abu-Rabia, Share and Mansour (2003) reported that the accessibility of 
morphological information significantly differentiated between disabled and normal 
readers. In this study, the accessibility to “root information” was measured by two tasks. 
In root decision, pairs of words were presented and participants decided as quickly as 
possible whether the words were from the same root family or not. These pairs were 
either morphologically related, phonologically related or semantic associates. In the root 
production task, single words were presented verbally, and the participant had to 
generate as many words from the same morphological family as possible in 30 seconds 
(Ben-Dror et al., 1995). Abu-Rabia et al. (2003) observed that normal 5th grade readers 
were better than the normal 3rd grade readers, who were better than the disabled 5th 
grade readers at both morphological tasks. Therefore, access to the morphology of the 
root feature seems to be a facilitative factor in learning to read in Arabic (for relevant 
results, see Abu-Rabia & Abu-Rahmoun, 2012; Abu-Rabia, 2007).  
To investigate the role of the pattern in processing, studies make use of other 
characteristics of Arabic. For instance, the written form has two variants, one in which 
vowels are fully indicated and one in which they are not. It is the short vowels which are 
the essential structure of the pattern feature that are not represented in non-vowelized 
script. In general, disabled readers and beginners require vowels while skilled or adult 
readers do not need them to be presented in reading texts because the other available 
information, such as root and context, is sufficient to decode text (Abdel Rahman & 
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Melinger, 2009). This result has implications for models of reading in Arabic (e.g., 
Abu-Rabia, 1999), suggesting that multiple LTM factors such as root, context and 
syntax familiarity can compensate for the missing vowels and suggests that pattern 
information cannot be as important as the root in word reading for skilled readers.  
However, the conclusion that vowels are unnecessary, and hence the pattern is 
unnecessary, is probably too extreme for two reasons. First, the letters/or phonemes of 
the pattern are not always fully hidden in the non-vowelized script. For example, the 
pattern /mæCCwC/ can lose only one phoneme /æ/ from its structure in non-vowelized 
mode; thus, the rest of phonemes along with the root information and their location can 
be adequate for pattern identification. The second point is that a pattern in speech tasks 
can be different from that in visual tasks. Reading studies are structured for the written 
context, in which pattern content is minimized in the non-vowelized words and so it is 
assumed other elements of the text provide enough information for accurate word 
identification. However, the word has to be fully presented (with all the pattern’s 
phonemes) in the speech tasks.  
4.3.2 Root and pattern priming 
In Arabic, several studies of mental representations reported that the root and 
pattern can influence word identification in visual and auditory priming tasks (Boudelaa 
& Marslen-Wilson, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2011, 2015) and as is the case with Hebrew  
(e.g., Deutsch, 2016; Frost, Deutsch, Gilboa, Tannenbaum, & Marslen-Wilson, 2000). 
Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson (2005) employed the incremental masked priming 
paradigm, which involves a series of test primes to manipulate Arabic features in single 
word processing. In one condition, the target word was primed with another word that 
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shares only the pattern, for example, [seluk ↔ HeSul; where slk, HSl are the roots, and 
-e-u- are the pattern unite]. In two other conditions the converse was constructed when 
the target word was primed with the word from the same root family. Given that 
different semantic family groups can be from the same root, it was constructive for the 
researchers to divide this condition into two modes. One mode contained double 
relatedness by root plus meaning. The second root condition contained single 
relatedness, as the experimental words shared only the root, and belonged to different 
semantic families.  In two further conditions, the prime was orthographically related to 
the target; in one condition it shared two vowels while in the other it shared two 
consonants. Finally, a pure semantic condition (not related to root/pattern principles) 
was presented. The results identified that the strongest priming effect occurred when the 
prime was from the same semantic-root family as the presented target. The second 
largest effect occurred when the prime was related to the target by the 
syntactic/semantic pattern feature. Additionally, Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson (2013), 
using auditory-auditory priming tasks have replicated the robust priming effects for 
Arabic root and pattern principles in priming tests. Hence, they concluded that root and 
pattern priming was clearly distinguishable from form-based and semantic-based 
priming (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2013). 
4.3.3 Corpus studies in morphological processing 
In the psycholinguistic literature, morphological features are examined in word 
processing studies using other factors from linguistic corpora, such as type and token 
frequencies for the morphological form. Research has shown that such information can 
positively affect word identification (Amenta & Crepaldi, 2012; Schreuder, 1997; 
Bertram et al., 2000; Pylkkänen, Feintuch, Hopkins, & Marantz, 2004; Moscoso del 
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Prado Martín et al., 2004). The data are similar to those from European languages in 
showing that higher root frequency words can be identified faster than low root 
frequency words. However, some studies indicate an inhibitory effect of the type 
frequency of the feature. Adding to the uncertainty of corpus frequencies, Schreuder and 
Baayen (1997) reported that the effect of token frequency in a lexical decision task in 
Hebrew disappeared when root type frequency was controlled. This might be attributed 
to the high correlation between the two frequencies in the corpus. However, Baayen, 
Tweedie and Schreuder (2002) re-analysed their experimental results using a more 
sensitive linear mixed effect model, and interestingly, showed a small inhibitory effect 
for type frequency but no token frequency effect. These studies were conducted using 
both visual and auditory lexical decision tasks. 
 A similar inhibitory effect of root type frequency was detected in Hebrew in a 
word identification task (Moscoso del Prado Martín et al., 2005). As mentioned earlier, 
the Semitic root can have a number of semantic families. Moscoso del Prado Martín et, 
al. (2005) found that having multiple semantic groups for the root produced an 
inhibitory effect in lexical decision tasks. They argued that this result is consistent with 
the theory of the existence of a localist representation of the root that leads to activation 
of all words with that root.  
Evidence regarding an effect of root frequencies in Arabic has been implicitly 
found in a number of studies of word processing by comparing productive roots with 
unproductive roots in single word processing tasks. The productivity, namely how 
productive a root is, refers to the recurrence of the root in the language dictionary. 
Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson (2011), in a series of auditory and visual word 
recognition tasks argued that the productivity of root and pattern can facilitate word 
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recognition. This study is consistent with global evidence that shows an effect of corpus 
morphological features in word identification.  
4.3.4 Evidence from speech errors  
Evidence from research on speech errors supports the role of Arabic complex 
morphology in word production. Abd-El-Jawad and Abu-Salim (1987) studied a large 
corpus of slips of the tongue in Arabic. Their data were collected from recordings of 
television and radio broadcasts with adult native speakers in Jordan. Interestingly, Abd-
El-Jawad and Abu-Salim’s analysis revealed a considerable number of substitution root 
and pattern errors such as producing a nonsense word by using the same root family as 
the intended word with an incorrect pattern. This suggests that Arab speakers rely on 
such information during word and sentence processing. 
 Similar results have been found in studies of people with speech difficulties. 
Prunet, Béland and Idrissi (2000) reviewed a series of speech outputs of their case study 
of ZT (an aphasic Arabic-French bilingual) and they concluded that “ZT’s metatheses 
are not caused by confusion between lexical entries that are semantically related. They 
are due either to an inability to consistently maintain the underlying order of root 
consonants during phonological derivation and speech production or, for lexically 
biased errors, to confusion between roots whose segmental makeups happen to be 
similar” (p. 622). This suggests that roots and patterns exist as distinct entities in the 
Arabic language processing system. 
4.3.5 Root and pattern principles in connectionist models 
Deutsch (2016) recently proposed a localist model to explain the behaviour of the 
Semitic root in Hebrew single word production (see Figure 4). The model is based on 
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the suggestion that multiple levels of representation are involved in lexical-
morphological, phonological and semantic encoding (e.g., Dell, 1986; Levelt, 2001). 
Interestingly, the model provides a clear account of the independent behaviour of the 
Semitic root from other phonological and semantic effects. The root itself serves as a 
vital cue that can activate the lemma level of the phonological morphological family of 
the root and extend to supra-lexical information that includes the conceptual semantic 
network level. This organization in the model is supported by the root priming effect, 
which has been well documented in Hebrew root studies (e.g., Deutsch & Meir, 2011; 
Kolan et al., 2011) and Arabic (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2015), as the root prime is 
found to produce a lasting effect in the case of either semantic relatedness, where the 
prime and the target share the same root family, or non-relatedness, where they do not 
share a root family, using Arabic nouns and verbs. In addition, recent evidence shows 
that the root feature is distinct from phonological and syntactic effects in single word 
 
Figure 4  The recent Deutsch (2016)’s model of  root and semaentic lemma activation in 
Hebrew word production  
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production of Hebrew (Deutsch, 2015).   
However, Deutsch and Malinovitch (2016) clarified that the selective root process 
alone is inadequate in explaining the reconstructive verbal responses in Hebrew word 
production because the root itself has to fit within the pattern form. According to this 
account, the pattern feature is also important for phonological encoding, including the 
segmental and supra-segmental levels that is necessary for constructing a word. 
Therefore, Deutsch and Malinovitch (2016) suggested that pattern is an additional level 
of representation in a localist model and must be connected to a precise root for a 
correct response. Priming effects for patterns in Arabic nouns and verbs have been 
reported (Boudelaa & Marslen- Wilson, 2013, 2015).  
There is a growing body of research that presents a relatively consistent picture of 
effects of Semitic root-pattern structure on word processing that is attributable to the 
activation levels of phonological and semantic information. This research consistently 
suggests that the root is a dominant feature governing the level of activation during 
verbal responses. This notion matches the connectionist-localist models which suggest  
that morphological information is represented discretely from other lexical elements in 
models of speech production (e.g., Dell, 1986;  Levelt, 2001) that have been adopted in 
psycholinguistic accounts of STM. The Semitic context includes more complex levels 
of representations than English because the phonological-semantic levels are mediated 
by the morphemic cue (Deutsch, 2016). Hence, the investigation of effects of the root 
and pattern principles in Semitic context of STM could add to the literature on semantic 
and phonological effects in English.  
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4.3.6 Short-term memory research   
There is a lack of memory research investigating effects of morphological 
information in STM, and the root and pattern principles in particular. Arabic in general 
has been investigated in a limited number of studies using the typical STM task (SRT) 
though there is no evidence regarding the behaviour of root-pattern features in the SRT. 
Kissling (2012) constructed an SRT to examine the recall of lists of consonant-vowel 
syllables (CV) that varied either the vowels or the consonants within a list in both 
English and Arabic with bilingual subjects. Interestingly, lists that varied the vowels 
were recalled better than lists that varied the consonants by native English speakers 
whereas no difference was shown by native Arabic speakers. The finding for English 
speakers is consistent with previous research suggesting that vowels are better 
represented in STM than consonants (Drewnowski, 1980). However, it challenges the 
notion that all the principles of STM discovered in the English language research are 
universal. 
 Cohen-Mimran, Adwan-Mansour and Sapir (2013) conducted a listening Word 
Span Task, in which participants listened to and recalled the last word of a series of 
sentences (2, 3 or 4 sentences). The aim was to measure the effect of morphological 
complexity (in three conditions) on memory performance. In the first condition the 
words to be recalled were mono-morphemic words (which basically includes only root 
and pattern). The second condition contained inflected morphemes where an inflection 
(e.g. meaning his, her, my) was added at the end of the word. The third condition 
involved words using a pattern indicating plural meaning. Although the conditions were 
matched on length, pure words were recalled better than the other conditions. The 
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inflected morpheme was the most poorly recalled condition, because, according to the 
authors, it places an additional demand on a limited working memory system.  
Importantly, relevant evidence from Hebrew, by Kave, Ze’ev and Lev (2007), 
(Experiment 4), showed that the root information can affect performance in the SRT, as 
participants recalled slightly fewer items from the root derived word list than the 
semantically related list. The experiment used two conditions of words. The first 
condition included lists of semantic category related words and the second included lists 
of root related words. In the root related condition, the words shared phonemes, 
morphemes and semantic relatedness, so it is unclear what produced the effect observed.  
Kave et al. investigated the processing of Hebrew roots in an individual (SE) with 
deficient phonological STM and compared him to 10 normal adults.  SE was weak on 
digit span tasks, his performance produced no recency effect, and he had low word 
retention span, but he showed an effect of both phonological similarity and word length. 
His ability to answer lexical decision was good, hence he learned semantically and root 
related pairs but, interestingly, not phonologically related pairs. It is worth noting that 
the root aided him to learn nonwords.  
The shared pattern of effects between language processing and memory studies 
has given rise to language-based models of STM. Acheson and MacDonald (2009) 
reviewed the research findings on word processing and those obtained from the SRT, 
showing a number of similarities. For example, in the case of corpus-based factors, 
performance on high frequency words and phonological features exceeded that on low 
frequency words in both word production and SRT. In addition, words are better 
recalled in the SRT, and produced in speech production tasks, than nonwords. 
Furthermore, it also possible to explain the similarity effects to the language models 
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when priming effects of words share similar morphemic information. In alignment with 
this comparison, Roelofs and Baayen (2002) showed that complex morphemic words in 
Dutch demand more processing, as shown by reaction time, than mono-morphemic 
words in word production tasks; thus, they concluded that morphemic units are an 
identifiable influence on word production processes because complex words demand 
more time of speech planning. On the basis of this evidence, it can be anticipated that 
morphological-lexical information may influence STM. Service and Maury (2015) 
examined the effects of complex words in Finnish on SRT. Their findings showed that 
span and recall tasks are sensitive to morphological information, with the participants of 
the study performing better on the monomorphic words than derived and inflected 
words. The researchers reasoned that the complexity of morphology brings about a 
demand on STM. However, morphological effect can vary accord to the nature of the 
language structure. For instance, empirical evidence from Hebrew, as a Semitic, 
morphological-based language, in which each word is at built by two complex 
morphemes, and evidence showed that the morphemic units can facilitate word 
production (Kolan, Leikin & Zwitserlood, 2011). Especially, Kave, Ze’ev and Lev 
(2007) showed that the morphemic information can facilitate learning new words of SE 
who struggled on digit span tasks. This result is inconsistent with the interpretation of 
Roelofs and Baayen that complex words consume more time for lexicon planning than 
mono-morphemic words. 
Therefore, examining STM in the Semitic context may expand our evidence, 
particularly by the novel examination of non-concatenative representations.  Semitic 
morphology has been under-investigated by memory researchers, and this might raise a 
concern about how the data from such languages might fit into STM models derived 
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from research using Indo-European languages. To answer such questions a series of 
experimental studies will be conducted using Arabic stimuli, and a similar methodology 
to those conducted in English. 
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Chapter 5: The effect of word and feature 
frequencies in serial recall 
5.1 Introduction  
Word frequency and feature frequency effects are a clear reflection of the role of 
LTM content in immediate memory tasks. In the SRT, words can benefit from their 
frequency of occurrence in the past, presumably through an impact of their LTM 
representations (e.g., Hulme et al., 1997). Likewise, feature frequencies such as 
syllables and phonological neighbourhood density can also influence the recall at both 
item and order level (e.g., Derraugh, Neath, Beaudry, & Sanit-Aubin, 2017; Roodenrys, 
Hulme, Lethbridge, Hinton, & Nimmo, 2002; Siew, & Vitevitch, 2016). Such evidence 
is relevant to the issue of the link between STM and LTM.  
However, studies investigating the influence of corpus-based features on STM 
performance are limited to a small group of languages, and predominantly 
phonological-corpus features. The studies described in the current chapter aim to 
investigate corpus-based features, but in the context of the Arabic language, which 
allow us to examine the influence of some semantic-corpus information. As shown in 
the previous chapter, the root information can involve supralexical representations. This 
is unlike the previous research studies which have investigated only sublexical 
phonological features in the SRT. Therefore, the new language corpus of this study can 
add a novel contribution to the research. The non-concatenated Semitic nature of the 
stimuli can provide us with new insights into the representations that can potentially be 
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involved in the SRT. The root involves conceptual semantic representation, alongside 
the phonological-morphological content. The aim of this chapter is to examine the 
influence of some corpus-based features of Arabic in an auditory-verbal SRT.  
In three factorial experiments, the effects of LTM knowledge on STM perfomance 
in relation to Arabic lingustic features were explored. A role for LTM knowledge is 
demonstrated by the influence of Semitic feature type and token frequencies. First, word 
frequency refers to how often the written modern word is encountered in the actual 
experience of Arabic speakers. The second factor is root type frequency, which 
represents the number of words in the language that contain that root. The third factor is 
root token frequency, which reflects the total frequency with which the root occurs in 
language usage, or the frequency of all the words that contain that root. The corpus data 
of our studies is limited to the Aralex database of Modern Standard Arabic (Boudelaa, 
& Marslen-Wilson, 2010). Experiment 1 aims to examine the effect of word frequency 
and root type frequency and the interaction between them in the SRT. Experiment 2 
duplicated the design of the experiment 1, conducted to examine the effect of root token 
frequency × root type frequency in the same task. The final experiment in this chapter 
examines the effect of word frequency and root token frequency (both usage frequency) 
and their interaction. 
Conceptually equivalent variables in term of type and token frequency features 
were manipulated in the study of Roodenrys et al. (2002). Neighbourhood size can be 
seen as representing the feature frequency in the dictionary (type frequency) and 
neighbourhood frequency is a usage occurrence (token frequency). Roodenrys et al. 
reported a series of factorial experiments between the feature type/token neighbourhood 
and word frequency factors. The results confirmed that recall is affected by these corpus 
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factors, presumably through an effect on the LTM representation of the target. 
However, their study also reported disadvantages to recall because the neighbourhood 
variables influenced order errors and item substitution errors because of competition 
between the target item and its neighbours in LTM.  To assist the reader Table 2 
provides a clear definition of the variables usd in the subsequent experiments. 
 
 
Table 2: Definition of the novel variables relevant to this thesis. 
Term Definition 
Root type frequency The number of words in the actual language dictionary that include the root. 
Root token frequency The accumulated frequency of occurrence in the language of all the words 
that include the root. This is based on the Aralex corpus. 
Root richness or root 
frequency 
The frequency score of the root combining both type and token frequencies 
such that a rich word is high on type and token frequency and a poor word 
is low on both type and token frequency. 
Pattern frequency  A combination of pattern type and pattern token frequencies.  
Polysemous Root A root that is part of more than one semantic family of words 
Monosemous Root A root for which all words including the root belong to the same semantic 
family 
Root authenticity An authentic root is one which does occur in Arabic. An inauthentic root is 
a combination of three consonants which do not form a root in Arabic. 
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 In the context of language processing of the Arabic root, effects are attributable to 
a distinct representation of the root are well documented, mainly in priming tasks 
(reviewed in the Chapter 4). On the basis of the serial recall and language processing 
framework (reviewed in the Chapter 3), it can be hypothesized that: (1) Arabic word 
frequency will show up as a strong effect in SRT, and (2) the corpus frequency of root 
representations will have an influence on performance in the SRT such that lists of 
words with higher root type or token frequency will be better recalled.  
5.2 Experiment 1: Word frequency × Root type frequency  
5.2.1 Method  
Participants 
The participants were 20 male Iraqi-Arab postgraduate students from the 
University of Wollongong, (average age = 36.45).  All of them were native Arabic 
speakers and none had speech or hearing defects.  Most of them have been in Australia 
recently and finished their previous education in Iraq. 
Stimuli 
The stimuli were 168 words; derived from 168 roots and 68 patterns, and were 
selected to create an interaction design, examining word frequency (high and low 
frequency) × root type frequency (low and high frequency). The manipulative selection 
between the conditions was highly significant for both factors: for the word frequency 
factor, F(1, 164) = 93.41, p < 0.01; and for the type root frequency factor, F(1, 164) = 
57.17, p < 0.01; and there was no interaction between the two factors, F(1, 164) = 0.03, 
p = 0.96. Table 3 shows the mean and standard deviation on these variables of the 
different word sets. 
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Across the conditions, root token frequency (M = 942.41, SD =813.73 ), and 
pattern token frequency (M = 421.74, SD = 315.45), token frequency (M = 16836.19, 
SD = 14833.08), Phonemes (M = 6.03, SD =1.30 ), syllables (M = 2.35,SD = 0.48) and 
imageability ( M = 3.43, SD =1.02) were controlled between and within the condition to 
ensure there was no interaction between the experimental factors and the possible 
confounding variables (see Table 4 for statistical tests of these variables). Moreover, 
because it was necessary to repeat patterns in the experiment, the 68 patterns were 
distributed equally and statistically matched. A Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that there 
were no differences between the conditions in the frequency of patterns used in each 
condition [Mean Rank 1= 169.99, Mean Rank 2 = 172.81, Mean Rank 3= 175.61, Mean 
Rank 4 = 171.59, df = 3, p = 0.898]. This indicates that each condition is appropriately 
matched.  
 
Table 3     The Means and Standard Deviations of the Experimental Manipulations Between the 
Conditions in Experiment 1 
 Word level Root Level 
 Mean SD Mean SD 
high word frequency + low root frequency 109.21 70.19 10.02 3.47 
high word frequency + high root frequency 114.23 112.42 27.81 6.15 
low word frequency + low root frequency 1.51 1.70 10.05 2.56 
low word frequency + high root frequency 1.41 1.28 28.07 3.47 
Note : Word frequency is in words per million. Root frequency is the number of words in ARALEX with that 
root. 
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Table 4  Results of Statistical tests of equivalence for Controlled Variables by the Experimental 
Factors 
Dependent variables   Factorial levels Significance Report 
Root token frequency 
Word frequency F (1, 164) = 0.009, p = 0.926 
Root type F (1, 164) = 0.006, p = 0.939  
Interaction  F (1, 164) = 0.024, p = 0.876 
Pattern size 
Word frequency F (1, 164) = 0.343, p = 0.559 
Root type F (1, 164) = 0.167, p = 0.684      
Interaction  F (1, 164) = 0.632, p = 0.428 
Pattern Frequency 
Word frequency F (1, 164) = 10.591, p = 0.209 
Root type F (1, 164) = 0.051, p = 0.882 
Interaction  F (1, 164) = 0.002, p = 0.962 
Phonemes 
Word frequency F (1, 164) = 0.423, p = 0.517 
Root type F (1, 164) = 0.171, p = 0.680 
Interaction  F (1, 164) = 0.171, p = 0.680 
Syllables 
Word frequency  F (1, 164) = 0.423, p = 0.747 
Root type F (1, 164) = 0.417, p = 0.519 
Interaction  F (1, 164) = 10.667, p = 0.198 
Imageability Word frequency F (1, 164) = 0.347, p = 0.557      
Root type F (1, 164) = 0.005, p = 0.945 
Interaction  F (1, 164) = 0.253, p = 0.615 
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Procedure  
The number of selected words for each condition was 42 and adequate to create 
one block of seven lists (six words per list) by randomly assigning words to lists and 
positions within the lists. The whole set of trials for each participant includes two 
sections of eight blocks, as the first section of four conditions is duplicated. For 
example, the section one [condition 1: block 1; condition 2: block 1; condition 3: block 
1; condition 4: block 1]; and the section two [condition 1: block 2; condition 2: block 2; 
condition 2: block 1; condition 4: block 2].  The items in the second block were 
randomized differently from in the first block. In addition, the order of the conditions 
was counterbalanced across participants (Conditions 1234, 2143, 4312 and 3421) in a 
factorial fashion. Each block includes a different arrangement of words and lists, and 
hence, each participant received a unique arrangement of stimuli. 
The words were recorded and edited using the Pro Tools professional studio 
software. For the recoding, all words were read by a male native Iraqi-Arabic speaker 
(the researcher) and edited to create a separate file for each word and specifically 
written software was used to run the experiment. Finally, participants were tested in a 
quiet room in the School of Psychology at University of Wollongong.  They were 
instructed to recall each word list verbally, immediately after they heard a beep to 
indicate the end of the list which occurred one second after the final word. In addition, 
the subjects also were instructed to produce their response forwards from the first 
word/position to the last item they heard; and to say the Arabic word frAg (blank) when 
they could not remember the word in that position. Lists were presented at a rate of one 
word per second. Participants were given a short break half-way through the 
experiment. 
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5.2.2 Results and Discussion 
Correct recall  
The serial recall curve for the four conditions is shown in Figure 5. Performance 
collapsed across serial positions was greater for the HWF+LRF condition (M = 0.56, 
SD = 0.22), followed by the HWF+HRF, condition (M = 0.53, SD = 0.22), then the 
LWF+HRF condition (M = 0.39, SD = 0.22), and lastly the LWF+LRF condition (M = 
0.38, SD = 0.25). 
 The result showed a clear word frequency effect. There is a slight advantage for 
the low root type frequency at high word frequency level, whereas the double low 
frequency appears on the lowest serial curve.   
The data was analysed in a (2) × (2) × (6) repeated measures ANOVA, and there 
 
Figure 5    Serial recall curve of the four conditions: HWF+LFR= high word frequency + low 
root frequency, HWF+HFR = high word frequency + high root frequency, LWF+LFR = low 
word frequency and low root frequency, LWF+HFR = low frequency word + high frequency 
root. 
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was a highly significant effect of word frequency, F(1, 19) = 152.54, MSE = 0.02, p < 
0.01, partial η2 = 0.89. Whereas, the root type frequency factor was not significant, F(1, 
19) = 0.49, MSE = 0.03, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.03. There was also a significant effect 
of serial position, F(5, 95) = 87.28, MSE = 0.05, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.82. 
The interaction between word frequency and root type frequency was significant, F(1, 
19) = 6.32, MSE = 0.01, p < .05, partial η2 = 0.25. To examine the interaction further 
paired t-tests were performed to test the simple effects. The effect of root type 
frequency was not significant at either the high word frequency level, t(1, 19) = 1.64, p 
= 0.12, or the low word frequency level, t(1, 19) = - 0.76, p = 0.46. The interaction was 
not significant between serial position and word frequency, F(5, 95) = 1.65, MSE = 
0.02, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.08; and between serial position and root type frequency, 
F(5, 95) = 0.84, MSE = 0.01, p > .05, partial η2 = 0.04, and no interaction between the 
two factors,  F(5, 95) = 1.48, MSE = 0.01, p > .05, partial η
2
 = 0.07 
Error analysis  
Errors in recall were divided into order errors in which an item from the list was 
recalled in an incorrect position, and item errors where the list item was not recalled.  
Item errors were further divided into a number of other categories. An omission is 
where the item was not recalled in the list. Feature errors are where the feature of the 
root or the pattern from an item was preserved but the word was incorrect.  It is also 
possible to further analyse intrusion errors to examine the degree of overlap in the 
phonemes of the intruded word with words in the list, however with the length of the 
words and the complexity of the Arabic structure this becomes a very subjective 
exercise.  As the rate of intrusions that shared some phonological overlap other than the 
root or pattern was quite low, an analysis of these types of errors is likely to be 
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unreliable and has not been completed.  Therefore the category of “other” item errors 
includes these items plus within-list repetitions and intrusions of words from previous 
lists and any other item errors. 
Order errors  
The rate of order errors was conditionalised by dividing the correct serial word 
responses within the list by overall correct words from the list regardless the serial 
position (e.g., Saint-Aubin & Poirier, 1999) and subtracting this value from 1, resulting 
in a proportional order error measure.  
The repeated measures ANOVA on order errors showed non-significant 
differences between high and low word frequency conditions, F(1, 19) = 3.30, MSE = 
0.01, p = 0.09, partial η2 = 0.15. The effect of root type frequency was significant, F(1, 
19) = 4.46, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.19. There was no interaction between 
the experimental factors, F(1, 19) = 2.03, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. As 
can be seen in Figure 6 the order errors appear to be increased in the condition of high 
root type frequency and high word frequency.  
Omission errors   
Omission errors occur when the participants struggled to remember the target 
word; and pass by saying “blank”.  A similar analysis showed a strong effect for word 
frequency factor, F(1, 19) = 149.36, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.89. There was 
no effect of either the root type frequency condition, F(1, 19) = 0.15, MSE = 0.01, p > 
0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, nor the interaction between the experimental factors, F(1, 19) = 
0.07, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. As can be seen in Figure 6 the omissions 
errors were greater in the low word frequency lists. This result provides a strong 
contributor to the serial position curve for correct recall.  
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Arabic features errors  
Arabic feature errors refer to errors that preserve the root or pattern of a target 
word within the list. The results again revealed a main effect of word frequency, F(1, 
19) = 47.55, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2  = 0.71. There was non-significant effect 
of root type frequency, F(1, 19) = 2.48, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.12, and no 
interaction between word frequency and root frequency, F(1, 19) = 1.91, MSE = 0.01, p 
> 0.05, partial η2 = 0.09. As been seen in Figure 6 the low word frequency lists 
produced significantly more Arabic root- and pattern-based errors than the high word 
frequency lists. 
 
 
 
Figure 6        Proportion of responses composed of different error types.  OR = order errors 
(conditionalized); OM = omission errors; AF = Arabic features; OTH, other errors. The 
experimental conditions: HWF+LFR= high word frequency + low root frequency, 
HWF+HFR = high word frequency + high root frequency, LWF+LFR = low word 
frequency and low root frequency, LWF+HFR = low frequency word + high frequency root 
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Further specification of Arabic features errors was made by creating three 
categories, first, those that preserved only the root of a list word, and second, those that 
preserved only the pattern, and those that preserved both by recombining them from 
within the list (Figure 7). 
Root preservation errors happen when the participants recalled an item with the 
correct root of a word in the list while the pattern was not presented in the list, thus the 
recalled word is in the same root family as the presented word. The statistical analysis 
showed a significant effect of word frequency, F(1, 19) = 18.92, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, 
partial η2 = 0.50. There was no significant effect of root type frequency, F (1, 19) = 
0.03, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, and no interaction, F (1, 19) = 1.60, MSE 
= 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. As can be seen in Figure 7 the low word frequency 
conditions produced more errors that preserved the root. The low word and root 
frequency condition showed an increase of errors although it was not statistically 
  
Figure 7       Root and pattern errors over the experimental conditions as a proportion of responses: 
HWF+LFR= high word frequency + low root frequency, HWF+HFR = high word frequency + high 
root frequency, LWF+LFR = low word frequency and low root frequency, LWF+HFR = low 
frequency word + high frequency root 
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significant as the proportion of these responses is very low. 
Pattern preservation errors happen when a word is recalled with the same pattern 
as a word in the list but another root that was not presented in the list. There was a clear 
effect of word frequency on this type of error, F(1, 19) = 21.14, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, 
partial η2 = 0.53, with more of these errors in the low word frequency conditions. In 
addition, there was no significant effect of root type frequency, F(1, 19) = 2.04, MSE = 
0.01, p = 0.17, partial η2 = 0.1, as well as no interaction, F(1, 19) = 0.22, MSE = 0.01, p 
> 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. As can be seen in Figure 7 the errors increased in the low 
word frequency conditions.   
Finally, the recombination errors happened when both root and pattern of a 
recalled word were present in the list but not in the same word.  The pattern of result is 
consistent with the single feature errors. The result show a significant effect for word 
frequency, F(1, 19) = 19.75, MSE = 0.02, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.51.  There was no 
effect of root type frequency, F(1, 19) = 0.71, MSE = 0.03, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.04, 
and no interaction, F(1, 19) = 0.14, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. Figure 7 
showed a higher rate of recombination errors at the low word frequency level. Further 
discussion of this experiment is provided at the end of this chapter. 
5.3 Experiment 2:  Root token frequency × Root type frequency 
This experiment used a factorial design to examine the effect of root token 
frequency and root type frequency and their interaction. In the previous experiment, 
frequency at the word level showed a robust effect while root type frequency (the 
number of words with that root) did not. In the second experiment, any effect of the root 
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token frequency is examined alongside the root type frequency. As root token frequency 
is a more direct measure of exposure to the root, it is predicted that there will be an 
effect of root token frequency on serial recall.  
5.3.1 Method 
Participants 
The participants of this experiment (24 males, average age = 36.1) are from the 
same community as the previous experiment. 
Stimuli  
A different set of stimuli included 168 words; derived from 168 roots and 54 
patterns, and were selected to create a 2 × 2 × 6 design, root token frequency (high and 
low frequency) × root type frequency (high and low frequency) × serial position. The 
manipulative selection between the dissimilar conditions (Table 5) was highly 
significant for both factors: for the token frequency factor, F(1, 164) = 339.647, p < 
.001; and type frequency, F(1, 164) = 80.079, p < .001; besides no interaction between 
the conditions, F(1, 164) = 0.107, p = .744. 
Table 5      The Means and Standard Deviations of the Experimental Manipulations between the 
Conditions in Experiment 2 
 Frequency (token)  Frequency (type) 
 Mean SD Mean SD 
High token frequency + low type frequency 459.51 391.61 6.62 2.17 
High token frequency + high type frequency 658.50 1656.79 18.05 3.09 
Low token frequency + low type frequency 32.83 15.13 6.43 2.31 
Low token frequency + high type frequency 34.74 14.23 17.60 2.58 
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Essentially, the word frequency (measure per million) was logged and controlled 
throughout the experimental conditions, Condition 1 [M = 4.20, SD = 7.28], Condition 
2[M = 2.70, SD =3.63], Condition 3[M = 3.02, SD =4.66], Condition 4 [M = 2.54, SD 
= 3.63], as well as word length and pattern type/token frequencies (Table 6). Moreover, 
because it was necessary to repeat patterns in the experiment, the 54 patterns were 
distributed equally and statistically matched over all the four conditions, a Kruskal-
Wallis ANOVA indicated that there were no differences in the number of repetitions of 
a pattern within a condition between the means of the four conditions [Mean Rank 1= 
114.55, Mean Rank 2 = 101.55, Mean Rank 3= 109.09, Mean Rank 4 = 108.81, df = 3, 
p =.680]. 
Procedure  
The number of selected words for each condition was 42 and adequate to create 
one block of seven lists (six words per list). The whole assignment of stimuli to lists for 
each participant includes two sections of eight blocks similar to Experiment 1. In all 
other respects the method was the same as Experiment 1, Section B. 
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Table 6.     Results of Statistical tests of equivalence for Controlled Variables by the Experimental 
Factors 
Dependent variables Factorial levels Significance Report 
Word frequency Root token F(1, 164) = 0.129, p = 0.720 
Root Type F(1, 164) = 0.001, p = 0.992 
Interaction F(1, 164) = 0.001, p = 0.973 
Pattern type Root token F(1, 164) = 0.027, p = 0.871 
Root Type F(1, 164) = 10.219, p = 0.271 
Interaction F(1, 164) = 0.719, p = 0.398 
Pattern token Root token F(1, 164) = 0.014, p = 0.907 
Root Type F(1, 164) = 0.080, p = 0.778 
Interaction F(1, 164) = 0.622, p = 0.431 
Phonemes Root token F(1, 164) = 10.627, p = 0.204 
Root Type F(1, 164) = 0.011, p = 0.915 
Interaction F(1, 164) = 0.045, p = 0.832 
Syllables Root token F(1, 164) = 0.211, p = 0.646 
Root Type F(1, 164) = 0.023, p = 0.878 
Interaction F(1, 164) = 0.211, p = 0.646 
Imageability Root token F(1, 164) = 0.785, p = 0.377 
Root Type F(1, 164) = 0.023, p = 0.881 
Interaction F(1, 164) = 0.747, p = 0.389 
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5.3.2 Results and Discussion 
Correct recall 
The serial recall curve for the four conditions is shown in Figure 8. The 
performance collapsed across serial poisons was greater for the HF-Token+LF-Type 
condition (M =0.47, SD = 0.23), than the HF-Token+HF-Type condition (M =0.45, SD 
= 0.24), which was greater than the LF-Token+HF-Type condition (M = 0.43, SD = 
0.24), and the LF-Token +LF-Type condition (M = 0.42, SD = 0.25) was poorest, 
although these differences are relatively small.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A (2) x (2) x (6) factorial analysis showed a significant effect of root token 
frequency, F(1, 23) = 9.64, MSE = .02, p < 0.01, partial η
2 
= 0.30, and no effect of root 
type frequency, F(1, 23) = 0.61, MSE = 0.18, p > 0.05, partial η
2
  = 0.03. There was 
also a significant effect for serial position, F(5,115) = 79.44, MSE = 0.068, p < 0.01, 
 
Figure 8       Serial recall curves of the four conditions: s HF-Token+LF-Type = high 
frequency token and low frequency type,  HF-Token+HF-Type = high frequency token and 
high frequency type, LF-Token-+LF-Type = low frequency token and low frequency type,  
LF-Token-+HF-Type = low frequency token and high frequency type. 
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partial η
2 
= 0.78.  
The interaction between root token frequency effect and root type frequency was 
not significant, F(1, 23) = 1.64, MSE = 0.02, partial η2 = 0.07, but there was a 
significant interaction between serial position and root token frequency, F(5,115) = 
2.43, MSE = 0.02, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.10.  An examination of Figure 8 shows the 
effect of token frequency is larger in the middle of the list (positions 2 -4). This result is 
consistent with the previous experiment, both showing an advantage in recall of token 
frequency while type frequency of the root seems to be an ineffective factor. Although 
the pattern of the data is for better recall for the combination of high token frequency 
and low type frequency, this did not reach significance.  
Error analysis  
A parallel error analysis to experiment 1 was conducted and is presented below. 
Order errors  
The order error type was calculated in the same manner as the previous 
experiment. The result was non-significant for both token frequency, F(1, 19) = 0.32, 
MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, and root type frequency, F(1, 19) = 0.04, MSE 
= 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, and there was no interaction between the 
experimental factors, F(1, 19) = 1.61, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. 
Omission errors   
The statistical analysis showed an effect of token frequency, F(1, 19) = 25.89, 
MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.52, but there was no effect of either type 
frequency, F(1, 19) = 0.26, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, nor an interaction, 
F(1, 19) = 3.02, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.12. This result, similar to 
experiment 1, mirrors the results for correct recall.  
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Arabic features errors.  
The analysis of total errors preserving Arabic features revealed no significant 
effects: token frequency, F(1, 19) = 0.61, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.03; root 
type frequency, F(1, 19) = 0.07, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0; and the 
interaction, F(1, 19) = 3.04, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.12. The proportion of 
these types of errors was similar to the previous experiment.  
The root preservation errors revealed only a significant effect of root token 
frequency, F(1, 19) = 8.67, MSE = 0.01 p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.27, and so no 
 
 
Figure 9     Errors types as a proportion of total responses. OR = order errors; OM = omission 
errors; AF = Arabic features; OTH, others. The experimental conditions HF-Token+LF-Type = high 
frequency token and low frequency type, HF-Token+HF-Type = high frequency token and high 
frequency type, LF-Token-+LF-Type = low frequency token and low frequency type, LF-Token-
+HF-Type = low frequency token and high frequency type. 
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Figure 10: Root and pattern errors over the experimental conditions as aproportionof total 
repsonses. HF-Token+LF-Type = high frequency token and low frequency type,  HF-
Token+HF-Type = high frequency token and high frequency type, LF-Token-+LF-Type = low 
frequency token and low frequency type,  LF-Token-+HF-Type = low frequency token and high 
frequency type. 
significant effect for root type frequency, F(1, 19) = 0.52, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial 
η2 = 0.02, nor the interaction, F(1, 19) = 0.07, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. 
The pattern preservation errors also showed an effect of root token frequency, 
F(1, 19) = 5.56, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.19, but, similar to the root 
preservation errors, showed no significant effect for either root type frequency 
conditions, F(1, 19) = 0.78, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.03, and no interaction 
F(1, 19) = 0.30, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally and for summary, the recombination errors showed a minor amount of 
errors that seem unreliable for analysis. That seems consistent with the experiment 1 
showing the dominant pattern preservation errors compared to the other types of Arabic 
feature errors. 
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5.4 Experiment 3: word frequency × Root token frequency  
This experiment used the same factorial design as the previous experiments, but 
usage frequency factors of word level and root feature level are examined.  The results 
of previous experiments clearly showed the importance of usage frequency over 
dictionary frequency (root type frequency) in serial recall (experiment 1 & 2), and the 
word level over feature level (experiment 1). In this experiment, it can be predicted that 
the results will show a strong word frequency effect and a smaller root token frequency 
effect. 
5.4.1 Method  
Participants 
The participants of this experiment (20 males, age average = 33.1) from the same 
community of our previous experiments. 
Stimuli  
The stimuli are 336 words, derived from 168 roots and 87 patterns, divided 
pragmatically in a factorial manipulation of word frequency and root frequency.  Each 
condition contains two blocks of 42 words, and a six-word list. The manipulative 
selection between the conditions was highly significant for both factors: for the word 
frequency factor, F(1, 332) = 1059.206, p < 0.01; and for the token root frequency 
factor, F(1, 332) = 881.791, p < 0.01. In addition, the word frequency was matched 
over the root token frequency levels, and the interaction was not significant, F(1, 332) = 
0.279, p > 0.05. The root token frequency was also matched over the word frequency 
conditions because the same roots were selected for each frequency token level. Table 3 
shows the mean and standard deviation on these variables of the different word sets. 
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Stimulus selection also controlled for anticipated effects of other Arabic features; 
besides the concreteness and word length (Table 8).  
 
Procedure  
Unlike the pervious experiments, the current experiment does not include blocks. 
Though, each condition has the same number 14 lists per condition of six words per list.  
Other respect of the method was the same as Experiment 1, Section B. 
Table 7     The Means and Standard Deviations of the Experimental Manipulations Between the 
Conditions in Experiment 3 
 
Word level Root Level 
 
Mean SD Mean SD 
high word frequency + low root frequency 5.05 4.94 60.20 33.88 
high word frequency + high root frequency 5.50 5.11 1615.28 3623.86 
high word frequency + low root frequency 0.21 0.19 60.20 33.88 
high word frequency + high root frequency 0.21 0.20 1615.28 3623.86 
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Table 8.      Results of Statistical tests of equivalence for Controlled Variables by the Experimental 
Factors 
Dependant variables Factorial levels Significance Report 
Pattern frequency (Type) 
Word frequency F(1, 332) = 0.007, p = 0.932 
Root token F(1, 332) = 0.072, p = 0.788 
Interaction F(1, 332) = 0.021, p = 0.885 
Pattern Frequency (Token) 
Word frequency F(1, 332) = 0.228, p = 0.633 
Root token F(1, 332) = 0.016, p = 0.900 
Interaction F(1, 332) = 0.099, p = 0.753 
Phonemes 
Word frequency F(1, 332) = 10.614, p = 0.744 
Root token F(1, 332) = 10.307, p = 0.586 
Interaction F(1, 332) = 0.955, p = 0.586 
Syllables 
Word frequency F(1, 332) = 0.107, p = 0.744 
Root token F(1, 332) = 0.298, p = 0.586 
Interaction F(1, 332) = 0.298, p = 0.586 
imagability 
Word frequency F(1, 332) = 0.047, p = 0.828 
Root token F(1, 332) = 0.169, p = 0.681 
Interaction F(1, 332) = 0.045, p = 0.832 
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5.4.2 Results and Discussion 
Correct Recall 
From Figure 11, SRT performance is greater for the HWF+LRF condition (M = 
0.48, SD = 0.24), than the HWF+HRF, condition (M = 0.45, SD = 0.23), the LWF+HRF 
condition (M = 0.38, SD = 0.26), and lastly the LWF+LRF condition (M = 0.33, SD = 
0.22). This pattern is similar to the previous experiments.  
The repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a replication of 
Experiment 1, as there was a highly significant effect of word frequency, F(1, 19) = 
42.64, MSE = 0.03, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.44. The high frequency words achieved 
higher recall than the low frequency words in both root frequency conditions. 
Surprisingly, the root token frequency factor was not significant, F(1, 19) = 0.03, MSE 
= 0.04, p > 0.0, partial η2 = 0.01. The serial position effect was highly significant, F(5, 
95) = 68.74, MSE = 0.06, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.78.   
  
Figure 11       Serial recall curve of the four conditions: HWF+LRF_ high word frequency + low root 
frequency; HWF+HRF_ high word frequency + high root frequency; LWFLRF_  low word 
frequency and low root frequency; LWHRF_  low frequency word + high frequency root. 
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 The interaction between word frequency and root token frequency was 
significant, F(1, 19) = 6.31, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.25, reflecting the 
finding that the effect of root token frequency was in the opposite direction for the two 
word frequency levels. However, the effect of root token frequency did not reach 
significance at either word frequency level; high level, t(1, 19) = 1.86,  p = 0.16, and 
low level, t(1, 19) = -0.95,  p = 0.35.  There was no interaction between the serial 
position and word frequency, F(5, 95) = 1.55, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.08. 
And no interaction between the serial position and root token frequency, F(5, 95) = 
1.41, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.07. The three-way interaction between the 
serial position and the two corpus factors was significant, F(5, 95) = 4.17, MSE = 0.01, 
p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.18.  This reflects the pattern that for the high frequency words, 
low root frequency words are recalled better in earlier positions but not later positions, 
whereas for the low frequency words the high root frequency words are recalled better 
in earlier positions. 
Error analysis 
Errors were analysed in the same way as the previous experiments. Interestingly, 
the results showed a replication of the magnitude of the error types as well as a number 
of replicative findings.  The proportion of repsones corresponding to each error type are 
shown in Figure 12. 
Order errors  
The result on order errors showed a significant difference between high and low 
word frequency conditions, F(1, 19) = 20.75, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.52,  
but not between the high and low root token feature conditions, F(1, 19) = 0.31, MSE = 
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0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.02, and  no interaction between the factors, F(1, 19) = 
4.22, MSE = 0.01, p = 0.06, partial η2 = 0.18.    
Omission errors   
The results show a significant effect of word frequency, F(1, 19) = 56.03, MSE = 
0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.75, and again no effect of root token frequency, F(1, 19) = 
0.01, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, however, the interaction was significant, 
F(1, 19) = 12.13, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01. As can be seen in Figure 12 at high word 
frequency level, the errors increased in the high root token frequency level, whereas at 
low word frequency level, the errors increased in the low root token frequency condition 
(the double low frequency condition). 
 
 
Figure 12        Experiment 3: OR = order errors; OM = omission errors; AF = Arabic features; OTH, 
others. The experimental conditions HWF+LRF_ high word frequency + low root frequency; 
HWF+HRF_ high word frequency + high root frequency; LWFLRF_  low word frequency and low 
root frequency; LWHRF_  low frequency word + high frequency root. 
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In the high word frequency conditions, the high root token frequency condition 
produced more omissions errors, t(1, 19) = -2.50, p < 0.05 than the low root  token 
frequency condition [HRF = (M = 0.32, SD = 0.12), LRF = (M = 0.28, SD = 0.11) 
respectively]. However, the opposite was true in the low word frequency conditions, t(1, 
19) = -2.50, p < 0.05, where ommissions were more common in the low token 
frequency condition (M = 0.40 , SD = 0.11) than the high root token frequency 
condition (M = 0.36, SD = 0.10).  
Arabic feature errors 
The data for the number of Arabic feature errors are shown in Figure 12.  There 
was a statistically significant effect of the word frequency factor, F(1, 19) = 49.61, MSE 
= 0.01, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.7 but a null effect appeared for the root token frequency factor, 
F(1, 19) = 0.01, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, and there was no interaction 
between the experimental factors, F(1, 19) = 1.85, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 
0.09. The result replicated the effect of word frequency observed in Experiment1, and 
the proportion of these errors is similar to the previous experiments.  
Further specification of Arabic features (Figure 13) showed more root 
preservation errors for the low word frequency level, F(1, 19) = 12.24, MSE = 0.01, p < 
0.01, partial η2 = 0.39, but no effect of root token frequency, F(1, 19) = 1.60, MSE = 
0.01, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.08, as well as no significant interaction, F(1, 19) = 0.01, MSE = 
0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2= 0.01. 
Pattern preservation errors were more common for low word frequency lists, F(1, 
19) = 22.15, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.54, but the effect of token root 
frequency was not significant, F(1, 19) = 2.94, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.13, and 
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there was no significant interaction F(1, 19) = 1.98, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 
0.09. 
Finally, the recombination errors were significant for both word frequency, F(1, 
19) = 4.72, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.20, with more errors in the low word 
frequency conditions, and more errors in the high root token frequency conditions, F(1, 
19) = 9.41, MSE = 0.03, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.33. There was no significant interaction 
between the experimental factors, F(1, 19) = 0.99, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 
0.05. 
Consistent with the results of Experiment 1, correct recall performance showed a 
strong word frequency effect, but no effect of the feature frequency. The results of 
Experiments 1 and 3 replicated the robust effect of word frequency in SRT shown in 
other languages. However, the result is in contrast with those of Experiment 2, as the 
root token frequency effect did not reach significance in Experiment 3. 
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5.5 Conclusion  
Initially it was hypothesized that Arabic word frequency would have an effect on 
serial recall, expecting that the corpus frequency of root representations would directly 
influence on memory performance in the SRT. The data in experiments 1-3 were scored 
in accord with that of other STM studies in creating a number of outcome variables. 
First, the serial recall showed typical curves, initial and final items recalled better than 
the middle. The curves also confirmed the strong word frequency effect. This result 
replicates what has been established in Indo-European languages (e.g., Hulme et al., 
1997) and it can be added to global evidence regarding the appearance of this 
phenomenon in the SRT. In addition, the error analysis replicated this effect by showing 
  
Figure 13  Root and pattern errors over the experimental conditions as a proportion of total 
repsonses: HWF+LRF_ high word frequency + low root frequency; HWF+HRF_ high word 
frequency + high root frequency; LWFLRF_ low word frequency and low root frequency; 
LWHRF_ low frequency word + high frequency root. 
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more errors of different kinds occur in low word frequency conditions. For example, 
omission errors were higher for low word frequency conditions than high word 
frequency conditions.  Word frequency showed a small effect on order errors in 
Experiment 1 and 3, although the effect was in the same direction and marginally 
significant in Experiment 1 while it was significant in Experiment 3.  Inconsistent 
findings of effects of word frequency on order errors have been reported in the 
literature, so the findings in these experiments are not without precedent.  
In contrast with the second hypothesis, the corpus representation of the 
consonantal root, in terms of the size of the root family, did not lead to entirely similar 
results to those of phonological neighbourhoods in English. At the type frequency level, 
the root showed a non-significant effect on correct recall. This is inconsistent with the 
effects that have been observed for corpus-based by phonological neighbourhoods (e.g., 
Derraugh, et. al., 2017; Roodenrys, et al., 2002; Siew, & Vitevitch, 2016). However, the 
current experiment is unlike Roodenrys and colleagues in a number of ways. For 
instance, the root type frequency is a supralexical factor and associated with semantic 
information besides the phonological-morphological representation. Moreover, the 
current result is limited to this particular stimulus set based on a single corpus database 
and selection.   
The root type frequency variable was quite consistent in not showing a significant 
effect on recall performance. In both Experiments 1 and 2 it did not appear to influence 
correct recall, and in neither experiment did it affect order errors at a statistically 
significant level.  It also had no effect on the likelihood of an error preserving the 
linguistic feature of root or pattern. 
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 The root token frequency of the word seems to be a more influential variable than 
root type frequency. Root token frequency had a significant effect on recall in 
Experiment 2, but not in Experiment 3, although in Experiment 3 it interacted with word 
frequency to produce a complicated pattern of results. For high frequency words, if the 
word has a low token frequency root recall performance is higher than if it has a high 
token frequency root. By the nature of the variables this means that the first type of 
word occurs frequently but the root does not, so it must primarily occur in that word and 
so might be thought to be more closely bound to that word than a word of the same high 
frequency where the token frequency of the root is also high.  By definition, as the 
words are matched on frequency, this would seem to require that the root occurs often 
as a part of other words. 
The observation shows that for low frequency words, recall is better if the root 
occurs with a high token frequency. That is, if the root occurs in a lot of other words, 
giving it a high token frequency, recall of the low frequency word is enhanced in 
comparison to one in which the root and the word have a low frequency of occurrence. 
Low frequency words in Experiment 3 show a positive effect of root token frequency. 
Token frequency of the root also had an influence on the likelihood of the pattern being 
preserved in Experiment 2 but not Experiment 3. In Experiment 2 the low token 
frequency increased the amount of intrusion errors preserving pattern-feature 
information. 
In summary, these experiments replicate the serial recall curve and word 
frequency effect seen in English language experiments using Arabic language materials. 
In addition, the root token frequency feature produced an effect in Experiment 2 and 
interacted with word frequency in Experiment 3. Furthermore, the experiments provide 
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some indication from the error analysis of the importance of lexical Arabic features 
(root and pattern) in planning the response, extending the findings from word 
processing studies. As these are the first studies to investigate role of corpus information 
of Arabic features in short-term memory, further studies are required to establish a body 
of evidence about such effects.
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Chapter 6: The root type and token 
frequency in a simple design 
6.1 Introduction  
 The complexity of Arabic words and the correlation between corpus type and 
token frequencies, made it difficult to select stimuli to create a trustworthy manipulation 
between high and low root frequency conditions in the factorial design experiments of 
chapter 5. For the root type frequency, the Aralex database contains 4673 roots with 
Range =166 and skewness = 3.75. Hence, the distribution was normalized using log10 
transformation in order to reduce the skewness. The selection of type frequencies used 
to create different conditions in the experiments in the previous chapter is displayed in 
Figure 14, and shows that the overall selection of type frequency obviously did not 
consistently reach to the low end of the distribution. For instance, the low quarter of 
root type frequency is located below the 9.00 value. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14 The root type frequency distribution at Aralex and the selection in Experiment 1 and 2 
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Additionally, the root token frequency manipulation suffers from the same 
potential problem. The Aralex database contains 4673 root token inputs; Range = 
40391.38 with highly skewed distribution = 24.75. Therefore, the normalized 
distribution is made to reduce to the skewness to 0.07.  Three cut points were created to 
present the medium 50 %, the lowest quarter 25 % and the highest quarter 75 % root 
token frequency. It can be reasoned that proper selection between high and low type 
frequency is required to increase confidence in the findings of the previous experiments 
that did not show a significant role of root frequency in serial recall. Therefore, this 
chapter contains two experiments using a simple, single factor experimental design in 
order to allow a stronger manipulation of the independent variables in stimulus 
selection. Experiment 4 examines the behaviour of root type frequency (low vs. high) 
while controlling root token frequency factor. Experiment 5 is a duplication of the 
Experiment 4, but manipulating the root token frequency in two conditions (low vs. 
high). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15 the token frequency selection in a comparison to Aralex 
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It can be suspected that the data of the experiments presented in the Chapter 5 
excluded the lowest root frequencies of both types and tokens. This can be an adequate 
test for an effect, and Experiments 4 and 5 include more extreme selections to ensure a 
reliable assessment of the effect of feature frequency in the SRT. In the previous 
chapter, Experiments (1, 2 & 3) the findings showed some evidence of an effect of root 
token frequency but not type frequency on serial recall performance. 
 The general hypothesis of this chapter is that root type and token frequency will 
affect serial recall output because the stimulus manipulation between high and low 
frequency in these experiments provides a better test by including lower quarter 
frequency inputs which were omitted in the previous selection. 
6.2 Experiment 4: Root type frequency (high vs. low frequency) 
In this experiment the root type frequency of the stimuli had two levels (low vs. 
high frequency) while the root token frequency was controlled. As both type and token 
frequency are highly related, it is still challenging to select and include more words that 
are located in the lowest quarter of the root type frequency distribution in Aralex. In 
particular, word frequency and pattern type and token frequency were also matched 
between the conditions. However, the frequency manipulation is much stronger in 
comparison to Experiments 1 and 2 in chapter 5. Therefore, this experiment has a 
greater chance to show that root type frequency will affect serial recall performance.  
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6.2.1 Method  
Participants 
24 males are from the same community of the pervious experiments participated 
in the current experiment.  
 Stimuli 
84 words were selected in total, involving 84 roots and 42 patterns.   The clear gap 
of manipulations was created between two conditions represent low root frequency is 
located on the lowest 30 % of the distribution of Aralex. The low type frequency was 
Table 9      Descriptive statistics and statistical tests on the controlled variables in Experiment 4 
  Significance Report Mean SD 
Word frequency  t (82) -0.124 , p = 0.90 Condition 1 2.37 5.1 
  
Condition 2 2.54 7.15 
Root token frequency t (82)  -1.106, p = 0.272 Condition 1 1.00 0.72 
  
Condition 2 1.17 0.62 
Imageability t (82) -0.33, p = 0.74 Condition 1 3.56 0.99 
    Condition 2 3.63 0.94 
 
 
Figure 16   Experiment 4:  Root type frequency manipulations between high and low conditions 
compared to the actual distribution on Aralex  
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slected from the lowest quartile while the high type frequency was selected from the top 
quartile of the distribution on Aralex (Figure 16).  
Across the two experimental conditions, the root token frequency was controlled 
(Table 9). In addition, the Table 8 also shows the control for other factors such as word 
frequency and imageability. In addition, the pattern feature was perfectly matched by 
selecting the same patterns for both root frequency conditions.   
Procedure 
Two blocks of trials were created in each condition using the same 42 stimuli.  In 
each block they were randomly arranged for each participant to create seven lists per 
block and six words per list. Participants were presented with 6 item lists for serial 
recall, and were presented with the blocks alternating between conditions so that there 
were at least 7 lists between the repeated presentations of any word. Order of conditions 
was also counterbalance across participants. 
Other methodological aspects such as recoding, space of testing and break time 
were the same method of the experiment 1, Section B. 
6.2.2 Result & Discussion  
Correct Recall  
The data show the typical serial recall curve, as shown in Figure 17. The 
performance collapsed across serial position is slightly greater in the high root type 
frequency condition (M =0.46, SD = 0.24) than the low root type frequency condition 
(M = 0.44, SD = 0.24).  
The repeated (ANOVA) measures of 2 (low vs high frequency) × 6 (serial 
positions) revealed non-significant differences between conditions on root type 
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frequency, F(1, 23) = 2.22, MSE = 0.02, p = 0.15, partial η2 = 0.09.The effect of serial 
position was significant, F(5, 115) = 76.40, MSE = 0.04, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.77. 
Though, the interaction was not significant between the serial position and the root type 
frequency, F(5, 115 = 1.27, MSE = 0.02, p > 0.05 , partial η2 = 0.05.  This result is 
consistent with the previous experiments (1 & 2) that failed to show a significant effect 
of root type frequency in correct serial recall.   
  
Error analysis 
A similar error classification to that reported in the previous chapter is shown in 
Figure 18. The rate of errors replicates that shown in previous data, with more omission 
 
Figure 17   Serial recall performance in the two conditions, low and high root type frequency, 
by serial position in Experiment 4.   
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errors, then errors that preserve Arabic features, then order errors and a minor number 
of other errors.  
Order error 
  A small number of order errors is shown in Figure 18 and there was no 
significant difference between the high and low root type frequency conditions, F(1,23) 
= 0.02, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, , partial η2 = 0.01.  
Omission errors  
Omission errors showed a significant effect of root type frequency, F(1, 23) = 
4.58, MSE = 0.01, p = 0.04, , partial η2 = 0.17; where the low type frequency condition  
(M =34, SD = 0.12) suffered from slightly more omissions errors than the high type 
frequency condition, (M =31, SD = 0.13). This result suggests that there may be an 
effect of type frequency in serial recall, but not in terms of rates of correct recall.  
 
 
Figure 18:   Experiment 4: OR = order errors; OM = omission errors; AF = Arabic features; 
OTH, others. 
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Arabic feature errors 
In the respect of Arabic features errors shown in Figure 18, there were no 
significant difference between conditions in terms of both the total, F(1, 23) = 0.02, 
MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, , partial η2 = 0.01 and the more specific types of error shown in 
Figure 19; the root preservation errors, F(1, 23) = 1.88, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 
= 0.08, the pattern perseveration errors, F(1, 23) = 0.58, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial 
η2 = 0.02,  and the recombination errors, F(1, 23) = 1.30, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial 
η2 = 0.05. This experiment did however, replicate the finding that the pattern 
preservation errors occur more often than the root preservation errors in serial recall. 
 
 
 
Figure 19 Experiment 4: Root and pattern errors over the experimental conditions: High and low 
root type frequency  
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6.3 Experiment 5: Root Token frequency  
6.3.1 Method  
Participants 
24 subjects from the same community of the previous studies participated in the 
recent Experiment 5. 
Stimuli 
Similar to Experiment 4, 84 words, 84 roots and 42 patterns are included in 
Experiment 5.  The two conditions represent the low root token frequency, is in the 
lowest 50 % and the top high root token frequency in the 75 % of the distribution in 
Aralex. The low token frequency slightly exceeded the resumed target low-frequency 
area because it was difficult to include some words while controlling other factors such 
as type frequency and word frequency.   
 
 
Figure 20   Experiment 5: Token root frequency manipulations between high and low 
conditions compared to the actual distribution on Aralex. 
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The word frequency, root type frequency, imageability and word length are 
controlled in both conditions. The same set of 42 patterns is used in controlling the 
potential effect of phonological similarity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Procedure 
The experiment was designed to have two conditions (low frequency vs. high 
frequency) with 42 roots in each condition. Other methodological aspects were 
equivalent to those in the previous experiment in this chapter. 
6.3.2  Result & Discussion  
Correct recall  
A serial recall curve of the data is shown in Figure 21, and it replicates that of 
the previous experiments. The performance collapsed across serial positions is slightly 
greater in the high root token frequency condition (M =0.41, SD = 0.26) than the low 
root token frequency condition (M = 0.39, SD = 0.24). This result replicated all previous 
studies on the effect of root token frequency where the high frequency of the root 
feature heads the curve. 
Table 10     Experiment 5: Descriptive Statistics for Controlled Variables × Experimental Factors 
  Significance Report Mean SD 
Word frequency t (82) -0.46, p = 0.64 0.36 0.31 
  0.39 0.27 
Root type frequency t (82) 0.37, p = 0.54 8.6 2.12 
  8.4 2.61 
Imageability t (82) 1.46, p = 0.94 3.43 0.95 
    3.16 0.73 
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 A (2) x (6) ANOVA revealed a non-significant effect of the experimental factor 
root token frequency, F(1, 23) = 0.63, MSE = 0.02, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.03,  The 
effect of serial position was statistically significant, F(5, 95) = 58.32, MSE = 0.04, p < 
0.01, partial η2 = 0.75, but there was not a significant interaction between the serial 
position and the root token frequency factor, F(5, 95) = 0.48, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, 
partial η2 = 0.02. This result is consistent with the previous experiments that failed to 
find evidence for a role of the root corpus information, i.e. root token frequency, in 
serial recall. 
 
 
Figure 21     Experiment 5:  The serial recall performance in the two conditions, low and high 
root token frequency   
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Error analysis 
A parallel categorization of the errors as in the previous studies in chapter 5 is 
shown in Figure 22. The result showed similar proportions of error types include high 
percentages of item errors: omissions errors are the most frequent, followed by errors 
that preserve Arabic features, and order errors were the least frequent. The statistical 
analysis showed no significant differences between high and low root token frequency 
conditions on any error type: Order error, F(1, 23) = 0.12, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial 
η2 = 0.01; omission errors , F(1, 23) = 0.85, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.04; 
and, Arabic feature errors, F(1, 23) = 0.43, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.02.  
 
 
 
Figure 22:  Experiment 5 errors: OR = order errors; OM = omission errors; AF = Arabic features; OTH, 
others. 
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Further analysis on Arabic feature errors (Figure 23) replicated the finding of a 
greater number of pattern preservation errors than root preservation errors, as observed 
in previous studies in chapter 5. However, there were no statically significant 
differences between the conditions on neither root preservation errors, F(1, 23) = 2.57, 
MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.12, nor pattern preservation errors,  F(1, 23) = 
0.22, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, nor the recombination errors, F(1, 23) = 
0.52, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.03. 
 
 
 
 Figure 23:    Experiment 5: Root and pattern errors over the experimental 
conditions low and high root token frequency   
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6.3.3  Conclusion  
The main aim of these experiments was to undertake follow-up investigations to 
ensure the behaviour of Arabic root type and token frequency in the SRT using a new 
selection of stimuli that more strongly manipulated these variables. The data shows 
again a typical serial position curve for the SRT. In addition, the error analysis largely 
replicated those in the previous experiments. In contrast with the suggested hypothesis, 
the experiments in this chapter showed no contribution of Arabic root type and token 
frequency to serial recall performance. The result of Experiment 4 largely replicated the 
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 that showed indefinite effects of the root type 
frequency in the SRT.  
The results of Experiment 5 showed a replication of Experiment 3 but not 
Experiment 2. One possible explanation is that Experiment 2 showed a significant effect 
of token frequency because the stimuli had an average word frequency of 3.12. Whereas 
in Experiments 3 and 5 the average word frequency was lower at about 2.25 and 0.38, 
respectively. The frequency measures may be unreliable at these low levels. 
Additionally, the results are limited by the restricted stimulus selection as a result 
of the high correlation between the experimental factors and the difficulty that creates in 
selecting stimuli to manipulate the variables.  In this chapter each experiment 
manipulated one factor and controlled another and hence it was difficult to select high 
frequency words. The slight advantage of the high root frequency in both experiments, 
and effects on rates of errors of different types, along with the minor effects reported in 
the chapter 5 studies leaves some uncertainty about the role of Arabic corpus variables 
in SRT. Further studies should examine type/token frequency of the Arabic features in 
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other stimulus sets, for instance, an alternative approach such as recall of nonwords can 
help to address the complex resources involved during Arabic word recall. 
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Chapter 7: Root and pattern principles in 
nonword-serial recall 
7.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, the effect of root corpus information in the SRT is examined 
further. The experiments in this chapter make use of different definitions, manipulations 
and experimental factors than the previous studies. In the previous experiments, each 
factor, type and token frequency, was treated as an independent variable and 
manipulated while the second one was controlled. The limitation with this approach is 
that the high correlation between both type and token frequencies constrained the 
stimulus selection. In the experiments of Chapter 5 and Chapter 4, the stimuli were 
limited to particular portions of the distribution on these frequency variables to allow 
control of the other variable. For example, in Experiments 4 and 5 the stimuli were 
largely restricted to low frequency words.  
Arabic words are arguably more complex because they involve more information 
which must be controlled when selecting stimuli. Therefore, using nonwords will make 
it more convenient to create a reliable selection to manipulate Arabic corpus features in 
the SRT. In English language research, the use of nonwords has been common.  The 
concept of neighbourhood size; for example, the nonwords [dil] can be related to 
representations of real words in the mental lexicon such as [dun, dip, nil], can be seen as 
analogous to root token frequency in an Arabic nonword.  Experiments using the SRT 
showed better recall for nonwords that have more neighbours than nonwords with less 
neighbours (Jalbert, Neath, & Surprenant, 2011, Experiments 2 & 3; Roodenrys & 
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Hinton, 2002, Experiment 2; and recently, Derraugh, et al., 2017). In addition, biphone 
frequency, which correlates with the word frequency of the neighbourhood, has been 
shown to influence recall of nonwords by Gathercole et al. (1999) amongst others. 
Importantly, Goldinger, Pisoni & Logan (1991) combined neighbourhood type 
frequency and token frequency into “easy” and “hard” conditions based on how these 
factors affects speech perception and used them in an SRT.  “Easy” words had small, 
low-frequency neighbourhoods (low type and token frequency) and “hard” words had 
large high –frequency neighburhoods (high type and token frequency), and they found 
lists of easy words were recalled better than lists of hard words. 
Additionally, and to provide a more powerful test of the effects of the Arabic 
features, a similar operational definition of corpus neighbourhoods information was 
created by dealing with “type/ and token frequencies” as being one variable. It might be 
a limitation that the combined measure of feature frequency will not differentiate the 
behaviour of each property; but this measure will definitely allow us greater 
manipulations to ensure the reliability of effects of corpus-based information of Arabic 
in the SRT. 
Therefore, this chapter contains two continuing attempts to follow what have been 
done in the previous experiments. Using the richness of the corpus information by 
combing both type and token frequencies into one factor allowed comparisons between 
low type/token frequency and high type/token frequency.  
7.1.1 Experiment 6: The effect of Arabic root frequency on nonwords in the SRT 
Studies in English have shown a clear effect of phonological feature frequency in 
the case of nonwords (Gathercole et al., 1999). These English results demonstrating that 
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the frequency of sub-lexical components of words influences nonword recall, suggest 
that Arabic corpus features will influence serial recall in these experiments.   
The main factor in the following experiments might be described as “root 
richness” or “root frequency”; both refer to combining the two sorts of corpus frequency 
(high token and type frequency vs. low token and type frequency). The high-frequency 
roots are defined as being located in the upper quartile of type/token frequencies, and 
the low-frequency roots are selected from the lower quartile, from the same Arabic 
corpus used as the previous experiments (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2010).  Thus 
roots that occur in many words and with many tokens might be regarded as richly 
represented in the language, whereas roots that occur in few words or only a single word 
with low token frequency might be considered to be more poorly represented in the 
language. 
The root feature in Semitic languages is a rich source of semantic information. 
One concern in experimenting with roots is the variability of semantic roots in 
producing more than one family, and this phenomenon is termed “polysemy” (having 
many meanings) of the morpheme. Polysemous roots relate to more than one semantic 
family, so the same root can have more than one meaning, but with each meaning 
potentially shared with many words. Whereas, a monosemous root refers to a root that is 
shared by a single group of words that also share a single conceptual meaning. The 
motive for such manipulations came from a concern we ignored in the previous studies. 
The low frequency roots are more likely to be monosemous, whereas the high frequency 
root can be polysemous or monosemous. This effect of polysemy in Arabic has not been 
investigated in other language processing tasks, although there are a small number of 
studies in Hebrew. A study that used a Hebrew lexical access task showed a 
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disadvantage for word processing when the root morpheme feature mapped to multiple 
semantic meanings (e.g., Moscoso del Prado Martın et, al., 2005). To address the 
possibility that such an effect might exist we controlled this factor by creating an 
additional condition with a high frequency root.   
Therefore, it was hypothesised that the root frequency or root richness would 
produce a positive effect on recall in the context of nonwords.  
7.1.2 Method  
Participants 
There were 21 adult male participants from the same community as the previous 
experiments in chapter five. 
Stimuli 
The two variables of root frequency and polysemy were manipulated across three 
conditions as a balanced factorial experiment is not possible, due to the fact that low 
frequency roots are generally monosemous. Identifying and selecting polysemous was 
effortful because there is still no available database for such information. Therefore, the 
researchers relied on manual selection and then checking using Arabic dictionaries.  
The first condition includes high-frequency polysemous roots, the second 
condition high-frequency monosemous roots, and the last condition low-frequency 
monosemous roots. The two high frequency root conditions were matched on root 
frequency. Each condition included 16 Arabic nonwords constructed by combining the 
16 roots for each condition with the same 16 patterns such that they did not form a 
word, yet sounded plausible and were easily pronounced.  
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The frequency distribution selection for for condition 1,  High type frequency (M 
= 28.38, SD = 6.35) _ High token frequency (M = 1872.62, SD = 2360.08), for 
condition 2, High type frequency (M = 28.88, SD = 7.86) _ High token frequency (M = 
1808.58, SD = 143486.86) and for condition 3, Low type frequency (M = 1.75, SD = 
20.45), and Low token frequency (M = 5.64, SD = 6.290). 
Word length was controlled because the same patterns were used for each 
condition. The phonological similarity of the different conditions was equivalent as 
overlap from the roots within the list, for instance /ktb & rtb/ was matched between 
conditions, and minimized by selecting a wide variety of roots within each condition. 
Procedure  
The 16 item-lists for each condition were constructed using Macros software 
programmed to produce 16 different lists of four items per list. In addition, the 
conditions were presented in order, 123, 231, 321. This means each presentation order 
was presented for seven participants. Note, each participant received a unique 
randomized set. 
In other aspects the method was similar to Experiment 1, Section B. 
7.1.3 Results and Discussion 
Correct Recall 
The serial recall curve for the three conditions is shown in Figure 24. Performance 
collapsed across serial positions was best for the high-frequency monosemous condition 
(M = 0.54, SD = 0.08), almost identical for the high-frequency polysemous condition (M 
= 0.53, SD = 0.08), and then noticeably lower for the low root frequency condition (M = 
0.44, SD = 0.07).  
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The results were subjected to a 3 (Root conditions) × 4 (Serial position) repeated 
measures ANOVA with planned contrasts to test the effects of polysemy and root 
richness. This revealed a non-significant effect of the root polysemy factor, F(1, 20) = 
0.11, MSE = 0.04, partial η2 = 0.01.  This effect did not interact with serial position, 
F(1, 20) = 0.13, MSE = 0.02, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, and reflects what can be seen 
in Figure 24 that the polysemous and monosemous conditions matched on root richness 
are almost on top of each other. 
The contrast of the root frequency factor showed a significant difference between 
the two monosemous conditions, F(1, 20) = 19.02, MSE = 0.04, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 
0.49, and this effect did not interact with serial position F(1, 20) = 2.88, MSE = 0.02, p 
> 0.05, partial η2 = 0.13.  These data provide clear evidence of a root frequency effect 
in the SRT. The nonword context of the roots in this experiment, as well as the new 
  
Figure 24      Experiment 6:  The serial recall performance on the three experimental conditions, High 
frequency polysemous root, High frequency monosemous root, Low frequency root.  
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manipulation that included both type and token frequency in one factor increased the 
influence of root corpus variables in comparison to the earlier experiments.  
Error analysis 
The recall errors were classified as in the previous experiments, and the data are 
shown in Figure 25. However, it seems likely that using nonwords in the experiment 
could lead to changes in the quantity of the “other errors” category as it would include 
nonsense words that do not fit in the three major categories.  At least part of this is 
likely to reflect the finding in English that order errors for whole items are less common 
in experiments with nonwords (e.g. Jefferies et al, 2009) 
Order errors  
The one-way ANOVA with planned contrasts was used to analyse the error data. 
This showed that the root polysemy factor approached significance, F(1, 20) = 3.68, 
MSE = 0.01, p = 0.07, partial η2 = 0.16, with more order errors for polysemous words. 
The contrast testing root frequency did not show a significant effect, F(1, 20) = 0.02, 
MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. However, as the level of order errors was very 
low and the data are highly skewed as it includes a number of zeroes, these statistically 
significant findings are probably not reliable.   
Omission errors 
On omission errors, contrasts revealed that there was no significant effect for the 
root polysemy factor, F(1, 20) = 0.70, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.03, whereas, 
the root frequency factor showed a significant effect, F(1, 20) = 7.52, MSE = 0.01, p < 
0.01, partial η2 = 0.27. This result is a reflection of the pattern for correct recall, 
confirming that the low root frequency condition produced more omission errors than 
the high frequency condition. 
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Arabic feature errors 
Arabic features errors showed nonsignificant effects for both root polysemy and 
frequency factors, F(1, 20) = 0.01, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, and F(1, 20) 
= 1.83, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.08 respectively. 
 However, some differences between conditions appear when the different types 
of preservation errors are examined, as shown in Figure 26. First, the number of errors 
that preserved the root did not differ on either factor, root polysemy, F(1, 20) = 0.25, 
MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01, and root frequency, F(1, 20) = 0.04, MSE = 
0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01. Pattern preservation errors matched the correct recall 
data, in showing a nonsignificant effect of the root polysemy factor, F(1, 20) = 0.71, 
MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.03, and a large root frequency effect, F(1, 20) = 
 
Figure 25    Experiment 6: OR = order errors; OM = omission errors; AF = Arabic features; OTH, 
others. over the experimental conditions : High frequency polysemous root, High frequency 
monosemous root, Low frequency root. 
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43.77, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.69, although there were more errors that 
preserved the low frequency root. There were too few recombination errors to analyse.  
The pattern preservation errors may reflect an effect of the number of patterns that 
occur with the particular root in the lexicon.  High frequency roots will be paired with 
more patterns than will low-frequency roots, and so when paired with a novel root they 
may suffer greater interference. 
 
 
Figure 26      Experiment 6: Root and pattern errors over the experimental conditions: High frequency 
polysemous root, High frequency monosemous root, Low frequency root. 
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7.2 Experiment 7: Pattern richness and root lexicality in nonwords 
The pattern feature is an important source of phonological information of the 
Arabic word and the root mainly holds the semantic meanings. In our experiments, error 
analysis revealed a considerable proportion of errors where participants were continuing 
to produce intrusion errors that preserved a root and pattern, and re-combinations 
between both. Experiment 7 manipulates pattern frequency (high and low) in a factorial 
design. The pattern was tested here in the same way as the root in Experiment 6 using a 
combined manipulation of type and token frequency. The pattern feature is highly 
polysemous, more so than the root, with the meanings being mainly syntactic. For this 
reason, it is impossible to include the polysemy factor in this context.  
In addition, the two pattern conditions (low frequency vs. high frequency) were 
fitted to two root contexts, a real root but one that does not occur with that pattern in the 
language, and a pseudoroot. Therefore, this experiment included a new factor that is 
termed “root authenticity”.   This phrase refers to the manipulation that the pattern is 
paired with a genuine root in Arabic but one that does not form a word, versus being 
mixed with a set of consonants which are not a root in Arabic.  Both can be regarded as 
Arabic “nonwords” but they differ in how close they are to real words. 
In summary, the current experiment included both of the Arabic features of root 
and pattern in a 2 (Pattern frequency) × 2 (Root authenticity) factorial design. It is 
anticipated that both factors will provide a facilitative effect on serial recall 
performance. 
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7.2.1 Method 
Participants  
The participants were 24 adult males from the same community as the previous 
experiments. 
Stimuli 
Experiment 7 comprises 64 nonwords, distributed over the four conditions.  32 
patterns (2, 3, and 4 syllables in length) were selected from Aralex, 16 patterns for each 
pattern frequency condition. The experiment also included 16 tri-consonant roots and 16 
pseudo-roots were constructed by replacing one consonant (the last, middle, initial) by 
an odd consonant. For example, the last consonant of the root /ktb/ can be replaced by 
the consonant /s/ to create a non-root /kts/. The same roots and non-roots were used in 
both the pattern frequency conditions.  Thus, each root set occurred once with the low 
pattern frequency set and once again with high pattern frequency set. 
Procedure   
The 16 item-lists of each condition were constructed using Macros software which 
was programed to produce 16 different lists of four items per list. The conditions were 
presented in systemized randomization (ordering conditions: 1234, 2143, 3412, 4321). 
For 24 subjects, each condition order (e.g., 1234) was presented for sex subjects. And 
each subject received a unique randomized set.  
In other aspects the methods were similar to those in Experiment 1, Section B. 
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7.2.2 Result and Discussion  
Correct Recall 
The serial recall curve for the four conditions is shown in Figure 27. Performance 
collapsed across serial positions was greater for the real-root & high pattern frequency 
condition (M = 0.53, SD = 0.17), followed by the real-root & low pattern frequency, 
condition (M = 0.49, SD = 0.14), then the non-root & high pattern frequency condition 
(M = 0.46, SD = 0.15), and lastly the non-root & low pattern frequency condition (M = 
0.34, SD = 0.15). The ranking of these curves suggests the importance of both factors in 
recall for Arabic nonwords.  
The data were subjected to a 2 (Root authenticity) × 2 (pattern frequency) × 4 
(serial position) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results revealed 
a strong significant effect for the root authenticity factor, F (1, 23) = 41.66, MSE = 0.03, 
p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.64. There was also a significant effect of pattern frequency, F 
(1, 23) = 15.32, MSE = 0.03, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.40. The serial position effect was 
highly significant, F(3, 69) = 41.98, MSE = 0.06, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.65.  The 
interaction between root authenticity and pattern frequency was also statistically 
significant, F (1, 23) = 9.27, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.29. Serial position did 
not interact with either experimental factor and the three-way interaction was not 
significant, all F(3, 69) <1.1. 
 The follow-up analysis showed that the performance differences were clearly 
significant between low frequency patterns (M = .35, SD = .17) and high frequency 
patterns (M = .48, SD = .18) when the root was unreal, t(23) = -4.768, p < .001.  
Whereas the difference between low frequency patterns (M = .47, SD = .16) and high 
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frequency patterns (M = .52, SD = .15) was not significant when the root was an 
authentic root, t(23) = -1.33, p > 0.20. 
Further analysing the interaction for the effect of root lexicality, for low frequency 
patterns, recall of items with real roots was significantly greater than for items with non-
roots, t(23) = -6.94, p < 0.01.  The same was true for high frequency patterns, t(23) = -
3.50, p < 0.01.  
Error analysis 
Order errors 
The different error types as a proportion of all responses are shown in Figure 28. 
The analysis of the order errors showed a significant effect for root authenticity, F(1, 
23) = 6.99, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.23, but no significant difference 
between the pattern frequency conditions, F(1, 23) = 0.02, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial 
  
Figure 27     Experiment 7:  The serial nonword recall performance as a function of root 
authenticity and pattern frequency.  
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η2 = 0.01, and the interaction between root authenticity and pattern frequency, F(1, 23) 
= 0.01, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, , partial η2 = 0.01.  Once again, there are very few order 
errors in which the whole item moved position, and the data are heavily skewed, so 
these results may not be reliable. 
Omission errors   
A parallel analysis of the omissions showed significant differences, for the root 
authenticity factor, F(1, 23) = 10.97, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, , partial η2 = 0.32, and 
pattern  frequency, F(1, 23) = 15.75, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, , partial η2 = 0.41. 
However, the interaction did not reach the significance, F(1, 23) = 1.19, MSE = 0.01, p 
> 0.05, , partial η2 = 0.05. The pattern of effects here showed the usual reflection to the 
serial recall results seen in the previous studies. 
 
 
Figure 28: Experiment 7:  OR = order errors; OM = omission errors; AF = Arabic features; OTH 
over the experimental conditions, Non-roots & low freq. pattern, Non-roots & High freq. pattern, 
Real roots & low freq. patterns,  Real roots & High freq. patterns. 
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Arabic features errors 
A similar analysis showed a significant effect for the root authenticity factor, F(1, 
23) = 32.64, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.59, but no effect of the pattern 
frequency factor,  F(1, 23) = 1.69, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.07, and the 
interaction approached significance, F(1, 23) = 3.55, MSE = 0.01, p = 0.07, partial η2 = 
0.13. The result confirmed the power of the root authenticity factor over the pattern 
frequency factor. The presence or absence of the morpheme feature seems to be more 
salient and accessible than the morpheme frequency. 
In the errors that preserved the root, there was a significant effect for the root 
authenticity factor, F(1, 23) = 27.99, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.55, and the 
pattern frequency factor, F(1, 23) = 11.00, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.04, partial η2 = 0.32. The 
interaction was not significant, F(1, 23) = 3.20, MSE = 0.01, p = 0.09, partial η2 = 0.12. 
  
Figure 29:       Experiment 7: Root and pattern errors over the experimental conditions, Non-roots & low 
freq. pattern, Non-roots & High freq. pattern, Real roots & low freq. patterns,  Real roots & High freq. 
patterns. 
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The errors preserving the pattern showed significant effects of both factors and an 
interaction: root authenticity, F(1, 23) = 55.44, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η
2
 = 0.71; 
pattern frequency, F(1, 23) = 8.40, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.05, partial η
2
 = 0.27; the 
interaction between the experimental factors,  F(1, 23) = 7.47, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.05, 
partial η
2
 = 0.25. Figure 29 shows clearly that there is no effect of pattern frequency for 
the items with non-roots while high frequency patterns were more likely to be preserved 
from items with real roots.  As seen in the previous experiments, this type of error 
greatly contributes to the recall results. 
7.3 Conclusion  
Consistent with the proposed hypothesis stated in the introduction of the current 
chapter, these studies confirm that Arabic corpus features can contribute to serial recall. 
Experiment 6 and 7 of this chapter establish new supportive evidence for the effect of 
root and pattern representations on the serial recall of nonwords. Experiment 6 revealed 
a strong effect of Arabic root frequency and Experiment 7 showed a clear effect of 
pattern frequency. This is in contrast with the experiments in chapters 5 and 6 that 
showed an unreliable influence of the root frequency of the words in the SRT. However, 
the current experiments used a new definition by combining the type/token frequency 
into one factor, and used nonwords that minimize the involvement of information other 
than the pattern and root features. The processing of nonwords has been shown to differ 
from the processing of words (e.g., Cheng, Schafer, & Riddell, 2014). The processing of 
real words can be more complex because of the additional information available, while 
the use of nonwords can eliminate other factors and so sharpen the role of sublexical 
features in the task (Gathercole et al., 1999; Vitevitch, & Luce, 1998). By using 
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nonwords, corpus frequency effects such as the phonological neighborhood effect 
(Jalbert, Neath, &Surprenant, 2011; Roodenrys & Hinton, 2002; Thorn & Frankish, 
2005) and biphone phonotactic frequency effect (Thorn & Frankish, 2005) have been 
established in English language studies. The current data on Arabic root and pattern 
frequency show a similar behavior to that observed for phonological sublexical factors.   
In attempting to investigate a contribution from semantics via the root, the 
manipulation of root polysemy in Experiment 6 failed to produce an effect and suggests 
that the effect of root frequency in that experiment is not due to a semantic influence as 
the inconsistent semantics of the polysmeous roots might have been expected to offer 
less support for recall of the item. The results are consistent with the suggestion that the 
root morpheme has an abstract level of representation, independent from the semantic 
system (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2015). 
Experiment 7 also demonstrated a powerful effect of root authenticity over the 
pattern frequency on recall. These effects are similar to the effects of lexicality seen in 
serial recall in English, except that in Arabic these effects are at the level of the morpho-
syntactic features. The results are consistent with studies in language processing that 
suggest that the pattern morpheme has a distinct representation within the language 
system (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2015), and that these representations can play a 
role in serial recall. 
The role of the pattern in processing Arabic words has been less studied than that 
of the root. The results of Experiment 7 demonstrated that the frequency of the pattern 
also influences serial recall processes. The results of Experiment 7 show a larger effect 
of root authenticity than of pattern frequency, which is reminiscent of the larger effect 
of lexicality than word frequency seen in studies in English. The effects of these 
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linguistic features in Arabic are in line with psycholinguistic accounts of STM (Acheson 
& MacDonald, 2009).  
In summary, the results show a new behavior for the root corpus information 
while the semantic property of the root does not seem to be a matter in the recall. The 
reduction in correct recall associated with lower root frequency was not accounted for 
by the increase in errors that preserved the root in the low root frequency condition.  
This implies that part of the effect of higher root frequency is to help bind the correct 
pattern with the root. 
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Chapter 8: The similarity effect in the context 
of root and pattern features 
8.1 Introduction  
Chapter 8 turns to another approach that is used widely in STM research by 
manipulating the degree and type of relationship between items within the same to-be-
recalled list. Studies taking this approach have clearly established that a negative 
similarity effect exists in the case of phonological relatedness between items in a SRT 
list (Conrad, 1964); whereas semantic similarity facilities the recall process (Saint-
Aubin et al., 2005). However, the role of phonological encoding is well established 
while the extent of semantic involvement in the SRT is still unclear. The theoretical 
section (Chapter 3) reviewed the most recent attempts to compare the semantic and 
phonological contributions to performance in the SRT. More specifically, those studies 
examined the role of phonological information in the absence of semantic information 
by taking advantage of language impairments (R. C. Martin et al., 1999), and other 
studies on subjects from the general population by creating novel lexical entries (Hulme 
et al., 1995) where few nonwords were trained on both meaning and sound levels and 
compared to others containing just the single level of phonological form (Benetello et 
al., 2015; Savill et al., 2017)and inconsistent results have been produced. Benetello et 
al. concluded that “the meaning is useless” in serial recall but not the phonological code 
for STM, whereas Savill et al. found that semantic code plus phonological codes 
improved serial recall performance. 
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Using Arabic root and pattern features with the same relatedness approach can 
provide a novel manipulation and insights to contribute to the research evidence on the 
possible role of semantics in serial recall. The root is recognized as a major source of 
conceptual semantic information, while the pattern holds the phonological structure, as 
well as some semantic, but typically syntactic, information. The studies in Chapter 5, 6, 
and 7, provide information about the frequency of errors that preserve lexical root and 
pattern features, and recombination errors. These types of errors are relatively frequent, 
occurring in approximately 10-15% of responses with word stimui and 25% with 
nonword stimuli.  On the basis of such findings, it is anticipated that the manipulation of 
the similarity of lexical features in the SRT will produce harmful or beneficial effects, 
resembling those observed in research using phonological and semantic information in 
SRT in other languages. 
 The root feature is presumed to be a major carrier of conceptual semantic 
information, and so may facilitate recall when a root is presented repeatedly in a list.  
However, it must be noted that manipulating root relatedness by using the same root in a 
list will also affect the degree of phonological relatedness. In contrast, the pattern is 
regarded as holding more of the phonological structure, and so repeating a pattern 
within the list may produce more errors based on phonological similarity. However, and 
again, such a suggestion must be made with caution as that pattern feature can also map 
to a wide range of semantic information. To examine these issues, two experiments are 
reported below which involve manipulating the morphological-phonological-semantic 
level and the morphological-phonological level in the SRT, by manipulating the 
repetition of the root and pattern, respectively, within lists. 
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8.1 Experiment 8: Root similarity and semantic associations  
In this experiment the degree of root similarity within the list was manipulated. 
Typically, the root feature is thought of as binding a number of words to the same 
conceptual-semantic family. However, the same root can be shared by more than a 
single semantic family. For example, the root /ktb/ relates to a highly consistent 
semantic family representing words with “writing meaning” such as [/maktab, kAteb, 
kutob, maktwb, mukatebah/: office, writer, books, written, correspondence], but it also 
occurs in an odd word that does not fit the more typical meaning [/katybah/ = 
battalion]. Roots differ in how many meanings they have, and the distribution of words 
across meanings.  In word recognition studies, it has been possible to examine the role 
of the root in processing words by comparing words that share the “root plus meaning” 
vs. those that share the “morphemic feature without shared meaning” (Boudelaa & 
Marslen-Wilson, 2015; Deutsch & Meir, 2011; Kolan et al., 2011). Such an 
experimental manipulation can be challenging in the context of SRT that requires 
approximately six words per list. In order to create lists with an appropriate 
manipulation of the degree of semantic overlap between the roots/words in a list, the list 
was halved to include two roots instead of one, to be compared with lists that contain a 
different root for each word. This experiment was designed to investigate the effect of 
semantic similarity in the case of the root feature and it was anticipated that lists of 
words that shared a root would be better recalled than those that did not. If the 
advantage of a shared root relies on sharing a meaning then this should be seen only in 
conditions where this is the case and not in conditions where they share a root but the 
meaning is different. 
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Participants  
24 paid native-Iraqi students were recruited from the same community as the 
previous experiments. 
Stimuli  
168 words from the same 24 roots were selected to create three comparable 
conditions (relevant variables displayed below). The first condition, named (Dual) 
relatedness included six word lists arranged into two triplets with each triplet sharing 
the same root, and each word triplet related to the same meaning of the root, or could be 
described as coming from the same semantic family of the root. the followed condition 
(Single) relatedness included the same roots as the previous condition but each word in 
the triplet relating to a different meaning. The last condition (Unrelated) condition was 
made of a random arrangement of the same words selected from previous conditions 
and arranged into unrelated sets. Finally, corpus variables such as word frequency, type/ 
token frequencies of root and pattern; as well as word length and imageability were 
experimentally controlled.  
Procedure  
Each list contained words in a fixed order to keep the triplets together, as each list 
contained two roots and three adjacent words shared a particular root. Counterbalancing 
was applied to the order of the triplets with half the participants receiving [triplet 1 + 
triplet 2] and half receiving [triplet2 + triplet1]. The order of words in each triplet was 
randomized separately for each participant.  Furthermore, the order of condition was 
counterbalanced across participants with three different orders being used.  
In all other respects the method was the same as in Experiment 1. 
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Table 11       Experiment 8: Descriptive Statistics and tests for control of variables across 
experimental conditions  
Dependant variables   Condition M SD Significance 
Word frequency  
 
Dual rel. 0.78 0.22 F (2,41) = 0.43, p > 0.05 
Single rel. 0.7 0.33  
Unrelated 0.78 0.22  
Pattern frequency 
(type) 
 
Dual rel. 392.58 139.18 F (2,41) = 0.46, p > 0.05 
Single rel. 348.1 112.59  
Unrelated 382.04 60.61  
Pattern Frequency 
(token) 
 
Dual rel. 3.68 0.33 F (2,41) = 0.01, p > 0.05 
Single rel. 3.69 0.33  
Unrelated 3.67 0.29  
Number of Phonemes 
 
Dual rel. 6.96 0.54 F (2,41) = 0.12, p > 0.05 
Single rel. 6.92 0.62  
Unrelated 6.86 0.61  
Number of Syllables 
 
Dual rel. 2.88 0.3 F (2,41) = 0.56, p > 0.05 
Single rel. 2.8 0.24  
Unrelated 2.89 0.23  
Imageability 
 
Dual rel. 2.82 0.45 F (2,41) = 0.56, p > 0.05 
Single rel. 2.96 0.36  
Unrelated 2.82 0.36  
Note: In this chapter, word frequency in this is in words per million, and the imageability was rated online by 
18 Iraqi students on a 1-7 scale (1- very hard, 7- very easy). 
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8.1.1 Results and Discussion  
Correct recall 
The serial recall curve for the four conditions is shown in Figure 30. Performance 
collapsed across serial positions was best for the dual relatedness condition where the 
items contained the same root and were associated to same semantic family of the root 
(M = 0.63, SD = 0.15).  Recall was slightly lower for the single relatedness condition, 
the condition that contained similarity of the root form without shared semantic 
information (M = 0.57, SD = 0.19), and then was considerably lower in the control 
condition (M = 0.47, SD = 0.21). 
The results were subjected to a 3 (condition) × 6 (Serial position) repeated 
measures ANOVA with planned contrasts to test the effects of relatedness. This 
revealed a significant similarity effect in a comparison between the dual relatedness and 
single relatedness conditions, F (1, 23) = 12.23, MSE = 0.05, p < 0.01, partial η2= 0.35.  
This effect marginally interacted with serial position, F (1, 23) = 3.38, MSE = 0.03, p = 
0.08, partial η2 = 0.13. The interaction reflects what can be seen in Figure 30, that the 
differences were larger in the middle of the list, possibly because of a grouping strategy.  
The second contrast showed a significant difference between the related 
conditions and the control condition, F (1, 23) = 31.19, MSE = 0.07, p < 0.01, partial η
2
 
= 0.58, and this effect did not interact with serial position, F (1, 23) = 1.13, MSE = 0.06, 
p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.05.These data provide clear evidence of a root feature similarity 
effect in the SRT. The related context of the root, especially with meaning can aid 
recall. 
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Error analysis  
An equivalent analysis of error types as for the previous experiments is shown in 
Figure 31.  
Order errors 
The proportion of conditionalised order errors produced showed a slight increase 
in the number of order errors relative to the previous experiments. However, the lack of 
differences between the conditions replicated most of the findings of the previous 
experiments. The ANOVA using planned contrasts confirmed that there were no 
differences between  the two related conditions, F (1, 23) = 0.63, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, 
partial η
2
 = 0.03, or between the related conditions and the unrelated condition, F (1, 23) 
 
Figure 30      Experiment 8:  The serial recall performance on the experimental conditions, Dual, 
Single and Unrelated relatedness conditions.  
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= 0.2, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η
2
 = 0.01.  This result has been shown in the 
previous experiments using unrelated words and nonwords.  
Omission errors  
Omission errors showed a precise reflection of the serial curve results. Firstly, the 
difference was statistically significant between the dual and single relatedness 
conditions, F (1, 23) = 20.63, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η
2
 = 0.47, and between the 
two related conditions and the control condition, F (1, 23) = 55.6, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, 
partial η
2
 = 0.71. As can be seen in Figure 31 more omission errors were committed in 
the control condition and fewer in the dual condition, and the single relatedness 
condition was in-between the other two conditions.  
Arabic features errors 
Errors that preserved an Arabic feature differed significantly between the root-
related conditions (M = 0.11, SD = 0.06) and the control condition ( M = 0.08, SD = 
0.04), F (1, 23) = 16.73, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η
2
 = 0.42, but the number of 
 
 
Figure 31   Experiment 8: OR = order errors; OM = omission errors; AF = Arabic features; other 
errors = OTH. Experiments conditions: Dual relatedness, Single relatedness and unrelated 
condition. 
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these errors did not differ between the two related conditions. F (1, 23) = 0.84, MSE = 
0.01, p > 0.05, partial η
2
 = 0.04.  Figure 31 shows that more errors occur in the shared 
root conditions than in the unrelated condition.  
Further analysis of this error type showed that more root preservation errors 
happened in the root-related conditions than the unrelated condition, F (1, 23) = 27.01, 
MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η
2
 = 0.54. 
Unlike in the studies of the previous chapters, errors that preserved the pattern 
were relatively uncommon. Though, the pattern across conditions is still consistent in 
reflecting the typical serial position curve. In this experiment, more errors preserved the 
pattern in the unrelated condition compared to the related root conditions, F (1, 23) = 
4.97, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.05, partial η
2
 = 0.18. 
 
Figure 32    Experiment 8: Root and pattern errors over the experimental conditions: Dual 
relatedness, Single relatedness and unrelated condition. 
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8.2 Experiment 9:  The effect of pattern similarity with and without meaning  
The aim of this experiment was to examine the effect of relatedness of the patterns 
of the words within the list.  Three conditions corresponding to those in Experiment 8 
were designed to investigate the effect of semantic similarity in the case of pattern form.  
8.2.1 Method 
Participants 
 There were 21 subjects from the same community as in the previous experiments. 
Stimuli  
One-hundred and forty words were derived from 14 patterns, and 70 roots to 
create two experimental conditions, in addition one control condition was made of a 
parallel words, selected from the previous conditions. Each condition had 14 lists and 
five words per list. The dual relatedness condition represents selected words that include 
the same pattern feature besides the same semantic information. In the single 
relatedness condition, the five words in the list share the same pattern feature but they 
have different meanings. Third condition represents the unrelated condition.    
 
Procedure  
The procedure of the experiment involved randomization within the lists and the 
order of lists in a condition, and counterbalancing of conditions. The order of the 
condition was counterbalanced in three arrangements: [123, 213, and 321]. Furthermore, 
other features such as word frequency, morphological type/token frequencies were also 
controlled across conditions (see table 11).  
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In all other respects the method was the same as Experiment 1, Section B. 
 
8.2.2 Results and discussion  
Correct recall  
The serial recall curve for the three conditions is shown in Figure 33. Performance 
collapsed across serial positions was best for the unrelated condition (M = 0.71, SD = 
0.16), and then considerably declined in the related conditions, in the single relatedness 
condition (M = 0.60, SD = 0.19), and in the dual relatedness condition (M = 0.58, SD = 
0.21). 
Table 12     Experiment 9: Descriptive Statistics for confounding variables across experimental 
factors 
Dependant variables   Factors M SD Significance Report 
Word frequency  Dual rel. 0.75 0.81 F (2,41) = 0.01, p = 0.99 
Single rel. 0.79 0.67  
Unrelated 0.79 0.41  
Root frequency 
(type) 
Dual rel. 19.06 5.93 F (2,41) = 0.07, p = 0.93 
Single rel. 19.79 6.16  
Unrelated 19.67 4.04  
Root Frequency 
(token) 
Dual rel. 2.44 0.63 F (2,41) = 0.11, p = 0.90 
Single rel. 2.44 0.54  
Unrelated  2.52 0.29  
Imageability Dual rel. 3.50 0.48 F (2,41) = 2.50, p = 0.10 
Single rel. 4.09 0.90  
Unrelated 3.71 0.23  
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The results were subjected to a 3 (condition) × 5 (Serial position) repeated 
measures ANOVA with planned contrasts to test the effects of pattern relatedness. This 
revealed a non-significant difference between single and dual-related conditions, F (1, 
20) = 0.59, MSE = 0.07, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.03.  This effect did not interact with 
serial position, F (1, 20) = 0.01, MSE = 0.02, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.01and reflects 
what can be seen in Figure 33 that the single and dual relatedness conditions had similar 
outcomes and they are almost on top of each other. 
The contrast of the unrelated condition vs. the related conditions showed a 
significant difference between the two modes, F (1, 20) = 27.63, MSE = 0.05, p < 0.01, 
partial η2 = 0.58, and this effect did interact with serial position F (1, 20) = 5.42, MSE = 
0.03, p = 0.03, partial η2 = 0.21, and reflects what can be seen in Figure 33 that the 
pattern similarity impaired recall, and this effect was larger in later serial positions.  
 
Figure 33      Experiment 9: The serial recall performance on the experimental conditions: Dual 
relatedness, Single relatedness, and unrelated condition. 
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Order errors  
The conditionalised Order errors showed a significant difference between the 
unrelated condition and the relatedness conditions, F (1, 20) = 14.67, MSE = 0.01, p < 
0.01, partial η
2
 = 0.42, and no significant difference between the single and dual 
relatedness,  F (1, 20) = 0.99, MSE = 0.01, p > 0. 05, partial η
2  
 = 0.05. As be seen in 
Figure 34 more order errors occur in the relatedness conditions than the unrelated 
condition.   
Omission errors  
A similar result for the omission errors was found, with the only significant 
difference being between the unrelated condition and the relatedness conditions, F (1, 
20) = 20.90, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η
2
 = 0.51, and no significant difference 
between the two related conditions, F (1, 20) = 2.76, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η
2
 = 
0.12.  
 
 
Figure 34       Experiment 9: OR = order errors; OM = omission errors; AF = Arabic features; 
OTH, others. Experiments conditions: Dual relatedness, Single relatedness and unrelated 
condition. 
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Arabic feature errors 
There were significantly more Arabic feature errors for the dual relatedness 
condition than the single relatedness condition, F (1, 20) = 5.41, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.05, 
partial η
2 =
 0.21, but no difference between the unrelated condition and related 
conditions,  F (1, 20) = 0.66, MSE = 0.01, p > 0.05, partial η
2
 = 0.03.  
Additionally, the pattern preservation errors showed a significant difference 
between relatedness conditions F (1, 20) = 6. 05, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.05, partial η
2  
= 
0.23, and between the unrelated condition and related conditions, F (1, 20) = 12.31, 
MSE = 0.01, p < 0.01, partial η
2
 = 0.38. As seen in Figure 35 more errors preserved the 
pattern in the dual relatedness condition.  
8.3 Discussion 
The overall results revealed that phonological and semantic information in the 
case of Arabic root and pattern principles can produce similarity effects, which are 
 
Figure 35    Experiment 9: Root and pattern errors over the experimental conditions : Dual 
relatedness, Single relatedness and unrelated condition. 
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analogous with those in concatenated languages. A positive root similarity effect was 
clearly shown in Experiment 8. The sharing of the root within the list items enhanced 
recall. In addition, having consistent semantic information related to the root increased 
the effect. The root is recognised to be an abstract unit (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 
2015) and systematically associated with a family of words that share the conceptual 
semantic information. The processing of the root is well documented in Semitic studies 
as a facilitative factor in a single word processing (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2015).  
This was shown in Experiment 4 of Kave et al. (2007) study, where the Hebrew root 
relatedness facilitated the serial recall of patient S.E. and also the control group of 
normal adults. An analogous effect of semantic relatedness has been found in 
concatenated languages (Jefferies et al., 2011; Jefferies et al., 2009; Nishiyama, 2014; 
Perham, et al., 2008; Poirier & Saint-Aubin, 1995; Tse, 2009; Wethrick, 1975). In 
addition, Savill et al., (2017) manipulated the semantic content of items in a list by 
using novel words with and without meaning. Their result showed that the meaningful 
trained set was better recalled than the trained set with only a phonological 
representation. Hence, the present result can be explained in the context of 
psycholinguistic models of STM, and more specifically, the semantic binding 
hypothesis that “semantic information can increase the sustainability of the 
phonological information” (e.g., Savill et al., 2017). The results of the present 
experiment suggest that morphological binding helps the phonological encoding in the 
context of Arabic roots, a sub-lexical level of representation within the language system. 
In contrast, Experiment 9 revealed a negative pattern similarity effect. The present 
effect can be seen as a case of the phonological similarity effect, which is well 
established in the previous research in English and other languages (Conrad & Hull, 
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1964; Baddeley, 1966). In addition, Experiment 9 showed that the semantic information 
in common across the words that share a pattern, was not helpful to recover the items in 
the SRT. Or, at least, the negative effect of the phonological overlap was larger than that 
of any advantage from the relatively weak semantic information. 
The pattern and root similarity effects can be attributed to the differences in the 
type of semantic information vs. phonological information that are associated with each 
particular feature.  Both root and pattern have semantic and phonological information, 
however the semantic information of the root may be stronger than that of the pattern.  
At the same time, the phonological similarity within a list may be greater when the 
pattern is shared than when the root is shared because the pattern consists largely of 
vowels whilst the root is comprised of consonants. The repetition of the root, as a carrier 
of semantic information, across the words in the list could bring benefits to recall. The 
words that share both root and semantic-root information seem to be better recalled 
because the semantic availability of the root could affect the root selection. In lists that 
share the pattern feature, recall is impaired because the degree of phonological overlap 
is greater than that of the root, and the shared semantic information does not provide as 
strong a cue to help identify the word. The notion of the pattern feature being a main 
carrier of phonological content was also suggested by Semitic models (e.g., Boudelaa & 
Marslen-Wilson, 2015; Deutsch, 2016; Kolan et al., 2011). The pattern form represents 
the articulatory template of an Arabic word, wherein the root can be placed. Semantic 
information carried by the pattern is less effective because it is more abstract, relating 
mostly to syntax and does not provide as discriminatory a cue.  
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Chapter 9: General discussion 
9.1 Outline of thesis: Theoretical and empirical perspectives   
The role of LTM-based activation of language in STM tasks is a critical topic in 
memory research. Models that attribute STM performance to a separate short-term 
phonological device (e.g. Baddeley, 1986) have been highly influential, but lately 
struggle to account for the increasing evidence showing the LTM effects of multiple 
linguistic features acting in STM tasks. Hence, a few models such as the redintegration 
approach and language-based models have considered the LTM involvement of 
language representations in their accounts. According to the redintegration notion, the 
phonological (Hulme et al., 1997; Schweickert, 1993) and semantic (Walker & Hulme, 
1999) representations of the items can be involved during the reconstruction of 
degraded traces retrieved from the phonological store. Likewise, the language-based 
models assume that the temporary activation of a lexical-semantic-phonological 
network can be involved during STM task performance (R. Martin et al., 1999; N. 
Martin & Saffran, 1997; Roodenrys, 2009; Romani et al., 2008). Radically, some argue 
that the activation starts from the input phase and persists towards the last phase of the 
recall via the same mechanisms underlying language production. Furthermore, the 
“semantic binding hypothesis” suggests that semantic information can support 
segmental phonological (Savill et al., 2015) and order encoding (Acheson et al., 2011).  
The redintegration account and language models both accept that the LTM 
influence of language critically appears in STM performance. They share much in terms 
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of theoretical aspects; and it can be difficult to differentiate between them at the 
empirical level (Jefferies et al., 2006). However, the language-based models address the 
involvement of linguistic representations more directly and thoroughly, as they adopted 
language processing principles to explain the outcomes of the SRT.  
Meanwhile, recent efforts have been made to include both the phonological and 
semantic features in the same experimental manipulation. Though, the research is 
mostly limited to the context of a small number of languages, including the studies of 
language impairment, for example, examining the behavior of serial recall when the 
semantic skills are weakened by dementia (Knott et al., 2000; Jefferies et al., 2006). For 
the general population, current research approaches have relied on the creation of new 
items in the mental lexicon by teaching novel words to normal adults and manipulating 
the introduction of meaning into one set of items in order to allow comparison between 
items that have or do not have available meaning (Benetello et al., 2015; Hulme et al., 
1995; Savill et al., 2015). Such approaches have provided support to the notion that 
multiple resources of language are utilised in STM tasks, and highlighted a role for 
semantic information during recall in STM. Yet, some researchers have argued that 
semantic information may not always be used (Benetello et al., 2015; Papagno et al., 
2013), as an alternative, and that only phonological redintegration is possible. 
Therefore, the language activation models in STM are not universally accepted and 
require more behavioral data (Norris, 2017).  
Nonetheless, evidence showing an influence of language representations on items 
in STM store suggests an examination of other language contexts may be fruitful. In the 
meantime, experimental research is still dominated by Anglo-linguistic materials while 
other languages can offer new resources for investigations. Given the variability in 
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languages around the world, the parameters of English materials are inadequate to 
capture all aspects of language. The simple argument is that different linguistic contexts 
can offer different features and properties that are not available or “applicable” in 
English. Moreover, in the context of reading research, Share (2008) cautioned against 
the impact of the restriction to the use of English materials upon theory, as he reasoned 
that English is an “outlier” if it is compared to the rest of the world’s languages. Share’s 
argument was specifically about models of reading as English is well-known to include 
much irregularity in the relationship between “sound and spelling”; however the 
relationship between sound and meaning is also highly unpredictable. This 
unpredictability can be taken as the antonym of the term “systemization”, which refers 
to the productive state of language features. As an example, the form /kær/ can produce 
a few words that sound similar in the meaning [e.g., car, cars, carriage, caravan, 
caravansaries], however, the same form breaks the rule by occurring in many words 
that are not related by meaning. Evidence shows that the lack of systemization in 
English morphology can result in ineffective strategy use during lexical access (Ford, 
Davis, & Marslen-Wilson, 2010). Ford and colleagues examined lexical processing 
using a correlational design to produce a morphological frequency effect in English 
word processing. However, they concluded that not all morphemes are capable of 
showing an effect. Hence, they reasoned that a morphemic representation can be 
accessible only for the words with highly productive suffixes [ness, ist], and consistent 
abstract semantic information. Therefore, different linguistic contexts may provide new 
data regarding the reliance of STM on phonology to that provided by studies in English, 
whereby semantic information is disconnected from phonological information and plays 
a minor role.  
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9.1.1 The morphemic root and pattern features 
It is historically proposed that the phonology of Semitic languages can be 
structured by interweaving morphological features, named the root and pattern 
principles (McCarthy, 1982, 1985) and the psychological reality of those features has 
been established by psycholinguistic studies using Hebrew and Arabic materials in 
lexical access tasks (e.g. in Arabic: Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2003, 2004, 2005, 
2011, 2015; and in Hebrew: Deutsch, 2016; Frost, Deutsch, Gilboa, Tannenbaum, & 
Marslen-Wilson, 2000). Those studies argue that the phonemes that make up the root 
and pattern, are represented as an abstract unit inside the lexicon and this differs from 
the stem-based structure (e.g., “ness”,”dis”) of English. Instead, they occur within the 
word in a non-serial fashion. Each phoneme is a part of a systemised feature, and so can 
occupies a fixed position of the feature. The root is consonantal, largely contains three 
phonemes that have to fit in a template, named the pattern feature. The pattern feature 
includes vowels, specific consonants and, importantly, positional slots wherein the root 
can join to make a word. For example, the consonant root /ktb/ can occur in the pattern 
form /CACeC/, to make the word [ /kAteb/ = writer]. Each feature can make a group of 
words, what is called a “morphological family”. Interestingly, the root family typically 
shares the same general conceptual semantics [e.g., library, office, writer: /maktabah/, 
makateb/,/ kAteb/]. This indicates that the semantic information of Arabic is typically 
dominated by the root, as the number of words sharing the same root and meaning can 
be very high. In addition, the pattern can include a few meanings, but these are 
essentially syntactic, and the conceptual semantics are less common and less consistent 
in a comparison to the root feature (Shimron, 2003). 
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 In regards to the phonological information, the root shares the same phonemes 
and they always sound the same. The pattern essentially can refer to the phonological 
structure of the Arabic word, as it includes vocalic content by its features besides the 
location of the root consonants. For example, the pattern /CACeC/ includes enough 
information to make the word sound Arabic, and also be pronounceable. Hence, it can 
be challenging to create a nonword by using a non-pattern.    
In sum, the influence of linguistic variables on STM performance is critical for the 
research field at this time. Research being restricted to a small number of languages 
with a similar structure means the data we have to develop and test our theories is 
limited, and it should be expanded to include the study of other languages. The present 
research project investigated the influence of the linguistic representation of Arabic root 
and pattern features in the SRT. The Semitic features of Arabic, named root and pattern 
principles can provide an appropriate means of examining the behaviour of novel 
linguistic features in the SRT. Arabic root and pattern principles in the SRT can initiate 
fruitful discussion about the nature of the mechanisms of Arabic word retrieval which 
may apply to the recent models of STM and Language-based models in particular. 
9.1.2 Outline of the experimental data  
The present study included a series of experimental manipulations using Arabic 
root and pattern features. Those features are presumed to be part of the LTM knowledge 
of Arabic. They were manipulated in the SRT experiments, reported in four chapters (5, 
6, 7 and 8). The experiments were conducted by adopting the same approaches to 
investigating the role of language representations as used in English language studies of 
the SRT.  
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The initial investigation reported in Chapter 5, used a factorial design in three 
experiments: Experiment 1 (word frequency × root type frequency), Experiment 2 (root 
token frequency × root type frequency), and Experiment 3 (word frequency × root type 
frequency). Comparable investigation can be found in the study of Roodenrys et al., 
(2002), which has been cited much in the recent literature of the LTM effects in STM. 
Their study examined corpus-based variables, and revealed word frequency effects and 
effects of phonological neighborhood size and neighborhood frequency. However, the 
materials in the present thesis were selected from a unique linguistic context, and differ 
in two points at least. First, the Arabic root is non-concatenated, as it occurs within the 
word in a nonsequential way [e.g., /ktb/ - /ketAb/= book]. In addition, the root is 
recognised as being an abstract morphological feature, independent from phonological 
information, although it is made of three consonants most typically. The results of this 
chapter replicated only the word frequency effect, and found an inconsistent effect of 
the type frequency of the root. That inconsistency was attributed to the limitation in 
stimulus selection due to the constraints of controlling for other variables.  
In Chapter 6, the manipulation of root type frequency and root token frequency 
was extended to include low root frequencies that were less accessible in the previous 
experiments. Two simple experiments were designed using each frequency factor and 
controlling the other relevant factors.  The result showed nearly null effects of the root 
features in both experiments. This result was attributed to the low word frequency of the 
stimuli selected in those experiments, on the assumption that the accessibility of the root 
feature was weakened. Only Experiment 2 showed a root token frequency effect when 
the stimuli had relatively higher word frequencies than the stimuli in Experiment 5 and 
Experiment 3. Hence, an alternative method was sought to find a context where the 
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manipulation of the root frequency feature could be less affected by the distribution 
characteristics of Arabic words. Particularly, the difficulty imposed by the fact that type 
and token frequencies of the root are highly related. In addition, there was a necessity to 
control the phonological structure of the items (the pattern feature and its type and token 
frequencies). The approach of using nonwords as stimuli was adopted in the following 
chapter as one solution to eliminate such issues. 
In Chapter 7, the experiments utilised nonwords as stimuli in order to access the 
more extreme values of feature frequency distribution in the corpus and eliminate the 
impact of the frequency correlations that limited our selection. In addition, type and 
token frequency were combined in a factor representing the degree of richness of a 
particular feature. Furthermore, the pattern frequency was also used for the first time in 
this chapter.  The findings from two experiments in chapter 7 showed a clear effect of 
Arabic root frequency in Experiment 6 and the pattern frequency in Experiment 7 on 
immediate recall of nonword lists. In addition, the root-based nonwords showed better 
recall than the non-root-based stimuli. These results are consistent with the studies in 
other languages showing an influence of language representations in the SRT.  
 Finally, Chapter 8 turned to a different approach widely used for examining STM 
function when the items in the list share similar information. The findings confirmed the 
distinctive behavior of morphemic features of Arabic, which have previously been 
established in studies of single word processing of Semitic languages. Both root and 
pattern principles produce a morphological effect. The root effect seems comparable 
with the previous research in showing a positive semantic similarity effect; whereas the 
pattern effect seems analogous to the negative phonological similarity effect. Those 
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effects can contribute to the recent debate about the explanation of LTM effects in STM 
tasks. 
Overall, the errors analyses in the experiments showed that a considerable amount 
of item errors respected the morphological features of the stimuli, which calls for further 
investigation. The experiments contained novel manipulations that establish a base for 
further experiments to bridge the cross-language divide, and provide evidence on how 
LTM representations can influence STM performance and inform models of memory. 
9.2 Discussing the results in the context of redintegration and language-based 
accounts  
9.2.1 Morphological redintegration 
According to the redintegration notion, LTM representations of phonology can be 
activated in the output phase of serial recall (Schweickert, 1993). The influence of these 
representations can be seen through the manipulation of LTM variables, for instance in 
the phonological neighborhood effect (Roodenrys et al., 2002) and the lexicality effect 
(Stuart & Hulme, 2009). According to the redintegration account, the presented items in 
the SRT can benefit from the lexical information of the word itself when it is compared 
with that of nonwords. In addition, similar sounding words can also be activated and so 
that activation can facilitate recall (Roodenrys et al., 2002). According to the 
redintegration account, the phonological representations of word features are presumed 
to contribute to the output phase in the SRT. The frequency of the word, and 
presumably the consequent increased accessibility of the phonological representation 
are thought to reflect an increase in the level of the activation for the items; hence, the 
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items with high frequency phonology are recalled better than their matched set with low 
frequency. 
In the context of the present experiments, our data showed relevant effects that 
can be explained in terms of the redintegration account. The present study showed 
frequency effects of root and pattern features. Experiment 6 showed a clear effect of 
Arabic root frequency, as the high root frequency nonwords were recalled better than 
their low frequency counterparts. In addition, the root frequency effect did not change 
with manipulation of the semantic property of the root. At the pattern level, Experiment 
7 showed a clear pattern frequency effect, high frequency pattern nonwords were 
recalled better than their counterparts with low frequency patterns. Those effects 
suggest there is a morphological feature effect in the SRT of Arabic stimuli, which 
might indicate that morphological redintegration is also possible. In alignment with the 
phonological frequency effect observed with the English neighborhood feature, it can be 
assumed that the morpho-phonological information of Arabic features can be a part of 
the reconstruction process. This possible interpretation can be more confidently 
expected for the pattern morphemic feature effect than that of the root. The reason is 
that the pattern obviously represents the phonological structure of Arabic that may be 
closer to the CVC features used in English materials for the SRT. The studies in this 
thesis strongly showed the strength of the pattern in the SRT in terms of the frequency 
of pattern preservation errors across the studies. In addition, Experiment 9 clearly 
showed that morpho-phonological information of the pattern directly impacted the 
likelihood of correct recall. Therefore, it can be concluded that the influence of the 
morphemic pattern feature on performance in the SRT can be explained in terms of 
phonological redintegration. 
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The case of the root morphemic feature may be more complex than the pattern 
feature. The root involves non-concatenated tri-consonants. It is demonstrated in 
Experiment 6 that the root frequency effect is similar to those studies examining the 
phonological neighborhood effect in English. In addition, Experiment 7 showed that 
root-based nonwords are recalled better than those created from non-root sets of 
consonants, suggesting a type of “lexicality effect” for the root representation, possibly 
by helping to reconstruct the items retrieved from the STM store. However, the results 
from two distinct effects can raise a problematic issue for those models developed in a 
different language context wherein the phonological content is dominant. These 
findings that the morphological codes can influence performance in STM tasks require 
more complicated processes than those in a simple phonological redintegration 
mechanism in order to explain them.  Accordingly, an approach that involves multiple 
stores or codes in STM tasks, such as that suggested by the language processing models, 
may be more applicable to explain the findings of this thesis. 
9.2.2 Language processing models of Short-term memory  
Language processing models of STM were empirically evidenced by the 
replicated findings of LTM effects in STM and language tasks (Acheson & MacDonald, 
2009). For example, robust evidence showed that more phonological ordering errors can 
occur when semantic information is weakened during the performance of either a single 
word repetition or SRT (Knott et al., 2000). At the theoretical level, the interactive 
activation model for speech processing which proposed a mechanism of spreading 
activation between phonology and semantics (Dell & O’Seaghdha, 1991, 1992) was 
modified to develop an STM framework (e.g., R. C. Martin et al., 1999; C. Martin & 
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Lesch, 1996).  Thus, those models suggested that verbal STM is a product of language 
mechanisms (N. Martin & Saffran, 1997).   
In STM research, semantic information has become a recent focus.  This is 
especially in relation to its interaction with predominant phonological codes. 
Meanwhile, researchers studying STM have focused on the role of phonological and 
semantic codes, reflecting the structure of Indo-European languages. R. C. Martin et al. 
(1999) proposed that the function of STM store can be driven by coherent activation of 
lexical-phonological semantic nodes, happening at multiple layers of activation in both 
inputs and outputs. The localist representation of phonology and semantics can be 
activated in the input phase and extend to a temporary layer of STM. The role of 
semantic information also can be supportive, and activated from time of presentation, as 
item processing in STM is presumed to be influenced by top-down processes (Dell & 
O’Seaghdha, 1991; Saffran & Martin, 1990). Therefore, the top level representation of 
semantic nodes can send feedback to the bottom level of the phonological store. This 
processing involves the top levels of lexical-semantic representations spreading 
activation to the phonological features, reactivating and stabilizing the phonological 
information (Patterson et al., 1994; Knott, et al., 1997). In addition, the input level 
activation can also involve sublexical representations of phonology, which possibly can 
have a link to the buffer that can explain the phonological neighborhood effect. Thorn, 
Gathercole and Frankish (2005) argued that sublexical effects are active from 
presentation through to recall, and this might be the case for the root and pattern effects 
seen here. 
So far, phonological and semantic codes have been predominant in STM research 
while other features such as morphological codes are still little researched. Very little is 
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known about the contributions of morphology as a crucial component in word 
processing, although most spreading-activation models highlight the effective 
contribution of morphological representation to word retrieval (e.g., Roelofs 1992, 
1999; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer 1999; Levelt, 2001; Napps, 1989). The behaviour of 
morphemic root and pattern features can be analogous to that found in psycholinguistic 
studies. Those analogies are summarized below, and are similar to the comparison of 
Acheson and MacDonald (2009) between the LTM effects on word processing and 
STM performance, focusing on corpus-based factors and lexical and speech error 
observation. The influence of morphological parameters can function as an independent 
factor from phonological and semantic features (Levelt, 2001). Perhaps, such effects can 
give rise to further amendments to the recent models that explain STM performance in 
term of language representation and processing. 
Morphological effects of Arabic  
Experiment 6 clearly showed that items in SRT benefited from the root 
frequencies in nonwords. Such effects have not been investigated much in the Arabic 
literature. Recent Arabic studies have focused on the lexical representation of the root 
feature in order to develop models of the non-concatenated Semitic linguistic system 
and so less has been done on corpus-based factors. However, Boudelaa and Marslen-
Wilson (2011), in a series of auditory and visual word recognition tasks showed that the 
productivity of the root and pattern can facilitate word recognition. Typically, the 
productive root can have richer corpus representations than an unproductive root. The 
productivity of the root can represent the recurrence of the root in the language 
dictionary and is correlated with usage frequency. Both SRT and word processing 
confirmed the facilitative role of root-corpus representation. Such an effect can be 
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compared with the English phonological neighborhood effect if we presume that 
subjects could benefit from “phonological- root information”. In the case of semantic 
productivity of the root, it is also possible to link the effect with representations of 
semantic features such as with the imageability and concreteness effects detected in the 
SRT. Serial recall is assumed to benefits from the representations of the language 
system (Roodenrys, 2009). Therefore, it is likely that the root representation of Arabic 
lexicon provides a similar mechanism of reconstructing items in which items that have 
rich lexicon properties are advantaged. 
In Experiment 8, the root feature showed a positive effect on recall. Such behavior 
was also shown in a considerable number of priming experiments using both Arabic and 
Hebrew words (see Shimron, 2003). A strong root priming effect have been reported 
when the target shares morphemic information with the prime word. In addition, the 
semantic-root information can increase the effect although the absence of consistent 
root-semantic information did not abolish the root effect in serial recall. The same result 
was shown in a priming task in Experiment 4 of Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson (2015). 
They reported that subjects performed significantly better in a “root plus meaning” 
prime condition than a “root minus meaning” prime condition.   
Experiment 8 focused on the semantic power of the root. It clearly showed that 
recall can benefit from root relatedness where items came from the same meaning 
family, but a smaller effect was also found when the semantic information of the shared 
root information was absent. The root itself is a systemised resource of linguistic 
representation. Words that shared the root even when the meaning was not shared still 
benefitted from sharing the root with other items in the list. Experiment 8 included the 
same roots in both conditions, and each root had a great family of words, more than 20 
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words sounding similar to each other and sharing the same meaning. The semantic root 
effect in this context suggests that the stabilising effect of semantics on phonological 
representations (Savill et al., 2015) is a universal mechanism; and can explain this 
finding.  
However, Experiment 9 showed a detrimental effect of sharing a pattern with 
other items in the list on recall performance. In addition, the effect of consistent 
semantic-pattern information was not significant. A similar result in word identification 
was also reported in Experiment 5 of Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson (2015). Boudelaa 
and Marslen-Wilson reported a facilitatory priming effect in the condition where the 
prime had the same root as the target, while an inhibitory effect occurred when the 
prime shared pattern information with the target. Furthermore, our result is consistent 
with Experiment 2 of Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson that showed no significant 
difference between the prime-target condition of shared “pattern plus meaning” and the 
condition of “pattern without meaning”. This result may reflect the nature of the 
representation of pattern structure, which represents the main phonological resource of 
the Arabic word. The results are consistent with the idea that the semantic 
representation of Arabic words is dominated by the root feature. The inhibitory effect of 
shared pattern within a list seems to be an equivalent to the phonological similarity 
effect observed in English SRT experiments.  This suggests that the pattern could be the 
major cue for the retrieval of the word form and words with h same pattern compete to 
be output. 
Additionally, the results of error analyses provide supportive data to the models 
that suggest that Semitic word is possessed in terms of the root and pattern 
representation. In the context of STM, the predominant error type of pattern 
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preservation provides support for the suggestion that phonology is dominated by the 
pattern. Further, pattern errors decreased in the conditions that included a strong 
semantic representation, indicating a potential stabilising effect of the semantic-root 
information and phonological-pattern segments.  
According to R. C. Martin et al. (1999), spreading activation in the language 
system happens at multiple levels of input and output buffers, and so the STM layer 
consists of at least two separate buffers, one containing transient phonological codes 
and the other containing temporary lexical-semantic representations. The root and 
pattern structure of Arabic requires more multilayered levels of representations than 
English because the phonological-semantic levels are mediated by the morphemic 
element (Deutsch, 2016). It is possible to suggest that phonological and semantic 
representations can be explained in the terms of morphological representations. 
The present data suggest that the behavior of Arabic features in serial recall is 
consistent with the data on a single word processing, which together, provides 
supportive evidence for the role of language mechanisms in STM. Root and pattern 
features are proposed to have a distinct representation in the linguistic system (Boudelaa 
&Marslen-Wilson, 2015) and a morphological buffer is also assumed to be possible in 
STM (Kave et al., 2007). This suggests that morphological codes might be held in STM 
independently of semantic and phonological information. However, it may suggest that 
the phonological-pattern buffer can be accommodated by the phonological buffer in 
language-based models, whereas the semantic codes of Arabic may be dependent on, or 
a part of, a morphological -root buffer in serial recall. Therefore, the lexical-root-pattern 
networking activation models of Arabic can be suggested here to parallel the lexical-
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phonological-semantic activation suggested in the language-based models of STM 
based on English language research.   
It should be noted that the models which include output buffers are based on 
neuropsychological research with patients with language and memory impairments.  It 
may be that the effects in Arabic observed here could be explained by network models 
that would allow for graded activation of different representations, such as abstract root 
and pattern units, which may place the explanation in the language system without 
requiring distinct short-term buffers. 
9.2.3 Other accounts than the language-based framework  
The effects of morphemic pattern and root features may be analogous to those 
LTM effects observed by varying phonological and semantic features in English studies. 
Such effects have also been explained by non-language-based mechanisms. However, 
the present phonological codes of Arabic as being a part of the root and pattern structure 
can be challenging to account for in other STM accounts without further modification. 
For example, the feature-based representation models such as the Burgess and Hitch 
model, the Feature model and the Primacy model can deal with root and pattern features 
as being dependent codes that can be critically placed into their connectionist 
mechanisms of memory.  
The Burgess and Hitch (1992, 1999, 2006) model explains the LTM effects of 
serial recall in the framework of the phonological loop. This model includes three layers 
that can contribute to item recall. Two of them are localist layers of input and output 
phonological representations of the presented item in the SRT. The third layer is a 
distributed component, named the  “context layer”, which is a non-linguistic signal in 
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the form of a pattern of activation over a set of nodes which varies over time such that 
the pattern is more similar at closer time points, and serves as a “reconstructor” for the 
serial order information. 
Relevant to the language-based accounts of STM, Burgess & Hitch (1999) 
explained that the connection between the item layer and each phoneme layer can be 
changed, as it reflects the structure of linguistic system network associations that have 
been built by pre-experimental exposure to language. Such connections, between the 
item and phonological content, can activate item representations in the input phase and 
these may remain active to the output phase. At recall, according to this model, the 
phonological content also feeds back from output to input, and further strengthens the 
activation of connections between the context layer and item layers. While the 
interaction between output and input layers and item nodes reflects long-term learning, 
the activation between context layer and items captures the STM-based nature of the 
system and the requirement for ordered recall, as it contributes to the selection of the 
items.  
In line with such an account, the phonemic codes from root and pattern can be 
represented in the phoneme layers on both the input and output sides. Language-specific 
properties can raise questions regarding the structural nature of those features that 
involves multiple nodes, and whether they can fit better into a localist representation, or 
distributed layers or both. Moreover, the signal from the context layer may require a 
language-specific modification to suite the demand of both root and pattern layers. This 
is because each morphemic feature is represented as a full form, and so can be seen as 
an independent component of phonological and semantic information. This would 
presumably make it more likely to generate more order errors in Arabic than it would in 
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English, where the context is associated with just one representation of each item 
instead of two features. 
Additionally, and in accord with the Feature model account of Nairne (1990, 
2002), root and pattern codes can be captured and encoded as “modality independent 
features”, which are assumed to deal with abstract information in both the STM store 
and the LTM representation. Though, this account suggests a distinct STM output 
process, whereby the morphemic feature contents are recorded for the serial ordering 
mechanism of SRT. Therefore, LTM codes of the root and pattern of the word have 
nothing to do with STM order memory, but they can increase item identification. The 
Feature model is consistent with the Burgess and Hitch model, in proposing a distinct 
mechanism for retaining the order of the items in STM. Such models suggest that 
similarity between items in a list can be used as a cue to help identify items, but they 
cannot explain the effects on correct-in-position recall seen in Experiment 8. 
Further, in the context of the activated working memory models (e.g., Cowan, 
1988, 1995; Oberauer, 2002, 2009), effects of the root and pattern representations can 
be explained by the attentional mechanism, executive function of the holistic working 
memory system. For example, such models can accept Arabic root and pattern codes as 
item features that have entered the zone of the focus of attention. Thus, the LTM effects 
of root and pattern representations become contributors only when they have been 
activated by the attentional system. The notion that the pattern may be a less effective 
cue because it is associated with more words than the root, would be consistent with this 
type of approach to memory. 
For the present data, the phonological codes, as being a part of the root and pattern 
structure, can be challenging to fit into the presented accounts without a specific 
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modification of the context of phoneme-meaning relatedness, and the non-concatenated 
structure. Data showed that non-concatenated morphemic features are unlike the linear 
segmental encoding happening in concatenated languages, as the root and pattern 
features behave as a full abstract units (Boudelaa &Marslen-Wilson, 2015) and seem 
not to be reliant on a particular phoneme (Gwilliams & Marantz, 2015).  This is unlike 
the context of concatenated languages where the single phoneme entity can be important 
for the encoding. It is possible to suggest that Arabic can have a full unit of phonemes 
together, structured in nonlinear manner, to be processed during SRT. 
 Overall, both root and pattern features showed a clear contribution to the recall at 
different levels of processing. The current studies of the influence of Arabic root and 
pattern in the SRT provide a new challenge for models of STM and suggest that further 
investigations will provide a useful means of investigating the universality of STM 
processes 
9.3 Limitations and further steps  
These experiments are focused on particular approaches, and limited to a few 
separate stimulus selections and experimental factors. Some experiments examined 
corpus-based variables by focusing on root type and token frequencies in particular. 
Further studies addressed the root and type frequency of the pattern from one side, and 
the interaction between the root and pattern corpus information from another side. A 
model of the Arabic lexicon is still being developed, especially in the context of STM; 
hence further studies may address how either syntactic or semantic information related 
within the root and pattern features are represented and influence recall. For instance, in 
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Chapter 8, both experiments focused on semantic information for each feature; and so 
did not have a condition where the semantic and phonological information was not 
related with the root and pattern features. In addition, Experiment 9 did not examine 
semantic types and syntactic classes. Further studies are required to develop a more 
sophisticated understanding of the role of separate semantic and phonological 
information from morphemic units. 
In addition, Arabic lexicon studies are still lacking explanations about the 
interaction between the root feature and pattern feature. Experiment 7 revealed an 
important interaction between the root authenticity and pattern frequency. It is worth 
investigating whether further experiments are possible which examine pattern 
authenticity, and whether it is possible to examine the interaction between other 
variables in the same experiment.  
The present project represents an attempt to introduce Arabic linguistic materials 
to the context of LTM-STM debate. Arabic, because of its Semitic structure, may offer 
valuable means of investigating the nature of STM.
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Appendix A  _ Stimuli of Experiment 1 
 
    High frequency word  & Low frequency root type       High frequency word & High frequency root type     
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة    Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة   
 qiTAE qTE fiEAl فِعال قطع قطاع fu&Ad f'd fuEAl 1 فُعال فءد فؤاد 1
 qisom qsm fiEol فِْعل قسم قسم tAriyx trx fAEiyl 2 فاِعيل ترخ تاريخ 2
 Zuhor Zhr fuEolN فُْعل   ظهر ظهر Ar '*r faAEAl 3*< فَاعال ءذر آذار 3
 muxotalif xlf mufotaEil ُمْفتَِعل خلف مختلف inotihA' >f >ifoiEAl 4< افتِعال نهو انتهاء 4
 SAliH SlH fAEil فاِعل صلح صالح maSiyr Syr mafoEil 5 َمْفِعل صير مصير 5
 baray bry faEla فََعل بري بري HaZor HZr faEol 6 فَْعل حظر حظر 6
 mubA$arap b$r mufAEalap ُمفاَعلَة بشر مباشرة aHad 'Hd faEal 7< فََعل ءحد أحد 7
 garob grb faEolN فَْعل   غرب   xaTa> xT' faEal 8 فََعل خطء خطأ 8
 waSal wSl FaEal فََعل وصل وصل riyAl ryl fiEAl 9 فِعال ريل لاير 9
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 Sarof Srf faEol فَْعل صرف صرف najAH njH faEAl 10 فَعال نجح نجاح 10
 rafoE rfE faEol فَْعل رفع رفع aEoDA' EDw >foEaAl 11< أْفَعال عضو اعضاء 11
 suk~An skn fuE~Al فُّعال سكن سكان manoH mnH faEol 12 فَْعل منح منح 12
 tarAjuE rjE tafAEul تَفاُعل رجع تراجع miSoriy~ mSr fiEoliy~ 13 فِْعلِيّ  مصر مصري 13
 afoDal fDl >afoEal< أَْفَعل فضل أفضل abonA' bnw >afoFAl 14< أَْفعال بنو أبناء 14
 ta>oviyr 'vr tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل ءثر تأثير ak~ad 'kd fE~al 15< فعَّل ءكد أكد 15
 manoSib nSb mafoEil َمْفِعل نصب منصب tawoziyE wzE tafoEiyl 16 تَْفِعيل وزع توزيع 16
 TiwAl TiwAl TiwAl فِعال طول طوال aroD >rD >afoEl 17< فَْعل ءرض أرض 17
 Eabor Ebr faEol فَْعل عبر عبر madaY mdy faEala 18 فََعلَ  مدي مدى 18
 liqA' lqy fiEAl فِعال لقي لقاء Hajom Hjm faEol 19 فَْعل حجم حجم 19
 TalaE TlE faEal َمْفَعل طلع مطلع banok bnk faEol 20 فَْعل بنك بنك 20
 giyAb gyb fiEAl فِعال غيب غياب HamAs Hms faEAl 21 فَعال حمس حماس 21
 jamAl jml faEAl فَعال جمل جمال raqom rqm faEol 22 فَْعل رقم رقم 22
 qawAEid qEd fawAaEil فَواَِعل قعد قواعد miyAh mwh fiEaAl 23 فَِعال موه مياه 23
 binA' bny fiEAl فِعال بني بناء munotaxab nxb mufotaEal 24 ُمْفتََعل نخب منتخب 24
 EAdil Edl fAEil فاِعل عدل عادل sabiyl sbl faEiyl 25 فَِعيل سبل سبيل 25
 nA}ib nwb fAEil فاِعل نوب نائب nawoE new faEol 26 فَْعل نوع نوع 26
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 HiwAr Hwr fiEAl فِعال حور حوار aEolan Eln >afoEal 27< أَْفَعل علن اعلن 27
 EAm~ap Emm fAEolap فاْعلَة عمم عامة xafoD xfD faEol 28 فَْعل خفض خفض 28
 aroq $rq faEol$ فَْعل شرق شرق SaHAfiy~ SHf faEAliy~ 29 فَعالِيّ  صحف صحافي 29
 ilaY 'ly fiEal> فَِعل ءلي والى zaEiym zEm faEiyl 30 فَِعيل زعم زعيم 30
 mafohuwm fhm mafoEuwl َمْفُعول فهم مفهوم daEom dEm faEol 31 فَْعل دعم دعم 31
 taTobiyq Tbq tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل طبق تطبيق taSoriyH SrH tafoEiyl 32 تَْفِعيل صرح تصريح 32
 kAmil kml fAEil فاِعل كمل كامل bAb bwb fEl 33 فعل بوب باب 33
 EaSor ESr faEol فَْعل عصر عصر jihAz jhz fiEAl 34 فِعال جهز جهاز 34
 tawosiyE wsE tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل وسع توسيع Sufuwf Sff fuEuwl 35 فُُعول صفف صفوف 35
 muEoZam EZm mufoEal ُمْفَعل عظم معظم baHav bHv faEal 36 فََعل بحث بحث 36
 nAdiy ndw fAEil فاِعل ندو نادي wuzarA' wzr fuEalAa' 37 فَُعالَء وزر وزراء 37
 bayot byt faEol فَْعل بيت بيت xamos xms faEol 38 فَْعل خمس خمس 38
 maTAr Tyr mafEl َمفعل طير مطار siyAsiy~ sws fiEAliy~ 39 فِعالِيّ  سوس سياسي 39
 safiyr sfr faEiyl فَِعيل سفر سفير wujuwd wjd fuEuwl 40 فُُعول وجد وجود 40
 taEoziyz Ezz tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل عزز تعزيز asAs 'ss faEAl 41< فَعال ءسس أساس 41
 mawoEid wEd mafoEil َمْفِعل وعد موعد Suwr Swr fuEl 42 فُعل صور صور 42
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    Low frequency word & Low frequency root type       Low frequency word & High frequency root type     
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة    Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة   
 riyH rwH fiEl فِعل روح ريح HAdiy Hdy fAEil 1 فاِعل حدي حادي 1
 musotalim slm mufotaEil ُمْفتَِعل سلم مستلم maloja> lj' mafoEal 2 َمْفِعل لجء ملجأ 2
 Euwqib Eqb fuwEil فُوِعل عقب عوقب ayoD 'yD faEol 3< فَْعل ءيض أيض 3
 munASir nSr mufAEil ُمفاِعل نصر مناصر jAEal jEl fAEal 4 فاَعل جعل جاعل 4
 'EuqolA' Eql fuEolA فُعالء عقل عقالء tawas~al wsl tafaE~al 5 تَفَعَّل وسل توسل 5
 tabiE tbE faEil فَِعل تبع تبع silaE slE fiEal 6 فَِعلِيّ  سلع سلعي 6
 ta|laf 'lf tafaAEal تَفَعَّل فرد تفرد haram hrm faEal 7 فََعلِيّ  هرم هرمي 7
 ta|laf 'lf tafaAEal تَفَاَعل ءلف تآلف sumuw~ smw fuEul~ 8 فُُعلّ  سمو سمو 8
 maHomal Hml mafoEal َمْفَعل حمل محمل ji*or j*r fiEol 9 فِْعل جذر جذر 9
 qASir qSr fAEil فاِعل قصر قاصر fuluwl fll fuEuwl 10 فُُعول فلل فلول 10
 samar smr faEal فََعل سمر سمر jariy' jr' faEiyl 11 فَِعيل جرء جريء 11
 qAran qrn fAEal فاَعل قرن قارن arogam rgm >afoEal 12< أَْفَعل رغم ارغم 12
 maSonuwE SnE mafoEuwl َمْفُعول صنع مصنوع ragib rgb faEil 13 فَِعل رغب رغب 13
 Ear~Af Erf faE~Al فَّعال عرف عراف munaq~aT nqT mufaE~al 14 ُمفَعَّل نقط منقط 14
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 muqad~ar qdr mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل قدر مقدر fA}iz fwz fAEil 15 فاِعل فوز فائز 15
 lazim lzm faEil فَِعل لزم لزم yatiym ytm faEiyl 16 فَِعيل يتم يتيم 16
 xaluwq xlq faEuwl فَُعول خلق خلوق sal~aT slT faE~al 17 فَعَّل سلط سلط 17
 Har~ar Hrr faE~al فَعَّل حرر حرر mutamad~in mdn mtfEl 18 متفعل مدن متمدن 18
 tadoqiyq dqq tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل دقق تدقيق qahor qhr faEol 19 فَْعل قهر قهر 19
 saw~Aq swq faE~Al فَّعال سوق سواق ga*~aY g*w faE~al 20 فَعَّل غذو غذى 20
 zA}id zyd fAEil فاِعل زيد زائد Euvuwr Evr fuEuwl 21 فُُعول عثر عثور 21
 Agil $gl fAEil$ فاِعل شغل شاغل jay~A$ jy$ faE~Al 22 فَّعال جيش جياش 22
 azowAj zwj >afoEAl< أْفعال زوج ازواج mufAji} fj' mufAEil 23 ُمفاِعل فجء مفاجىء 23
 mujobar jbr mufoEal ُمْفَعل جبر مجبر mukan~ knn fuEal~ 24 َمْفُعول كنن مكنون 24
 fAtiH ftH fAEil فاِعل فتح فاتح DawAgiT DgT fwAEil 25 فواِعل ضغط ضواغط 25
 daraj drj faEal فََعل درج درج habaT hbT faEal 26 فعل هبط هبط 26
 Ad $dd fAEL$ فاَعلَ  شدد شاد Eawom Ewm faEol 27 فَْعل عوم عوم 27
 kA$if k$f fAEil فاِعل كشف كاشف mAD mDy faAEil 28 فَاِعل مضي ماض 28
 rawaY rwy faEal فََعل روي روى muTaw~ir Twr mufaE~il 29 ُمفَعِّل طور مطور 29
 HAriq Hrq fAEil فاِعل حرق حارق sihAm shm fiEAl 30 فِعال سهم سهام 30
 Sabor Sbr faEol فَْعل صبر صبر muEAlij Elj mufAEil 31 ُمفاِعل علج معالج 31
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 muboram brm mufoEal ُمْفَعل برم مبرم vaq~af vqf faE~al 32 فَعَّل ثقف ثقف 32
 wAqf wqf fAEl فاِعل وقف واقف jAlis jls fAEil 33 فاِعل جلس جالس 33
 muhotadiy hdy mufotaEil ُمْفتَِعل هدي مهتدي Har~ak Hrk faE~al 34 فَعَّل حرك حرك 34
 maToruwd Trd mafoEuwl َمْفُعول طرد مطرود tahodiyf hdf tafoEiyl 35 تَْفِعيل هدف تهديف 35
 mugan~aY gny mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل غني مغنى matojar tjr mafoEal 36 َمْفَعل تجر متجر 36
 xalaS xlS faEal فََعل خلص خلص misAs mss fiEAl 37 فِعال مسس مساس 37
 EuSom ESm fuEol فُْعل عصم عصم maw~al mwl faE~al 38 فَعَّل مول مول 38
 SAEid Sed fAEil فاِعل صعد صاعد HirAb Hrb fiEAl 39 فِعال حرب حراب 39
 muHAT HwT mufEl ُمفعل حوط محاط maSaH~ SHH mafoEal 40 َمْفَعل صحح مصح 40
 miqoTar qTr mifoEal ِمْفَعل قطر مقطر atam~ tmm >afaEala 41< أَفََعلَ  تمم أتم 41
 hayon hayon hayon فَْعل هون هين suws sws fuEl 42 فُعل سوس سوس 42
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Appendix B  _ Stimuli of Experiment 2 
 
  
High  token frequency & Low type  frequency 
  
High  token frequency  & high type  frequency 
 
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 sAnd snd fAEal فاَعل سند ساند nAs nAs faEaAl 1 فََعال ناس ناس 1
 mnthY nhy mufotaEal ُمْفتََعل نهي منتهى ATY' $T' fAEil 2$ فاِعل شطء شاطىء 1
 xyAl xyl faEAl فَعال خيل خيال tlAl tll fiEaAl 3 فَِعال تلل تالل 1
 A}E $yE fAEil$ فاِعل شيع شائع tfA&l f'l tafAEul 4 تَفاُعل فءل تفاؤل 1
 mtDrr Drr mutafaE~il ُمتَفَعِّل ضرر متضرر mjY' jy' mafoEil 5 َمْفِعل جيء مجيء 1
 mktml kml mufotaEal ُمْفتََعل كمل مكتمل wAt *wt faEAl 6* فَعال ذوت ذوات 1
 msAfr sfr mufAEil ُمفاِعل سفر مسافر y$ $y$ fiEl 7$ فِعل شيش شيش 1
 mtfq wfq mufotaEal ُمْفتََعل وفق متفق AyD 'yD faEol 8 فَْعل ءيض ايض 1
 mtrwk trk mafoEuwl َمْفُعول ترك متروك HryS HrS faEiyl 9 فَِعيل حرص حريص 1
 jAr jwr fEl فعل جور جار tHry Hry tafaE~il 10 تَفَعِّل حري تحري 1
 mdwn dwn mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل دون مدون hn *hn fiEol 11* فِْعل ذهن ذهن 1
 mdwy dwy mufaE~il ُمفَعِّل دوي مدوي TAmH TmH fAEil 12 فاِعل طمح طامح 1
 rjH rjH faE~al فَعَّل رجح رجح HAdy 'Hd fuEAliy~ 13< فُعالِيّ  ءحد أحادي 1
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 zmAn zmn faEAl فَعال زمن زمان tAH tyH >afoEal 14< أَْفَعل تيح أتاح 1
 mZAlm Zlm mafaAEil َمفَاِعل ظلم مظالم HAsm Hsm fAEil 15 فاِعل حسم حاسم 1
 nAjy njw fAEil فاِعل نجو ناجي rsx rsx faE~al 16 فَعَّل رسخ رسخ 1
 nzyh nzh faEiyl فَِعيل نزه نزيه Syr Syr faE~al 17 فَعَّل صير صير 1
 vmyn vmn faEiyl فَِعيل ثمن ثمين tqny tqn faEoliy~ 18 فَْعلِيّ  تقن تقني 1
 EAwn Ewn fAEal فاَعل عون عاون xATy' xT' fAEil 19 فاِعل خطء خاطيء 1
 mml mll mufoEil ُمْفِعل ملل ممل sAds sds fAEil 20 فاِعل سدس سادس 1
 Zryf Zrf faEiyl فَِعيل ظرف ظريف sEy sEy faEol 21 فَْعل سعي سعي 1
 EjAb Ejb fuEAl فُعال عجب عجاب TArY' Tr' fAEil 22 فاِعل طرء طارىء 1
 kA}n kwn fAEil فاِعل كون كائن mqlq qlq mufoEil 23 ُمْفِعل قلق مقلق 1
 wfyr wfr faEiyl فَِعيل وفر وفير lyly lyl faEoliy~ 24 فَْعلِيّ  ليل ليلي 1
 Hbys Hbs faEiyl فَِعيل حبس حبيس mnq* nq* mufoEil 25 ُمْفِعل نقذ منقذ 1
 mvmr vmr mufoEil ُمْفِعل ثمر مثمر thAtf htf tafAEal 26 تَفاَعل هتف تهاتف 1
 SAdm Sdm fAEil فاِعل صدم صادم mhm$ hm$ mufaE~al 27 ُمفَعَّل همش مهمش 1
 mDbwT DbT mafoEuwl َمْفُعول ضبط مضبوط t>zm 'zm tafaE~ul 28 تَفَعُّل ءزم تأزم 1
 mETl ETl mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل عطل معطل j*r j*r fiEol 29 فِْعل جذر جذر 1
 mtEhd Ehd mutafaE~il ُمتَفَعِّل عهد متعهد Eyd Eyd fiEolN 30 فِْعل   عيد عيد 1
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 mkAfY' kf' mufAEil ُمفاِعل كفء مكافىء nAjH njH fAEil 31 فاِعل نجح ناجح 1
 nAsx nsx fAEil فاِعل نسخ ناسخ mhd} hd' mufaE~il 32 ُمفَعِّل هدء مهدئ 1
 mjrb jrb mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل جرب مجرب mt>kd 'kd mutafaE~il 33 ُمتَفَعِّل ءكد متأكد 1
 jAhl jhl fAEil فاِعل جهل جاهل trgyb rgb tafoEiyl 34 تَْفِعيل رغب ترغيب 1
 HAlm Hlm fAEil فاِعل حلم حالم Argm rgm >afoEal 35 أَْفَعل رغم ارغم 1
 SrE SrE faEol فَْعل صرع صرع sjAl sjl fiEAl 36 فِعال سجل سجال 1
 SAgr Sgr fAEil فاِعل صغر صاغر sA}H syH fAEil 37 فاِعل سيح سائح 1
 tnAsq nsq tafAEul تَفاُعل نسق تناسق mnqwT nqT mafoEuwl 38 َمْفُعول نقط منقوط 1
 mnqw$ nq$ mafoEuwl َمْفُعول نقش منقوش mtwzE wzE mutafaE~il 39 ُمتَفَعِّل وزع متوزع 1
 nqyD nqD faEiyl فَِعيل نقض نقيض mytm ytm mufaE~al 40 ُمفَعَّل يتم ميتم 1
 nAhD nhD fAEil فاِعل نهض ناهض slyT slT faEiyl 41 فَِعيل سلط سليط 1
 mwAsm wsm mafaAEil َمفَاِعل وسم مواسم mqhwr qhr mafoEuwl 42 َمْفُعول قهر مقهور 1
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Low  token frequency & Low type  frequency 
  
Low  token frequency  & High type  frequency 
 
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 Etyq Etq faEiyl فَِعيل عتق عتيق lA' $l' >foEaAl 1$< أْفَعال شلء أشالء 1
 mbTn bTn mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل بطن مبطن mdyH mdH faEiyl 2 فَِعيل مدح مديح 2
 qrE qrE faEol فَْعل قرع قرع HwD HwD faEol 3 فَْعل حوض حوض 3
 kAHl kHl fAEil فاِعل كحل كاحل A$bAH $bH >foEaAl 4 أْفَعال شبح اشباح 4
 txmyr xmr tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل خمر تخمير Hqb Hqb fuEol 5 فُْعل حقب حقب 5
 Esyr Esr faEiyl فَِعيل عسر عسير rSyn rSn faEiyl 6 فَِعيل رصن رصين 6
 gsyl gsl faEiyl فَِعيل غسل غسيل Eds Eds faEalN 7 فََعل   عدس عدس 7
 lSyq lSq faEiyl فَِعيل لصق لصيق mlA* lw* mafoEl 8 َمْفعل لوذ مالذ 8
 mnqAr nqr mifoEAl ِمْفعال نقر منقار zmAm zmm fiEAl 9 فِعال زمم زمام 9
 tlA}m lwm fAEil فاِعل لوم تالئم mtwA}m w'm mutafAEil 10 ُمتَفاِعل وءم متوائم 10
 EmY Emy >afoEal< أَْفَعل عمي أعمى jmwH jmH fuEuwl 11 فُُعول جمح جموح 11
 glyl gll faEiyl فَِعيل غلل غليل Tms Tms faEol 12 فَْعل طمس طمس 12
 xnq xnq faEol فَْعل خنق خنق mHswd Hsd mafoEuwl 13 َمْفُعول حسد محسود 13
 rxA' rxw faEAl فَعال رخو رخاء zHf zHf faEol 14 فَْعل زحف زحف 14
 sqY sqy faEal فََعل سقي سقى AsTwl sTl >ufoEuwl 15 أُْفُعول سطل اسطول 15
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 rwE rwE >afoEal< أَْفَعل روع أروع sfwH sfH fuEuwl 16 فُُعول سفح سفوح 16
 rAq rwq fEl فعل روق راق m$tl $tl mafoEal 17 َمْفَعل شتل مشتل 17
 mrtAb ryb mufotaEil ُمْفتَِعل ريب مرتاب TgY Tgw faEal 18 فََعل طغو طغى 18
 SArm Srm fAEil فاِعل صرم صارم tTmyn Tmn tafoEiyl 19 تَْفِعيل طمن تطمين 19
 Shr Shr fiEol فِْعل صهر صهر Ty$ Ty$ faEolN 20 فَْعل   طيش طيش 20
 tE*r E*r tafaE~al تَفَعَّل عذر تعذر vrA' vry faEAl 21 فَعال ثري ثراء 21
 gfyr gfr faEiyl فَِعيل غفر غفير twy $ty faEaliy~ 22$ فََعلِيّ  شتي شتوي 22
 lTyf lTf faEiyl فَِعيل لطف لطيف fAdH fdH fAEil 23 فاِعل فدح فادح 23
 hywb hyb faEuwl فَُعول هيب هيوب qAbE qbE fAEil 24 فاِعل قبع قابع 24
 jbyn jbn faEiyl فَِعيل جبن جبين kswf ksf fuEuwl 25 فُُعول كسف كسوف 25
 mjhr jhr mifoEal ِمْفَعل جهر مجهر lA}q lyq fAEil 26 فاِعل ليق الئق 26
 SbAg Sbg faE~Al فَّعال صبغ صباغ mndd ndd mufaE~il 27 ُمفَعِّل ندد مندد 27
 Sby Sbw faE~al فَعَّل صبو صبي hAjs hjs fAEil 28 فاِعل هجس هاجس 28
 g$A' g$w fiEAl فِعال غشو غشاء wjyz wjz faEiyl 29 فَِعيل وجز وجيز 29
 mqrf qrf mufoEil ُمْفِعل قرف مقرف rwAfd rfd fawAaEil 30 فَواَِعل رفد روافد 30
 qTf qTf faEol فَْعل قطف قطف mjwf jwf mufaE~al 31 ُمفَعَّل جوف مجوف 31
 kAbws kbs fAEuwl فاُعول كبس كابوس mEb> Eb' mufaE~al 32 ُمفَعَّل عبء معبأ 32
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 kwAdr kdr fawAaEil فَواَِعل كدر كوادر nAzH nzH fAEil 33 فاِعل نزح نازح 33
 lAmE lmE fAEil فاِعل لمع المع jry' jr' faEiyl 34 فَِعيل جرء جريء 34
 mntfx nfx mufotaEil ُمْفتَِعل نفخ منتفخ kA' *kw faEAl 35* فَعال ذكو ذكاء 35
 hzyl hzl faEiyl فَِعيل هزل هزيل Hnwn Hnn faEuwl 36 فَُعول حنن حنون 36
 tqwY wqy tafoEilp تَْفِعلة وقي تقوى mrEwb rEb mafoEuwl 37 َمْفُعول رعب مرعوب 37
 xA}n xwn fAEil فاِعل خون خائن sqf sqf faEol 38 فَْعل سقف سقف 38
 dAf} df' fAEil فاِعل دفء دافئ SAxb Sxb fAEil 39 فاِعل صخب صاخب 39
 t*lyl *ll tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل ذلل تذليل D}yl D'l faEiyl 40 فَِعيل ضءل ضئيل 40
 zhA' zhw fuEAl فُعال زهو زهاء glAf glf fiEAl 41 فِعال غلف غالف 41
 mktwm ktm mafoEuwl َمْفُعول كتم مكتوم mtfAqm fqm mutafAEil 42 ُمتَفاِعل فقم متفاقم 42
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Appendix C  _ Stimuli of Experiment 3 
 
    High word frequency    & Low token  frequency        High  word frequency    & high token  frequency   
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة    Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة   
 nyqp 'nq faEiyl< فَِعيل ءنق أنيقة t>zm 'zm tafaE~ul 1 تَفَعُّل ءزم تأزم 1
 b>s b's faEol فَْعل بءس بأس syr 'sr faEiyl 2< فَِعيل ءسر أسير 2
 bdY bdy >afoEal< أَْفَعل بدي أبدى wAn 'nn faEAl 3< فَعال ءنن أوان 3
 tbrE brE tafaE~al تَفَعَّل برع تبرع bHAr bHr faE~Al 4 فَّعال بحر بحار 4
 bTwn bTn fuEuwl فُُعول بطن بطون bAd} bd' fAEil 5 فاِعل بدء بادئ 5
 blA' bly faEAl فَعال بلي بالء mtjr tjr mafoEal 6 َمْفَعل تجر متجر 6
 mbhmp bhm mufoEal ُمْفَعل بهم مبهمة mvqf vqf mufaE~al 7 ُمفَعَّل ثقف مثقف 7
لّ  جدي جدي 8  bhA' bhy faEAl فَعال بهي بهاء jdy jdy fiE~il~ 8 فِعِّ
 jdl jdl faEal فََعل جدل جدل jsd jsd faEal 9 فََعل جسد جسد 9
 tjfyf jff tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل جفف تجفيف jAls jls fAEil 10 فاِعل جلس جالس 10
 jlb jlb faEol فَْعل جلب جلب tHjym Hjm tafoEiyl 11 تَْفِعيل حجم تحجيم 11
 mjld jld mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل جلد مجلد tH*yr H*r tafoEiyl 12 تَْفِعيل حذر تحذير 12
 Hbkp Hbk faEol فَْعل حبك حبكة mHAsn Hsn mafAEil 13 َمفاِعل حسن محاسن 13
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 HDAn HDn >foEaAl< أْفَعال حضن أحضان mHT HTT mafoEal 14 َمْفَعل حطط محط 14
 mHfwfp Hff mafoEuwl َمْفُعول حفف محفوفة xAsr xsr fAEil 15 فاِعل خسر خاسر 15
 Hlyb Hlb faEiyl فَِعيل حلب حليب xll xll faEal 16 فََعل خلل خلل 16
 HAmD HmD fAEil فاِعل حمض حامض dmA' dmy faEaAl 17 فََعال دمي دماء 17
 x$b x$b faEal فََعل خشب خشب rAbHp rbH fAEil 18 فاِعل ربح رابحة 18
 xnq xnq faEol فَْعل خنق خنق mrtb rtb mufaE~al 19 ُمفَعَّل رتب مرتب 19
 tdfq dfq tafaE~ul تَفَعُّل دفق تدفق rsAm rsm faE~Al 20 فَّعال رسم رسام 20
 dmwE dmE fuEuwl فُُعول دمع دموع rqmy rqm faEaliy~ 21 فََعلِيّ  رقم رقمي 21
 dwA' dwy faEAl فَعال دوي دواء trkyz rkz tafoEiyl 22 تَْفِعيل ركز تركيز 22
 rp *rr faEala* فََعلَ  ذرر ذرة rmzy rmz faEoliy 23 فَْعلِي رمز رمزي 23
 m*hl *hl mufoEil ُمْفِعل ذهل مذهل mzEwm zEm mafoEuwl 24 َمْفُعول زعم مزعوم 24
 hAn *hn >foEaAl*< أْفَعال ذهن أذهان tsA&l s'l tafAEul 25 تَفاُعل سءل تساؤل 25
 t*wyb *wb tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل ذوب تذويب sjAl sjl fiEAl 26 فِعال سجل سجال 26
 ~trbwyp rbw tafoEaliy تَْفَعلِيّ  ربو تربوية sjwn sjn fuEuwl 27 فُُعول سجن سجون 27
 trAxy rxw tafAEil تَفاِعل رخو تراخي tsryH srH tafoEiyl 28 تَْفِعيل سرح تسريح 28
 mrzwq rzq mafoEuwl َمْفُعول رزق مرزوق tslH slH tafaE~al 29 تَفَعَّل سلح تسلح 29
 rSyf rSf faEiyl فَِعيل رصف رصيف tslyT slT tafoEiyl 30 تَْفِعيل سلط تسليط 30
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 trAkm rkm tafAEul تَفاُعل ركم تراكم tsmm smm tafaE~ul 31 تَفَعُّل سمم تسمم 31
 trwyj rwj tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل روج ترويج swyp swy faEil~ 32 فَِعلّ  سوي سوية 32
 tzwyd zwd tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل زود تزويد syAHy syH fiEAliy~ 33 فِعالِيّ  سيح سياحي 33
 rwE rwE >afoEal< أَْفَعل روع أروع m$jE $jE mufaE~il 34 ُمفَعِّل شجع مشجع 34
 rwqp rwq >afoEal< أَْفَعل روق أروقة m$rwT $rT mafoEuwl 35 َمْفُعول شرط مشروط 35
 zhyd zhd faEiyl فَِعيل زهد زهيد mSAEb SEb mafAEil 36 َمفاِعل صعب مصاعب 36
 zwAyA zwy fawAaEil فَواَِعل زوي زوايا mSfHp SfH mufaE~al 37 ُمفَعَّل صفح مصفحة 37
 zyn zyn faEol فَْعل زين زين tDxym Dxm tafoEiyl 38 تَْفِعيل ضخم تضخيم 38
 sATyr sTr >afaAEiyl< أَفَاِعيل سطر أساطير DAgT DgT fAElN 39 فاعل   ضغط ضاغط 39
 Asfl sfl >afoEal أَْفَعل سفل اسفل Tbyp Tbb fiEolay~ 40 فِْعلَيّ  طبب طبية 40
 slf slf faEal فََعل سلف سلف tTrq Trq tafaE~al 41 تَفَعَّل طرق تطرق 41
 tslq slq tafaE~al تَفَعَّل سلق تسلق Twr Twr faEol 42 فَْعل طور طور 42
 tsll sll tafaE~ul تَفَعُّل سلل تسلل tTwyq Twq tafoEiyl 43 تَْفِعيل طوق تطويق 43
 slwY slw faEolaY فَْعلَى سلو سلوى TA}r Tyr fAEil 44 فاِعل طير طائر 44
 kwY $kw faEolaY$ فَْعلَى شكو شكوى ErAb Erb faE~Al 45 فَّعال عرب عراب 45
 ll $ll faEalN$ فََعل   شلل شلل Erq Erq >afoEal 46< أَْفَعل عرق أعرق 46
 Smwd Smd fuEuwl فُُعول صمد صمود EAlj Elj fAEal 47 فاَعل علج عالج 47
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 Dyq Dyq fiEl فِعل ضيق ضيق mEln Eln mufoEal 48 ُمْفَعل علن معلن 48
 TAqm Tqm fAEil فاِعل طقم طاقم Enf Enf >afoEal 49< أَْفَعل عنف أعنف 49
 mTAmE TmE mafaAEil َمفَاِعل طمع مطامع EA}mp Ewm fAEil 50 فاِعل عوم عائمة 50
 Ty Twy faEolN فَْعل   طوي طي mgAyr gyr mufAEil 51 ُمفاِعل غير مغاير 51
 Esyr Esr faEiyl فَِعيل عسر عسير fwry fwr faEoliy~ 52 فَْعلِيّ  فور فوري 52
 Eqym Eqm faEiyl فَِعيل عقم عقيم fA}z fwz fAEil 53 فاِعل فوز فائز 53
 EmY Emy >afoEal< أَْفَعل عمي أعمى qll qll faE~al 54 فَعَّل قلل قلل 54
 Eywb Eyb fuEuwl فُُعول عيب عيوب tqnyn qnn tafoEiyl 55 تَْفِعيل قنن تقنين 55
 gbAr gbr fuEAl فُعال غبر غبار qA}l qwl fAEil 56 فاِعل قول قائل 56
 gsyl gsl faEiyl فَِعيل غسل غسيل tktl ktl tafaE~ul 57 تَفَعُّل كتل تكتل 57
 gTAs gTs faE~Al فَّعال غطس غطاس tkAvr kvr tafAEul 58 تَفاُعل كثر تكاثر 58
 gfyr gfr faEiyl فَِعيل غفر غفير mklf klf mufaE~al 59 ُمفَعَّل كلف مكلف 59
 mstglp gll musotafoEil ُمْستَْفِعل غلل مستغلة tklm klm tafaE~al 60 تَفَعَّل كلم تكلم 60
 fAtn ftn fAEil فاِعل فتن فاتن kmyp kmm faEolay~ 61 فَْعلَيّ  كمم كمية 61
 fxwr fxr faEuwl فَُعول فخر فخور kA}n kwn fAEil 62 فاِعل كون كائن 62
 fnA' fny faEAl فَعال فني فناء mlj> lj' mafoEal 63 َمْفَعل لجء ملجأ 63
 qbyH qbH faEiyl فَِعيل قبح قبيح tlAEb lEb tafAEul 64 تَفاُعل لعب تالعب 64
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 qrEp qrE fuEol فُْعل قرع قرعة lwH lwH faEol 65 فَْعل لوح لوح 65
 kwArv krv fawAaEil فَواَِعل كرث كوارث ms mss faE~ 66 فَعّ  مسس مس 66
 tksyr ksr tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل كسر تكسير mmwl mwl mufaE~al 67 ُمفَعَّل مول ممول 67
 mlA}m l'm mufAEil ُمفاِعل لءم مالئم mA}yp mwh fA}iy~ 68 فائِيّ  موه مائية 68
 tlwv lwv tafaE~ul تَفَعُّل لوث تلوث nqT nqT faE~al 69 فَعَّل نقط نقط 69
 mdyH mdH faEiyl فَِعيل مدح مديح nhry nhr faEoliy 70 فَْعلِيّ  نهر نهري 70
 mzAj mzj fiEAl فِعال مزج مزاج tnwE nwE tafaE~ul 71 تَفَعُّل نوع تنوع 71
 tm$yT m$T tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل مشط تمشيط nwwy nwy faEaEiy~ 72 فََعِعيّ  نوي نووي 72
 mll mll faEal فََعل ملل ملل hAdfp hdf fAEil 73 فاِعل هدف هادفة 73
 mnAbE nbE mafaAEil َمفَاِعل نبع منابع bwb bwb faE~al 74 فَعَّل بوب بوب 74
 nAjy njw fAEil فاِعل نجو ناجي hrAm hrm >afoEAl 75< أَْفعال هرم أهرام 75
 mntzh nzh mufotaEal ُمْفتََعل نزه منتزه mtHdp wHd mufotaEil 76 ُمْفتَِعل وحد متحدة 76
 nsyj nsj faEiyl فَِعيل نسج نسيج wrq wrq faEol 77 فَْعل ورق ورق 77
 nSA}H nSH faEaA}il فََعائِل نصح نصائح wASf wSf fAEil 78 فاِعل وصف واصف 78
 thdym hdm tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل هدم تهديم mwDHp wDH mufaE~il 79 ُمفَعِّل وضح موضحة 79
 mhmlp hml mufoEal ُمْفَعل همل مهملة mwTn wTn mafoEil 80 َمْفِعل وطن موطن 80
 hwAl hwl >foEaAl< أْفَعال هول أهوال wfwd wfd fuEuwl 81 فُُعول وفد وفود 81
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 thAwn hwn tafAEul تَفاُعل هون تهاون wqwd wqd faEuwl 82 فَُعول وقد وقود 82
 mhyb hyb mufoEil ُمْفِعل هيب مهيب wqwf wqf fuEuwl 83 فُُعول وقف وقوف 83
 mwAhb whb mafaAEil َمفَاِعل وهب مواهب ytym ytm faEiyl 84 فَِعيل يتم يتيم 84
 
 
    Low  word frequency    & Low token  frequency       Low  word frequency    & High token  frequency   
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة    Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة   
 mt>nqp 'nq mutafaE~il ُمتَفَعِّل ءنق متأنقة zm 'zm faE~al 1< فَعَّل ءزم أزم 1
 b}s b's fiEol فِْعل بءس بئس m>swr 'sr mafoEuwl 2 َمْفُعول ءسر مأسور 2
 mbdy bdy mufaE~il ُمفَعِّل بدي مبدي nyn 'nn faEiyl 3< فَِعيل ءنن أنين 3
 mtbrE brE mutafaE~il ُمتَفَعِّل برع متبرع bHr bHr >afoEal 4< أَْفَعل بحر أبحر 4
 mbTwn bTn mafoEuwl َمْفُعول بطن مبطون mbtd> bd' mufotaEal 5 ُمْفتََعل بدء مبتدأ 5
 mbtlY bly mufotaEal ُمْفتَِعل بلي مبتلى tAjrp tjr fAEil 6 فاِعل تجر تاجرة 6
 bhymp bhm faEiyl فَِعيل بهم بهيمة vqf vqf faE~al 7 فَعَّل ثقف ثقف 7
 bhY bhy >afoEal< أَْفَعل بهي أبهى jdY jdy >afoEal 8< أَْفَعل جدي أجدى 8
 mjAdl jdl mufAEil ُمفاِعل جدل مجادل mjsd jsd mufaE~al 9 ُمفَعَّل جسد مجسد 9
 mjff jff mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل جفف مجفف jlys jls faEiyl 10 فَِعيل جلس جليس 10
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 mjlwb jlb mafoEuwl َمْفُعول جلب مجلوب Hjwm Hjm fuEuwl 11 فُُعول حجم حجوم 11
 mjAld jld mufAEil ُمفاِعل جلد مجالد mH*wr H*r mafoEuwl 12 َمْفُعول حذر محذور 12
 mHbwkp Hbk mafoEuwl َمْفُعول حبك محبوكة HAsn Hsn fAEal 13 فاَعل حسن حاسن 13
 HADn HDn fAEil فاِعل حضن حاضن HTT HTT faE~al 14 فَعَّل حطط حطط 14
 Hfyf Hff faEiyl فَِعيل حفف حفيف xsr xsr >afoEal 15< أَْفَعل خسر أخسر 15
 HAlb Hlb fAEil فاِعل حلب حالب xl xll faEala 16 فََعلَ  خلل خل 16
 HmD HmD faEol فَْعل حمض حمض mdmY dmy mufaE~al 17 ُمفَعَّل دمي مدمى 17
 x$Ab x$b >afoEaAl< أَْفَعال خشب أخشاب mrbH rbH mufoEil 18 ُمْفِعل ربح مربح 18
 xnAq xnq fiEAl فِعال خنق خناق rtyb rtb faEiyl 19 فَِعيل رتب رتيب 19
 dAfq dfq fAEil فاِعل دفق دافق mrsm rsm mafoEal 20 َمْفَعل رسم مرسم 20
 mdAmE dmE mafaAEil َمفَاِعل دمع مدامع trqym rqm tafoEiyl 21 تَْفِعيل رقم ترقيم 21
 dA}y dwy fAEil فاِعل دوي دائي rAkz rkz fAEil 22 فاِعل ركز راكز 22
 ry *rr faEala* فََعلَ  ذرر ذري trmyz rmz tafoEiyl 23 تَْفِعيل رمز ترميز 23
 hl *hl faEol* فَْعل ذهل ذهل zAEmp zEm fAEil 24 فاِعل زعم زاعمة 24
 hAn *hn fuE~Al* فُّعال ذهن ذهان mtsA}l s'l mutafAEil 25 ُمتَفاِعل سءل متسائل 25
 A}b *wb fAEil* فاِعل ذوب ذائب msAjlp sjl mufAEil 26 ُمفاِعل سجل مساجلة 26
 rbw rbw faEol فَْعل ربو ربو sjAn sjn faE~Al 27 فَّعال سجن سجان 27
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 trAxY rxw tafAEal تَفاَعل رخو تراخى srH srH faE~al 28 فَعَّل سرح سرح 28
 mrtzq rzq mufotaEal ُمْفتََعل رزق مرتزق slH slH faEol 29 فَْعل سلح سلح 29
 mrSwf rSf mafoEuwl َمْفُعول رصف مرصوف slyT slT faEiyl 30 فَِعيل سلط سليط 30
 rAkm rkm fAEal فاَعل ركم راكم msmwmp smm mafoEuwl 31 َمْفُعول سمم مسمومة 31
 rA}j rwj fAEil فاِعل روج رائج msAwy swy mufAEil 32 ُمفاِعل سوي مساوي 32
 mzAyd zwd mufAEil ُمفاِعل زود مزاود swAH syH fuE~aAl 33 فُعَّال سيح سواح 33
 yrAE rwE fEl فعل روع يراع jEAn $jE fuElA' 34$ فُعالء شجع شجعان 34
 rAq rwq >ufEl< أُفعل روق أراق ArT $rT fAEal 35$ فاَعل شرط شارط 35
 zhdh zhd fuEol فُْعل زهد زهده SEAb SEb fiEaAl 36 فَِعال صعب صعاب 36
 mnzwyp zwy munofaEil ُمْنفَِعل زوي منزوية SfH SfH faEol 37 فَْعل صفح صفح 37
 mzyn zyn mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل زين مزين mDxm Dxm mufaE~il 38 ُمفَعِّل ضخم مضخم 38
 tsTyr sTr tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل سطر تسطير mDgT DgT mifEalN 39 فََعلَ  ضغط ضغطة 39
 ~sflyp sfl fuEoliy فُْعلِيّ  سفل سفلية tTbyb Tbb tafoEiyl 40 تَْفِعيل طبب تطبيب 40
 tslyf slf tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل سلف تسليف TwArq Trq fawAEil 41 فَواِعل طرق طوارق 41
 mslwq slq mafoEuwl َمْفُعول سلق مسلوق mTwr Twr mufaE~il 42 ُمفَعِّل طور مطور 42
 sll sll faEol فَْعل سلل سلل TwAq Twq >foEaAl 43< أْفَعال طوق أطواق 43
 msly slw mufaE~il ُمفَعِّل سلو مسلي Twyr Tyr fuEay~il 44 فَُعيِّل طير طوير 44
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 m$tkY $kw mufotaEal ُمْفتََعل شكو مشتكى EArbp Erb fAEil 45 فاِعل عرب عاربة 45
 m$lp $ll mufoEalN ُمْفَعل   شلل مشلة mErq Erq mufoEil 46 ُمْفِعل عرق معرق 46
 SAmd Smd fAEil فاِعل صمد صامد mEAlj Elj mufAEil 47 ُمفاِعل علج معالج 47
 DAyq Dyq fAEal فاَعل ضيق ضايق Eln Eln faEol 48 فَْعل علن علن 48
 Tqm Tqm faEolN فَْعل   طقم طقم Enfy Enf fuEoliy~ 49 فُْعلِيّ  عنف عنفي 49
 TmE TmE faEal فََعل طمع طمع Ewm Ewm faEol 50 فَْعل عوم عوم 50
 mTwY Twy mafoEal َمْفَعل طوي مطوى gAyr gyr fAEal 51 فاَعل غير غاير 51
 mEsr Esr mufoEil ُمْفِعل عسر معسر fwAr fwr faE~Al 52 فَّعال فور فوار 52
 tEqym Eqm tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل عقم تعقيم mfAzp fwz mafEl 53 َمفعل فوز مفازة 53
 tEAmY Emy tafAEal تَفاَعل عمي تعامى mql qll fuEil 54 فُِعل قلل مقل 54
 mEybp Eyb mafoEl َمْفعل عيب معيبة qnn qnn faE~al 55 فَعَّل قنن قنن 55
 gAbr gbr fAEil فاِعل غبر غابر qwAl qwl faE~Al 56 فَّعال قول قوال 56
 gsAl gsl faE~Al فَّعال غسل غسال mtktl ktl mutafaE~il 57 ُمتَفَعِّل كتل متكتل 57
 gATs gTs fAEil فاِعل غطس غاطس mtkAvr kvr mutafAEil 58 ُمتَفاِعل كثر متكاثر 58
 mgfr gfr mifoEal ِمْفَعل غفر مغفر mtklf klf mutafaE~al 59 ُمتَفَعَّل كلف متكلف 59
 mgl gll mufoEila ُمْفِعلَ  غلل مغل klmA' klm fuEalAa' 60 فَُعالَء كلم كلماء 60
 ftAn ftn faE~Al فَّعال فتن فتان kmm kmm faE~al 61 فَعَّل كمم كمم 61
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 mftxr fxr mufotaEil ُمْفتَِعل فخر مفتخر kwAn kwn >foEaAl 62< أْفَعال كون أكوان 62
 tfAny fny tafAEil تَفاِعل فني تفاني mlAj} lj' mafaAEil 63 َمفَاِعل لجء مالجئ 63
 tqbyH qbH tafoEiyl تَْفِعيل قبح تقبيح mlEwb lEb mafoEuwl 64 َمْفُعول لعب ملعوب 64
 qArE qrE fAEil فاِعل قرع قارع tlwyHp lwH tafoEiyl 65 تَْفِعيل لوح تلويحة 65
 mktrvp krv mufotaEil ُمْفتَِعل كرث مكترثة mmsws mss mafoEuwl 66 َمْفُعول مسس ممسوس 66
 mksrp ksr mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل كسر مكسرة mtmwl mwl mutafaE~il 67 ُمتَفَعِّل مول متمول 67
 l}ym l'm faEiyl فَِعيل لءم لئيم mwh mwh faEol 68 فَْعل موه موه 68
 mlwv lwv mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل لوث ملوث mnqwT nqT mafoEuwl 69 َمْفُعول نقط منقوط 69
 mdAH mdH faE~Al فَّعال مدح مداح nhyr nhr fuEay~il 70 فَُعيِّل نهر نهير 70
 mAzj mzj fAEal فاَعل مزج مازج mnwE nwE mufaE~al 71 ُمفَعَّل نوع منوع 71
 mm$T m$T mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل مشط ممشط nwy nwy AfoEilo 72< اْفِعلْ  نوي أنوي 72
 mlwl mll faEolal فَْعلَل ملل ملول hAdf hdf fAEil 73 فاِعل هدف هادف 73
 nbwE nbE fuEuwl فُُعول نبع نبوع tbwyb bwb tafoEiyl 74 تَْفِعيل بوب تبويب 74
لَ  نجو نجى hrmy hrm faEaliy~ 75 فََعلِيّ  هرم هرمي 75  njY njw faE~ala فَعَّ
 nzh nzh faEal فََعل نزه نزه wHd wHd >afoEal 76< أَْفَعل وحد أوحد 76
 mnswj nsj mafoEuwl َمْفُعول نسج منسوج mwrqp wrq mufoEil 77 ُمْفِعل ورق مورقة 77
 nASH nSH fAEil فاِعل نصح ناصح mwSwf wSf mafoEuwl 78 َمْفُعول وصف موصوف 78
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 mhdwm hdm mafoEuwl َمْفُعول هدم مهدوم mwDH wDH mufaE~il 79 ُمفَعِّل وضح موضح 79
 hAml hml fAEil فاِعل همل هامل wTAn wTn >ofoEAl 80< ْأْفعال وطن أوطان 80
 mhwl hwl mufaE~il ُمفَعِّل هول مهول wAfd wfd fAEil 81 فاِعل وفد وافد 81
 mthAwnp hwn mutafAEil ُمتَفاِعل هون متهاونة wAqd wqd fAEil 82 فاِعل وقد واقد 82
 hywb hyb faEuwl فَُعول هيب هيوب wqfyp wqf faEoliy~ 83 فَْعلِيّ  وقف وقفية 83
 wAhb whb fAEil فاِعل وهب واهب mytm ytm mufaE~al 84 ُمفَعَّل يتم ميتم 84
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Appendix D  _ Stimuli of Experiment 4 
 
  
Low root type Frequency 
     
High root type Frequency 
     
 
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 aqoTAb qTb >foEaAl< أْفَعال قطب أقطاب baxot bxt faEol 1 فَْعل بخت بخت 1
 duws dws fuEl فُعل دوس دوس buzuwg bzg fuEuwl 2 فُُعول بزغ بزوغ 2
 suwr swr fuEl فُعل سور سور banAn bnn faEAl 3 فَعال بنن بنان 3
 tAh tyh fEl فعل تيه تاه bAhiZ bhZ fAEil 4 فاِعل بهظ باهظ 4
 rAq rwq fEl فعل روق راق buwm bwm fuEl 5 فُعل بوم بوم 5
 kAbuws kbs fAEuwl فاُعول كبس كابوس vagor vgr faEol 6 فَْعل ثغر ثغر 6
 muboham bhm mufoEal ُمْفَعل بهم مبهم vuwm vwm fuEl 7 فُعل ثوم ثوم 7
 jilof jlf fiEol فِْعل جلف جلف ja>o$ j'$ faEol 8 فَْعل جءش جأش 8
 HifoZ HfZ fiEol فِْعل حفظ حفظ jaHiym jHm faEiyl 9 فَِعيل جحم جحيم 9
 kabAb kbb faEAl فَعال كبب كباب ja>o$ j'$ faEol 10 فعل جيه جاه 10
 galA' glw faEAl فَعال غلو غالء Hatof Htf faEol 11 فَْعل حتف حتف 11
 xovar xvr foEal تَفَعُّل خثر تخثر Hados Hds faEol 12 فَْعل حدس حدس 12
 xmuwl xumuwl xumuwl فُُعول خمل خمول HAdiy Hdy fAEil 13 فاِعل حدي حادي 13
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 gumuwr gmr fuEuwl فُُعول غمر غمور HaDiyD HDD faEiyl 14 فَِعيل حضض حضيض 14
 sab~Ak sbk faE~Al فَّعال سبك سباك Haqol Hql faEol 15 فَْعل حقل حقل 15
 sakab skb faEal فََعل سكب سكب dibos dbs fiEol 16 فِْعل دبس دبس 16
 garaq grq faEal فََعل غرق غرق dA' dw' fEl 17 فعل دوء داء 17
 ra*ol r*l faEol فَْعل رذل رذل i}ob *'b fiEol 18* فِْعل ذءب ذئب 18
 gawov gwv faEol فَْعل غوث غوث uq *uq faEol 19* فَْعل ذقن ذقن 19
 Tabol Tbl faEol فَْعل طبل طبل awAt *wt faEAl 20* فَعال ذوت ذوات 20
 Tamor Tmr faEol فَْعل طمر طمر rAdiE rdE fAEil 21 فاِعل ردع رادع 21
 HamoD HmD faEol فَْعل حمض حمض raS~aE rSE faE~al 22 فَعَّل رصع رصع 22
 xaSor xSr faEol فَْعل خصر خصر rukuwd rkd fuEuwl 23 فُُعول ركد ركود 23
 Habol Hbl faEol فَْعل حبل حبل TAqim Tqm fAEil 24 فاِعل طقم طاقم 24
 garos grs faEol فَْعل غرس غرس rakol rkl faEol 25 فَْعل ركل ركل 25
 jahor jhr faEol فَْعل جهر جهر rahoT rhT faEol 26 فَْعل رهط رهط 26
 Saqol Sql faEol فَْعل صقل صقل tasak~uE skE tafaE~ul 27 تَفَعُّل سكع تسكع 27
 valoj vlj faEol فَْعل ثلج ثلج sawoT swT faEol 28 فَْعل سوط سوط 28
 Hajob Hjb faEol فَْعل حجب حجب a$obAH $bH >foEaAl 29< أْفَعال شبح أشباح 29
 zahow zhw faEol فَْعل زهو زهو aH~A* $H* faE~Al 30$ فَّعال شحذ شحاذ 30
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 SaqiyE SqE faEiyl فَِعيل صقع صقيع a*~ab $*b faE~al 31$ فَعَّل شذب شذب 31
 haj~ay hjn faE~ayl فَِعيل هجن هجين AsiE $sE fAEil 32$ فاِعل شسع شاسع 32
 aniyq 'nq faEiyl< فَِعيل ءنق أنيق alaf $lf faEal 33$ فََعل شلف شلف 33
 aj~aj 'jj faE~al< فَعَّل ءجج أجج awoT $wT faEol 34$ فَْعل شوط شوط 34
 xab~a> xb' faE~al فَعَّل خبء خبأ SaHon SHn faEol 35 فَْعل صحن صحن 35
 nA$if n$f fAEil فاِعل نشف ناشف Sanam Snm faEal 36 فََعل صنم صنم 36
 dAmis dms fAEil فاِعل دمس دامس SAg Syg faEala 37 فََعلَ  صيغ صاغ 37
 gATis gTs fAEil فاِعل غطس غاطس Tafiyf Tff faEiyl 38 فَِعيل طفف طفيف 38
 kAsiH ksH fAEil فاِعل كسح كاسح EAhil Ehl fAEil 39 فاِعل عهل عاهل 39
 TAHin THn fAEil فاِعل طحن طاحن gasaq gsq faEal 40 فَْعل غسق غسق 40
 qATin qTn fAEil فاِعل قطن قاطن mufoEam fEm mufoEal 41 ُمْفَعل فعم مفعم 41
 Hak~ Hkk faEala فََعلَ  حكك حكي qAmuws qms fAEuwl 42 فاُعول قمس قاموس 42
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Appendix E  _ Stimuli of Experiment 5 
 
 
  
Low root type Frequency 
     
High root type Frequency 
     
 
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 
 Word Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 Af$l f$l >afoEal أَْفَعل فشل أفشل aSolaE SlE >afoEal 1< أَْفَعل صلع أصلع 1
 xld xld faEal فََعل خلد خلد Hakar Hkr faEal 2 فََعل حكر حكر 2
 rmD rmD faEal فََعل رمض رمض sakab skb faEal 3 فََعل سكب سكب 3
 zll zll faEal فََعل زلل زلل EaTab ETb faEal 4 فََعل عطب عطب 4
 dH$ dH$ faEil فَِعل دهش دهش ja$iE j$E faEil 5 فَِعل جشع جشع 5
 jlys jls faEiyl فَِعيل جلس جليس saqiym sqm faEiyl 6 فَِعيل سقم سقيم 6
 HDyD HDD faEiyl فَِعيل حضض حضيض SaqiyE SqE faEiyl 7 فَِعيل صقع صقيع 7
 rtyb rtb faEiyl فَِعيل رتب رتيب ka}iyb k'b faEiyl 8 فَِعيل كءب كئيب 8
 AyD AyD faEol فَْعل ءيض أيض baloE blE faEol 9 فَْعل بلع بلع 9
 xTw xTw faEol فَْعل خطو خطو daloE dlE faEol 10 فَْعل دلع دلع 10
 dfq dfq faEol فَْعل دفق دفق arof *rf faEol 11* فَْعل ذرف ذرف 11
 dlw dlw faEol فَْعل دلي دلو zajor zjr faEol 12 فَْعل زجر زجر 12
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 hl `hl faEol` فَْعل ذهل ذهل Salod Sld faEol 13 فَْعل صلد صلد 13
 mE $mE faEol$ فَْعل شمع شمع Tabol Tbl faEol 14 فَْعل طبل طبل 14
 Esf Esf faEol فَْعل عصف عصف gawov gwv faEol 15 فَْعل غوث غوث 15
 Azm Azm faE~al فَعَّل ءزم أزم dal~ak dlk faE~al 16 فَعَّل دلك دلك 16
 slT slT faE~al فَعَّل سلط سلط sam~ad smd faE~al 17 فَعَّل سمد سمد 17
 Syr Syr faE~al فَعَّل صير صير ah~aY $hy faE~al 18$ فَعَّل شهي شهي 18
 jyA$ jy$ qnS فَّعال جيش جياش qnS qnS qnS 19 فَّعال قنص قناص 19
 ywE `yE fuEuwl` فُُعول ذوع ذيوع xunuwE xnE fuEuwl 20 فُُعول خنع خنوع 20
 rKwn rKn fuEuwl فُُعول ركن ركون nutuw' nt' fuEuwl 21 فُُعول نتء نتوء 21
 hTAf hTf fuEAl فُعال هتف هتاف nuEAs nEs fuEAl 22 فُعال نعس نعاس 22
 hAdn hdn fAEal فاَعل هدن هادن rAwag rwg fAEal 23 فاَعل روغ راوغ 23
 EA}m E}m fAEil فاِعل تلي تالي jAbiy jby fAEil 24 فاِعل جبي جابي 24
 Hady Hdy fAEil فاِعل حدي حادي HA*iq H*q fAEil 25 فاِعل حذق حاذق 25
 TAmH TmH fAEil فاِعل طمح طامح xAmil xml fAEil 26 فاِعل خمل خامل 26
 EA}m E}m fAEil فاِعل عوم عائم gA$im g$m fAEil 27 فاِعل غشم غاشم 27
 qAhr qhr fAEil فاِعل قهر قاهر lA*iE l*E fAEil 28 فاِعل لذع الذع 28
 hAd} hd} fAEil فاِعل هدء هادىء nA$if n$f fAEil 29 فاِعل نشف ناشف 29
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 wAzE wzE fAEil فاِعل وزع وازع yAfiE yfE fAEil 30 فاِعل يفع يافع 30
 mAswf mswf mafoEuwl َمْفُعول ءسف مأسوف maboHuwH bHH mafoEuwl 31 َمْفُعول بحح مبحوح 31
 mHZwZ HZZ mafoEuwl َمْفُعول حظظ محظوظ maxobuwl xbl mafoEuwl 32 َمْفُعول خبل مخبول 32
 mTEwn TEn mafoEuwl َمْفُعول طعن مطعون maEojuwn Ejn mafoEuwl 33 َمْفُعول عجن معجون 33
 mmnwH mnH mafoEuwl َمْفُعول منح ممنوح manofuw$ nf$ mafoEuwl 34 َمْفُعول نفش منفوش 34
 mt}lq }lq mutafaE~il ُمتَفَعِّل ءلق متألق mutajah~im jhm mutafaE~il 35 ُمتَفَعِّل جهم متجهم 35
 mtEvr Evr mutafaE~il ُمتَفَعِّل عثر متعثر mutahat~ik htk mutafaE~il 36 ُمتَفَعِّل هتك متهتك 36
 mKyf Kyf mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل كيف مكيف muHan~aT HnT mufaE~al 37 ُمفَعَّل حنط محنط 37
 mnqT nqT mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل نقط منقط muHan~ak Hnk mufaE~al 38 ُمفَعَّل حنك محنك 38
 mnwE nwE mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل نوع منوع muxav~ar xvr mufaE~al 39 ُمفَعَّل خثر مخثر 39
 mhm$ hm$ mufaE~al ُمفَعَّل همش مهمش mudam~as dms mufaE~al 40 ُمفَعَّل دمس مدمس 40
 mtkA tk} mufotaEal ُمْفتََعل وكء متكأ muxotaraE xrE mufotaEal 41 ُمْفتََعل خرع مخترع 41
 mHTdm Hdm mufotaEil ُمْفتَِعل حدم محتدم muHota$im H$m mufotaEil 42 ُمْفتَِعل حشم محتشم 42
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Appendix F  _ Stimuli of Experiment 6 
 
 
               High-frequency polysemous      High-frequency monosemous     
 Nonword Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الالكلمة   Nonword Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الالكلمة  
 iqobiyl qbl <ifoEiyl> إِْفِعيل قبل اقبيل iEomiyl Eml <ifoEiyl 1> إِْفِعيل عمل اعميل 1
 ~iqodiyriy~ qdr <ifoEiyliy> إِْفِعيلِيّ  قدر اقديري ijomiyEiy~ jmE <ifoEiyliy~ 2> إِْفِعيلِيّ  جمع اجميعي 2
 iHodAvap Hdv <ifoEAlap> إِْفعالَة حدث احادثة iHokAmap Hkm <ifoEAlap 3> إِْفعالَة حكم احاكمة 3
 miEoqydp Eqd mifoEylp ِمفعيلة عقد معقيدة miSonyEp SnE mifoEylp 4 ِمفعيلة صنع مصنيعة 4
 anaAfiys nfs >afaAEiyl< أَفَاِعيل نفس انافيس axaAbiyr xbz >afaAEiyl 5< أَفَاِعيل خبر اخابير 5
 ta>aEolaq Elq ta>afoEal تَأَْفَعل علق تأعلق ta>anoqal nql ta>afoEal 6 تَأَْفَعل نقل تأنقل 6
 ta$orAT $rT tafoEAl تَْفعال شرط تشراط taHofAZ HfZ tafoEAl 7 تَْفعال حفظ تحفاظ 7
 awoEar $Er fawoEal$ فَْوَعل شعر شوعر tawobaE tbE fawoEal 8 فَْوَعل تبع توبع 8
 faEoliyl HDr faEoliyl فَْعلِيل حضر حضرير jahodiyd jhd faEoliyl 9 فَْعلِيل جهد جهديد 9
 misokaAn skn mifoEaAl ِمْفَعال سكن مسكان mibodaAl bdl mifoEaAl 10 ِمْفَعال بدل مبدال 10
 rAjiyl rjl fAEiyl فاِعيل رجل راجيل sAriyE srE fAEiyl 11 فاِعيل سرع ساريع 11
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 ~jawomaliy~ jml fawoEaliy فَْوَعلِيّ  جمل جوملي daworajiy~ drj fawoEaliy~ 12 فَْوَعلِيّ  درج دورجي 12
 bawAaTiyl bTl fawAaEiyl فَواَِعيل بطل بواطيل kawAa$iyf k$f fawAaEiyl 13 فَواَِعيل كشف كواشيف 13
 yanoquwb nqb yafoEuwl يَْفعول نقب ينقوب yaToluwE TlE yafoEuwl 14 يَْفعول طلع يطلوع 14
 fuEiyl nEm fuEiyl فُِعيل نعم نعيم rusiyl rsl fuEiyl 15 فُِعيل رسل رسيل 15
 EuTofAaf Etf fuEolAal فُْعالَل عطف عطفاف HujorAar Hjr fuEolAal 16 فُْعالَل حجر حجرار 16
 
 
  
Low-frequency 
   
 
 Nonword Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الالكلمة
 iboTiyx bTx <ifoEiyl> إِْفِعيل بطخ ابطيخ 1
 ~ibojiyEiy~ bjE <ifoEiyliy> إِْفِعيلِيّ  بجع ابجيعي 2
 ivogArap vgr <ifoEAlap> إِْفعالَة ثغر اثاغرة 3
 mijory`p jr` mifoEylp ِمفعيلة جرذ مجريذة 4
 aHaAdiys Hds >afaAEiyl< أَفَاِعيل حدس احاديس 5
 ta>axoraz xrz ta>afoEal تَأَْفَعل خزر تأخرز 6
 taxoSAm xDm tafoEAl تَْفعال خضم تخضام 7
 rawofaH rfH fawoEal فَْوَعل رفح روفح 8
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 raqoTiyT rqT faEoliyl فَْعلِيل رقط رقطيط 9
 mizonaAd znd mifoEaAl ِمْفَعال زند مزناد 10
شاسيع 11  AsiyE $sE fAEiyl$ فاِعيل شسع
 ~awohamiy~ $hm fawoEaliy$ فَْوَعلِيّ  شهم شوهمي 12
 SawAaHiyn SHn fawAaEiyl فَواَِعيل صحن صواحين 13
يطفوق 14  yaTofuwq Tfq yafoEuwl يَْفعول طفق
عصيد 15  EuSiyd Esd fuEiyl فُِعيل عصد
فرتات 16  furotAat frt fuEolAal فُْعالَل فرت
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Appendix G  _ Stimuli of Experiment 7 
 
 
Non-roots & Low freq. patterns 
     
Non-roots & High freq. patterns 
   
 
 Nonword Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الالكلمة
  
 Nonword Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الالكلمة
 ~xTwHy~ xTH >fEwly< أفعوليّ  خطح اخطوحي 1
 
 taxATuH xTH tafAEul تَفاُعل خطح تخاطح 1
 SanAxyA Snx faEAlyA فَعاليا صنخ صناخيا 2
 
ول صنخ صنوخ 2  San~uwx Snx faE~uwl فَعُّ
 Tiyorwj Trj fiyoEwl فِْيعول طرج طيروج 3
 
 TawArij Trj fawAEil فَواِعل طرج طوارج 3
 Eaqu$iy Eq$ fAEuliy فاُعلِي عقش عاقشي 4
 
 Euqayo$ Eq$ fuEayol فَُعْيل عقش عقيش 4
 hafATay hfT faEAlay فَعالَي هفط هفاطي 5
 
 mihofAT hfT mifoEAl ِمْفعال هفط مهفاط 5
 ~fa$uniy~ f$n faEuliy فَُعلِيّ  فشن فشني 6
 
 ~fA$iniy~ f$n fAEiliy فاِعلِيّ  فشن فاشني 6
 qawAdiyE qdE fawAEiyl فَواِعيل قدع قواديع 7
 
 maqaAdiH qdE mafaAEil َمفَاِعل قدع مقادع 7
 julayozA jlz fuEayolA فَُعْيال جلز جليزا 8
 
 majoluwz jlz mafoEuwl َمْفُعول جلز مجلوز 8
 ~Tisawim~ Tsm fiEawil فَِعِولّ  طسم طسوم 9
 
 'TusamAa' Tsm fuEalAa فَُعالَء طسم طسماء 9
 yaEomiyx Emx yafoEiyl يَْفِعيل عمخ يعميخ 10
 
 ~Eimoxiy~ Emx fiEoliy فِْعلِيّ  عمخ عمخي 10
 diqoramA dqr fiEolamA فِْعلَما دقر دقرما 11
 
 adoqaAr dqr >afoEaAl< أَْفَعال دقر ادقار 11
 'nido$iyA' nd$ fiEoliyA فِْعلِياء ندش ندشياء 12
 
 munoda$il nd$ munofaEil ُمْنفَِعل ندش منتدش 12
 muxawokar xkr mufawoEal ُمفَْوَعل خكر مخوكر 13
 
 xakaA}ir xkr faEaA}il فََعائِل خكر خكائر 13
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 ~usoEulAdiy~ Eld >usofuEAliy< أُْسفُعالِيّ  علد اسعوالدي 14
 
 ~Euluwdiy~ Eld fuEuwliy فُُعولِيّ  علد علودي 14
يلِيّ  كعف كعيفي 15  ~fiE~iyliy~ kEf fiE~iyliy فِعِّ
 
 mukaEaf~al kEf mutafaE~al ُمتَفَعَّل كعف متكعف 15
 ~malAsaEiy~ lsE mafAEaliy َمفاَعلِيّ  لعس ملعاسي 16
 
 musotaloEis lsE musotafoEil ُمْستَْفِعل لعس مستلعس 16
 
 
 
Real roots & Low freq. patterns 
     
Real roots & High freq. patterns 
   
 
 Nonword Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الالكلمة
  
 Nonword Root Pattern الميزان الجذر الالكلمة
 ~Hswmy~ Hsm >fEwly< أفعوليّ  حسم احسومي 1
 
 taHAsum Hsm tafAEul تَفاُعل حسم تحاسم 1
 SaHAryA SHr faEAlyA فَعاليا صحر صحاريا 2
 
ول صحر صحور 2  SaH~uwr SHr faE~uwl فَعُّ
 niyohwr Sqr fiyoEwl فِْيعول نهر نيهور 3
 
 nawAhir Sqr fawAEil فَواِعل نهر نواهر 3
 bAquliy bql fAEuliy فاُعلِي بقل باقلي 4
 
 buqayol Ebs fuEayol فَُعْيل بقل بقيل 4
 harAmay hrm faEAlay فَعالَي هرم هارمي 5
 
 mihorAm hrm mifoEAl ِمْفعال هرم مهرام 5
 ~qaluSiy~ smk faEuliy فَُعلِيّ  قلص قلصي 6
 
 ~qAliSiy~ smk fAEiliy فاِعلِيّ  قلص قالصي 6
 rawAmiyz sbl fawAEiyl فَواِعيل رمز راواميز 7
 
 maraAmiz sbl mafaAEil َمفَاِعل رمز مرامز 7
 TurayozA Trz fuEayolA فَُعْيال طرز طريزا 8
 
 maToruwz Trz mafoEuwl َمْفُعول طرز مطروز 8
 ~TiEawim~ knf fiEawil فَِعِولّ  طعم طعوم 9
 
 'TuEamAa' knf fuEalAa فَُعالَء طعم طعماء 9
 yafoEiyl krv yafoEiyl يَْفِعيل عصف يعصيف 10
 
 ~EiSofiy~ krv fiEoliy فِْعلِيّ  عصف عصفي 10
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 fiEolamA blE fiEolamA فِْعلَما قمص قمصما 11
 
 aqonaAS blE >afoEaAl< أَْفَعال قمص اقماص 11
 'SiqoriyA' nhr fiEoliyA فِْعلِياء صقر صقرياء 12
 
 munoSaqir nhr munofaEil ُمْنفَِعل صقر منصقر 12
 muHawofal Hfl mufawoEal ُمفَْوَعل حفل محوفل 13
 
 HafaA}il Hfl faEaA}il فََعائِل حفل حفائل 13
 ~Euquwmiy~ Eqm fuEuwliy فُُعولِيّ  عقم عقومي usoEuqAmiy~ Eqm >usofuEAliy~ 14< أُْسفُعالِيّ  عقم اسعوقامي 14
يلِيّ  علج عليجي 15  ~fil~iyjiy~ Elj fiE~iyliy فِعِّ
 
 mutaEal~aj Elj mutafaE~al ُمتَفَعَّل علج متعلج 15
 musotaHoris Hrs musotafoEil ُمْستَْفِعل حرس مستحرس maHArasiy~ Hrs mafAEaliy~ 16 َمفاَعلِيّ  حرس محارسي 16
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Appendix H  _ Stimuli of Experiment 8 
 
 
Single relatedness 
       
Dual relatedness 
     
 
 Word Root Pattern Meaning الميزان الجذر الكلمة
  
 Word Root Pattern Meaning الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 AjdAd jdd >foEaAl ancestors أْفَعال جدد اجداد 1
 
 mjdd jdd mufaE~al modernizer ُمفَعَّل جدد مجدد 1
 mjdp jdd mufiEala industrious ُمفَِعلَ  جدد مجدة 2
 
 jdyd jdd faEiyl new فَِعيل جدد جديدة 2
 jdd jdd faE~al renewed فَعَّل جدد جدد 3
 
 jdd jdd faE~al renewed فَعَّل جدد جدد 3
 mjml jml mufoEal total ُمْفَعل جمل مجمل 4
 
 jmAl jml faEAl beauty فَعال جمل جمال 4
 jAml jml fAEal made a compliment to فاَعل جمل جامل 5
 
 tjmyl jml tafoEiyl beautification تَْفِعيل جمل تجميل 5
 Ajml jml >afoEal more beautiful أَْفَعل جمل اجمل 6
 
 Ajml jml >afoEal more beautiful أَْفَعل جمل اجمل 6
                 
 mHAdvp Hdv mufAEal dialogue ُمفاَعل حدث محادثة 1
 
 mHdv Hdv mufoEal moderate ُمْفَعل حدث محدث 1
 HAdv Hdv fAEil accident فاِعل حدث حادث 2
 
 Hdv Hdv faEal updated فََعل حدث حدث 2
 tHdyv Hdv tafoEiyl updating تَْفِعيل حدث تحديث 3
 
 tHdyv Hdv tafoEiyl updating تَْفِعيل حدث تحديث 3
 Hryr Hrr faEiyl silk فَِعيل حرر حرير 4
 
 Hryp Hrr faEil~ freedom فَِعلّ  حرر حرية 4
 HAr Hrr fAEala hot فاَعلَ  حرر حار 5
 
 AHrAr Hrr >afoEAl free people أَْفعال حرر احرار 5
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 mtHrr Hrr mutafaE~il liberal ُمتَفَعِّل حرر متحرر 6
 
 mtHrr Hrr mutafaE~il released ُمتَفَعِّل حرر متحرر 6
                 
 Hrym Hrm faEiyl women فَِعيل حرم حريم 1
 
 mHrwm Hrm mafoEuwl destitute َمْفُعول حرم محروم 1
 mHtrm Hrm mufotaEal respectable ُمْفتََعل حرم محترم 2
 
 tHrym Hrm tafoEiyl banning تَْفِعيل حرم تحريم 2
 HrAm Hrm faEAl forbidden فَعال حرم حرام 3
 
 HrAm Hrm faEAl forbidden فَعال حرم حرام 3
 Hlwl Hll fuEuwl happening فُُعول حلل حلول 4
 
 tHlyl Hll tafoEiyl analyzation تَْفِعيل حلل تحليل 4
 mHly Hll mafaEaliy~ local َمفََعلِيّ  حلل محلي 5
 
 tHll Hll tafaE~al decay تَفَعَّل حلل تحلل 5
 mHlwl Hll mafoEuwl solutio َمْفُعول حلل محلول 6
 
 mHlwl Hll mafoEuwl solutio َمْفُعول حلل محلول 6
                 
 txlf xlf tafaE~ul backwardness تَفَعُّل خلف تخلف 1
 
 mxtlf xlf mufotaEil diferent ُمْفتَِعل خلف مختلف 1
 xlfyp xlf faEoliy~ background فَْعلِيّ  خلف خلفية 2
 
 xlAf xlf fiEAl conflict فِعال خلف خالف 2
 mxAlf xlf mufAEil against ُمفاِعل خلف مخالف 3
 
 mxAlf xlf mufAEil against ُمفاِعل خلف مخالف 3
 rbyE rbE faEiyl spring فَِعيل ربع ربيع 4
 
 rbAEy rbE fuEAliy~ quadruple فُعالِيّ  ربع رباعي 4
 rbAE rbE fuEAl weight-lifter فُعال ربع رباع 5
 
 rbE rbE fuEol quarter فُْعل ربع ربع 5
 mrbE rbE mufaE~al square ُمفَعَّل ربع مربع 6
 
 mrbE rbE mufaE~al square ُمفَعَّل ربع مربع 6
                 
 srAb srb faEAl fata morgana فَعال سرب سراب 1
 
 tsrb srb tafaE~ul trickle تَفَعُّل سرب تسرب 1
 srb srb fiEol drove ; flock فِْعل سرب سرب 2
 
 msrb srb mafoEal leaked َمْفَعل سرب مسرب 2
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 (tsryb srb tafoEiyl infiltration ; leak(age تَْفِعيل سرب تسريب 3
 
 tsryb srb tafoEiyl infiltration تَْفِعيل سرب تسريب 3
 sryr srr faEiyl bed فَِعيل سرر سرير 4
 
 Asr srr faEol to capture hearts فَْعل سرر اسر 4
 sry srr fiEolay~ hidden reserve; secret فِْعلَيّ  سرر سري 5
 
 sAr srr fEl~ pleasant فعلّ  سرر سار 5
 msrwr srr mafoEuwl cheerful َمْفُعول سرر مسرور 6
 
 msrwr srr mafoEuwl cheerful َمْفُعول سرر مسرور 6
                 
 rTy $rT fuEoliy~ policeman$ فُْعلِيّ  شرط شرطي 1
 
 m$rwT $rT mafoEuwl conditional َمْفُعول شرط مشروط 1
 ryT $rT faEiyl tape$ فَِعيل شرط شريط 2
 
 A$trAT $rT AifotiEAl stipulating اِْفتِعال شرط اشتراط 2
 rT $rT faEol clause ; condition$ فَْعل شرط شرط 3
 
 rT $rT faEol clause$ فَْعل شرط شرط 3
 m$rwE $rE mafoEuwl projects َمْفُعول شرع مشروع 4
 
 rE $rE faEal legislate$ فََعل شرع شرع 4
 wArE $rE fawaAEl streets$ فََواعل شرع شوارع 5
 
 t$ryE $rE tafoEiyl legislation تَْفِعيل شرع تشريع 5
 rEy $rE faEoliy~ authorized$ فَْعلِيّ  شرع شرعي 6
 
 rEy $rE faEoliy~ authorized$ فَْعلِيّ  شرع شرعي 6
                 
 Eyr $Er faEiyl barley$ فَِعيل شعر شعير 1
 
 Ery $Er fiEoliy~ poetic$ فِْعلِيّ  شعر شعري 1
 Erp $Er faEol a hair$ فَْعل شعر شعرة 2
 
 m$AEr $Er mafAEil feelings َمفاِعل شعر مشاعر 2
 AEr $Er fAEil poet$ فاِعل شعر شاعر 3
 
 AEr $Er fAEil poet, he is feeling$ فاِعل شعر شاعر 3
 Sfr Sfr fiEol zero فِْعل صفر صفر 4
 
 mSfr Sfr mufoEil yellowish ُمْفِعل صفر مصفر 4
 SfArp Sfr faE~Al whistle فَّعال صفر صفارة 5
 
 Sfrp Sfr fuEol yelllow فُْعل صفر صفرة 5
 ASfr Sfr >afoEal yellowy أَْفَعل صفر اصفر 6
 
 ASfr Sfr >afoEal yellowy أَْفَعل صفر اصفر 6
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 Zhr Zhr fuEolN noon فُْعل   ظهر ظهر 1
 
 ZAhr Zhr fAEil appeared فاِعل ظهر ظاهر 1
 tZAhrp Zhr tafAEul demonstration تَفاُعل ظهر تظاهرة 2
 
 Zhwr Zhr fuEuwl showing up فُُعول ظهر ظهور 2
 mZhr Zhr mafoEal appearance َمْفَعل ظهر مظهر 3
 
 mZhr Zhr mafoEal appearance َمْفَعل ظهر مظهر 3
 Ebyr Ebr faEiyl aroma فَِعيل عبر عبير 4
 
 mEbr Ebr mafoEal bridge َمْفَعل عبر معبر 4
 tEbyr Ebr tafoEiyl expression تَْفِعيل عبر تعبير 5
 
 EAbr Ebr fAEil passenger فاِعل عبر عابر 5
 Ebwr Ebr fuEuwl crossing فُُعول عبر عبور 6
 
 Ebwr Ebr fuEuwl crossing فُُعول عبر عبور 6
                 
 mEArD ErD mufAEil opposer ُمفاِعل عرض معارض 1
 
 EwArD ErD fawAEil beams فَواِعل عرض عوارض 1
 mErD ErD mafoEil exhibition َمْفِعل عرض معرض 2
 
 tEArD ErD tafAEil conflicting تَفاِعل عرض تعارض 2
 tErD ErD tafaE~al encountering تَفَعَّل عرض تعرض 3
 
 tErD ErD tafaE~al encountering تَفَعَّل عرض تعرض 3
 mEtrf mEtrf mufotaEal confessor ُمْفتََعل عرف معترف 4
 
 mEArf mEtrf mafaAEil knowledges َمفَاِعل عرف معارف 4
 Eryf mEtrf faEiyl corporal فَِعيل عرف عريف 5
 
 mErfyp mEtrf mafoEiliy~ cognitive َمْفِعلِيّ  عرف معرفية 5
 Erf mEtrf faEal knew فََعل عرف عرف 6
 
 Erf mEtrf faEal knew فََعل عرف عرف 6
                 
 qrp qrr fuE~al comfort فُعَّل قرر قرة 1
 
 tqryr qrr tafoEiyl report تَْفِعيل قرر تقرير 1
 qArp qrr fAEala continent فاَعلَ  قرر قارة 2
 
 mqrr qrr mufaE~il rapporteur ُمفَعِّل قرر مقرر 2
 qrAr qrr faEAl decision فَعال قرر قرار 3
 
 qrAr qrr faEAl decision فَعال قرر قرار 3
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 Eqyd Eqd faEiyl colonel فَِعيل عقد عقيد 4
 
 mEtqd Eqd mufotaEal believed, belive ُمْفتََعل عقد معتقد 4
 mEqd Eqd mufaE~al complicated ُمفَعَّل عقد معقد 5
 
 Eqydp Eqd faEiyl doctrine فَِعيل عقد عقيدة 5
 EqA}dy Eqd faEA}iliy~ doctrinal فَعائِلِيّ  عقد عقائدي 6
 
 EqA}dy Eqd faEA}iliy~ doctrinal فَعائِلِيّ  عقد عقائدي 6
                 
 mEAlm Elm mafaAEil features َمفَاِعل علم معالم 1
 
 mElm Elm mufaE~il teacher ُمفَعِّل علم معلم 1
 ElAm Elm >afoEAl flags< أَْفعال علم أعالم 2
 
 tElym Elm tafoEiyl education تَْفِعيل علم تعليم 2
 Elmy Elm fiEoliy~ scientific فِْعلِيّ  علم علمي 3
 
 Elmy Elm fiEoliy~ scientific فِْعلِيّ  علم علمي 3
 Emyd Emd faEiyl dean فَِعيل عمد عميد 4
 
 mtEAmd Emd mutafAEil orthogonal ُمتَفاِعل عمد متعامد 4
 mEtmd Emd mufotaEal depended ُمْفتََعل عمد معتمد 5
 
 AEmdp Emd >afoEil columns أَْفِعل عمد اعمدة 5
 Emwd Emd faEuwl column فَُعول عمد عمود 6
 
 Emwd Emd faEuwl column فَُعول عمد عمود 6
                 
 qbA}l qbl faEA}il tribes فَعائِل قبل قبائل 1
 
 qAbl qbl fAEil accepter فاِعل قبل قابل 1
 mstqbl qbl musotafoEal future ُمْستَْفَعل قبل مستقبل 2
 
 mqbwlp qbl mafoEuwl susisfactory َمْفُعول قبل مقبولة 2
 tqbl qbl tafaE~al acceptance تَفَعَّل قبل تقبل 3
 
 tqbl qbl tafaE~al acceptance تَفَعَّل قبل تقبل 3
 nfys nfs faEiyl priceless فَِعيل نفس نفيس 4
 
 AnfAs nfs >foEaAl breathes أْفَعال نفس انفاس 4
 mnAfs nfs mufAEil competitor ُمفاِعل نفس منافس 5
 
 tnfs nfs tafaE~al breathing تَفَعَّل نفس تنفس 5
 mtnfs nfs mutafaE~al breather, relief ُمتَفَعَّل نفس متنفس 6
 
 mtnfs nfs mutafaE~al relief ُمتَفَعَّل نفس متنفس 6
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 mstmd mdd mstfEil derived from مستفِعل مدد مستمد 1
 
 tmdyd mdd tafoEiyl extension تَْفِعيل مدد تمديد 1
 mAdy mdd fAEolay~ materialistic فاْعلَيّ  مدد مادي 2
 
 mdp mdd fuEol duration فُْعل مدد مدة 2
 mmtd mdd mftEl extended مفتعل مدد ممتد 3
 
 mmtd mdd mftEl extended مفتعل مدد ممتد 3
 nZryp nZr faEaliy~ theory فََعلِيّ  نظر نظرية 4
 
 nZrp nZr fuEol a look فَْعل نظر نظرة 4
 nZyr nZr faEiyl match فَِعيل نظر نظير 5
 
 nZr nZr faEal looked فََعل نظر نظر 5
 mnZr nZr mafoEal landscape َمْفَعل نظر منظر 6
 
 mnZr nZr mafoEal landscape َمْفَعل نظر منظر 6
                 
 AEASyr Esr AEASyr cyclones أَفاِعيل عصر اعاصير 1
 
 ESwr Esr fuEwul eras فُعُول عصر عصور 1
 ESyr Esr faEiyl juice فَِعيل عصر عصير 2
 
 mEASr Esr mufAEil modern ُمفاِعل عصر معاصر 2
 EASr Esr fAEal be a contemporary of فاَعل عصر عاصر 3
 
 EASr Esr fAEal was a contemporary of فاَعل عصر عاصر 3
 Emry Emr fuEoliy~ age-related فُْعلِيّ  عمر عمري 4
 
 EmArp Emr fiEAl residential building فِعال عمر عمارة 4
 Emrp Emr fuEol visiting mecca فُْعل عمر عمرة 5
 
 mEmur Emr mafoEuwl inhabited َمْفُعول عمر معمور 5
 tEmyr Emr tafoEiyl building تَْفِعيل عمر تعمير 6
 
 tEmyr Emr tafoEiyl building تَْفِعيل عمر تعمير 6
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Appendix I   _ Stimuli of Experiment 9 
 
 
 
Single relatedness 
      
Dual relatedness 
     
 
 Word Root Pattern Meaning الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 
 Word Root Pattern Meaning الميزان الجذر الكلمة
 mu&ad~ab 'db mufaE~al polite ُمفَعَّل ءدب مؤدب mujaE~ad jEd mufaE~al crimped 1 ُمفَعَّل جعد مجعد 1
 muxay~am xym mufaE~al camp ُمفَعَّل خيم مخيم muHad~ab Hdb mufaE~al arched 2 ُمفَعَّل حدب محدب 2
 muzay~af zyf mufaE~al falase ُمفَعَّل زيف مزيف muxaT~aT xTT mufaE~al lined 3 ُمفَعَّل خطط مخطط 3
 muTab~aq Tbq mufaE~al applied ُمفَعَّل طبق مطبق mudar~aj drj mufaE~al amphitheatric 4 ُمفَعَّل درج مدرج 4
 muwa$~aH w$H mufaE~al muwashshah ُمفَعَّل وشح موشح muqaw~as qws mufaE~al curved 5 ُمفَعَّل قوس مقوس 5
                
 jAmiE jmE fAEil mosque فاِعل جمع جامع lAHiq lHq fAEil following 1 فاِعل لحق الحق 1
 qArib qrb fAEil boat فاِعل قرب قارب vAniy vny fAEil prior 2 فاِعل ثني ثاني 2
 fAriq frq fAEil distinctive فاِعل فرق فارق sAlif slf fAEil later 3 فاِعل سلف سالف 3
 nAjiy njw fAEil survivor فاِعل نجو ناجي qAdim qdm fAEil coming next 4 فاِعل قدم قادم 4
 wAHid wHd fAEil one فاِعل وحد واحد xArij xrj fAEil second 5 فاِعل خرج خارج 5
                
 bariyd brd faEiyl Thursday فَِعيل برد بريد amiyr 'mr faEiyl prince 1< فَِعيل ءمر امير 1
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 xamiys xms faEiyl breeze فَِعيل خمس خميس zaEiym zEm faEiyl leader 2 فَِعيل زعم زعيم 2
 ariyT $rT faEiyl tube$ فَِعيل شرط شريط safiyr sfr faEiyl ambassador 3 فَِعيل سفر سفير 3
 Tariyq Trq faEiyl way فَِعيل طرق طريق Eamiyd Emd faEiyl dean 4 فَِعيل عمد عميد 4
 kaviyr kvr faEiyl much فَِعيل كثر كثير naqiyb nqb faEiyl captain 5 فَِعيل نقب نقيب 5
                
 tay~Ar tyr faE~Al stream فَّعال تير تيار fal~AH flH faE~Al farmer 1 فَّعال فلح فالح 1
 xaw~Af xwf faE~Al afraid فَّعال خوف خواف jaz~Ar jzr faE~Al painter 2 فَّعال جزر جزار 2
 Ead~A' Edw faE~Al jogger فَّعال عدو عداء xay~AT xyT faE~Al hunter 3 فَّعال خيط خياط 3
 naq~Al nql faE~Al mobile فَّعال نقل نقال Ham~Al Hml faE~Al tailor 4 فَّعال حمل حمال 4
 had~Af hdf faE~Al marksman فَّعال هدف هداف gaw~AS gwS faE~Al context 5 فَّعال غوص غواص 5
                
 SirAE SrE fiEAl conflict فِعال صرع صراع binA' bny fiEAl style 1 فِعال بني بناء 1
 HiSAd HSd fiEAl cropping فِعال حصد حصاد siyAq swq fiEAl sector 2 فِعال سوق سياق 2
 giyAb gyb fiEAl absence فِعال غيب غياب TirAz Trz fiEAl building 3 فِعال طرز طراز 3
 sirAj srj fiEAl saddler فِعال سرج سراج qiTAE qTE fiEAl system 4 فِعال قطع قطاع 4
 lisAn lsn fiEAl tongue فِعال لسن لسان kiyAn kyn fiEAl structure 5 فِعال كين كيان 5
                
 zujAj zjj fuEAl glass فُعال زجج زجاج turAb trb fuEAl dust 1 فُعال ترب تراب 1
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 su&Al s'l fuEAl heart فُعال سءل سؤال gubAr gbr fuEAl heritage 2 فُعال غبر غبار 2
 ubAT $bT fuEAl february$ فُعال شبط شباط HuTAm HTm fuEAl moraine 3 فُعال حطم حطام 3
 uEAE $EE fuEAl beam/ ray$ فُعال شعع شعاع rufAt rft fuEAl remains 4 فُعال رفت رفات 4
 gulAm glm fuEAl boy فُعال غلم غالم rukAm rkm fuEAl wreckage 5 فُعال ركم ركام 5
                
 maboda> bd' mafoEal principle َمْفَعل بدء مبدأ marokaz rkz mafoEal center 1 َمْفَعل ركز مركز 1
 mabolag blg mafoEal amount َمْفَعل بلغ مبلغ masoraH srH mafoEal theater 2 َمْفَعل سرح مسرح 2
 maSodar Sdr mafoEal source َمْفَعل صدر مصدر maSonaE SnE mafoEal factory 3 َمْفَعل صنع مصنع 3
 maZohar Zhr mafoEal appearance َمْفَعل ظهر مظهر maEohad Ehd mafoEal institute 4 َمْفَعل عهد معهد 4
 marofa> rf' mafoEal anchorage َمْفَعل رفء مرفأ makotab ktb mafoEal office 5 َمْفَعل كتب مكتب 5
                
 ta>av~ur 'vr tafaE~ul affectivity تَفَعُّل ءثر تأثر tajad~ud jdd tafaE~ul freshen 1 تَفَعُّل جدد تجدد 1
 taHaf~uZ HfZ tafaE~ul reservation تَفَعُّل حفظ تحفظ taHar~ur Hrr tafaE~ul release 2 تَفَعُّل حرر تحرر 2
 tasal~ul sll tafaE~ul infiltration تَفَعُّل سلل تسلل taHas~un Hsn tafaE~ul renewal 3 تَفَعُّل حسن تحسن 3
 taSaw~ur Swr tafaE~ul imagine تَفَعُّل صور تصور taTaw~ur Twr tafaE~ul superiority 4 تَفَعُّل طور تطور 4
 taEad~ud Edd tafaE~ul plurality تَفَعُّل عدد تعدد fuwq fwq tafaE~ul exceed 5 تَفَعُّل فوق تفوق 5
                
 suluwk slk fuEuwl behavior فُُعول سلك سلوك xuDuwE xDE fuEuwl drop 1 فُُعول خضع خضوع 1
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 uEuwb $Eb fuEuwl peoples$ فُُعول شعب شعوب ruDuwx rDx fuEuwl submission 2 فُُعول رضخ رضوخ 2
 Eukuwf Ekf fuEuwl assiduousness فُُعول عكف عكوف suquwT sqT fuEuwl acquiescence 3 فُُعول سقط سقوط 3
 qubuwl qbl fuEuwl acceptable فُُعول قبل قبول nuzuwl nzl fuEuwl incidence 4 فُُعول نزل نزول 4
 nutuw' nt' fuEuwl bump فُُعول نتء نتوء wuquwE wqE fuEuwl dropp off 5 فُُعول وقع وقوع 5
                
 ma*ohuwl *hl mafoEuwl absentminded َمْفُعول ذهل مذهول ma>okuwl 'kl mafoEuwl eaten 1 َمْفُعول ءكل مأكول 1
 mafoTuwr fTr mafoEuwl originated َمْفُعول فطر مفطور ma$oruwb $rb mafoEuwl drunk 2 َمْفُعول شرب مشروب 2
 manosuwj nsj mafoEuwl chenille َمْفُعول نسج منسوج maTobuwx Tbx mafoEuwl cooked 3 َمْفُعول طبخ مطبوخ 3
 maHosuws Hss mafoEuwl concrete َمْفُعول حسس محسوس maEojuwn Ejn mafoEuwl masticated 4 َمْفُعول عجن معجون 4
 maEoSuwb ESb mafoEuwl blindfolded َمْفُعول عصب معصوب mahoruws hrs mafoEuwl mashed 5 َمْفُعول هرس مهروس 5
                
 muEASir ESr mufAEil contemporary ُمفاِعل عصر معاصر mudAfiE dfE mufAEil defender 1 ُمفاِعل دفع مدافع 1
 mufAji} fj' mufAEil sudden ُمفاِعل فجء مفاجىء muqAtil qtl mufAEil fighter 2 ُمفاِعل قتل مقاتل 2
 mugAmir gmr mufAEil adventurer ُمفاِعل غمر مغامر munADil nDl mufAEil fighter 3 ُمفاِعل نضل مناضل 3
 mubA$ir b$r mufAEil direct ُمفاِعل بشر مباشر munAfis nfs mufAEil competitor 4 ُمفاِعل نفس منافس 4
 muEAdil Edl mufAEil equivalent ُمفاِعل عدل معادل munAhiD nhD mufAEil opponent 5 ُمفاِعل نهض مناهض 5
                
 tadAwul dwl tafAEul circulation تَفاُعل دول تداول tabAdul bdl tafAEul exchange 1 تَفاُعل بدل تبادل 1
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 taHAyul Hwl tafAEul artfulness تَفاُعل حول تحايل taEAmul Eml tafAEul deal 2 تَفاُعل عمل تعامل 2
 tafAqum fqm tafAEul aggravation تَفاُعل فقم تفاقم taEAwun Ewn tafAEul cooperation 3 تَفاُعل عون تعاون 3
 tawAzun wzn tafAEul balance تَفاُعل وزن توازن tafAhum fhm tafAEul harmony 4 تَفاُعل فهم تفاهم 4
 tafA&ul f'l tafAEul optimism تَفاُعل فءل تفاؤل taHAluf Hlf tafAEul alliance 5 تَفاُعل حلف تحالف 5
                
 aEomaY Emy >afoEal blind< أَْفَعل عمي أعمى aboyaD byD >afoEal white 1< أَْفَعل بيض ابيض 1
 anojaH njH >afoEal successful< أَْفَعل نجح أنجح aHomar Hmr >afoEal red 2< أَْفَعل حمر احمر 2
 a$obah $bh >afoEal similar< أَْفَعل شبه أشبه axoDar xDr >afoEal green 3< أَْفَعل خضر اخضر 3
 Tolis Tls >afoEal atlas أَْفَعل طلس أطلس azoraq zrq >afoEal blue 4< أَْفَعل زرق ازرق 4
 adonaY dny >afoEal below< أَْفَعل دني أدنى asowad swd >afoEal black 5< أَْفَعل سود اسود 5
                
 juHor jHr fuEol rock فُْعل جحر جحر Huzon Hzn fuEol grief 1 فُْعل حزن حزن 1
 xuboz xbz fuEol bread فُْعل خبز خبز Zulom Zlm fuEol injustice 2 فُْعل ظلم ظلم 2
 Eumoq Emq fuEol depth فُْعل عمق عمق suqom sqm fuEol sickness 3 فُْعل سقم سقم 3
 rumoH rmH fuEol lance فُْعل رمح رمح bu&os b's fuEol misery 4 فُْعل بءس بؤس 4
 Eu*or E*r fuEol excuse فُْعل عذر عذر suxoT sxT fuEol offense 5 فُْعل سخط سخط 5
 
